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PREFACE

Situations where I have attempted to show foreign publics the universal validity of models constructed in relation to the specificcase
of France have perhaps allowed me to address,in these lectures,
what I believeto be most essentialin my work, that is, its most elementary and fundamentalcharacteristics,which, no doubt through
my own fault, often escapeeven the most well-intentionedreaders
and commentators.
First, it is a philosophy of sciencethat one could call relational
in that it accords primacy to relations. Although characteristicof
all modern science- if one believesauthors as different as Cassirer
and Bachelard- this philosophy is only rarely brought into play in
the social sciences,undoubtedly becauseit is very directly opposed
to the conventions of ordinary (or semi-scholarly)thought about
the social world, which is more readily devoted to substantial "realities" such as individuals and groups than to the obiectiuerelations
which one cânnot show, but which must be captured, constructed
and validated through scientific work.
Next, it is a philosophy of action designatedat times as disltositional which notes the potentialities inscribed in the body of
irgentsand in the structure of the situations where they act or, more
prrccisely,in the relations between them. This philosophy is conclcnsedin a small number of fundamental concepts- habitus, field,
capital - and its cornerstoneis the two-way relationship between
objcctivc stnrctures(those of social fields)and incorporated structrrrt's(tlroscof thc habitus).It is radicallyopposedto the anthropologit:rl prt'srr1'r1'rosrtiorrs
inscribcclin the languirg,e
which social
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agents,and especiallyintellectuals,most commonly use tc account
for practice (notably when, in the name of a nârrow rationalism,
they consider irrational any action or representâtionwhich is not
generatedby the explicitly posed reasonsof an autonomous individual, fully consciousof his or her motivations).It is also opposed
to the more extreme thesesof a certain structuralism by refusing to
reduce dgents, which it considersto be eminently active and acting
(without necessarilydoing so as subjects),to simple epiphenomena
of structure (which exposesit to seemingequally deficientto those
who hold one position or the other). This philosophy of acrion
âssertsitself from the outset by breaking with a number of established notions which have been inrroduced in scholarly discourse
without examination ("subjectr" "motivationr" "actorr" "roler"
etc.) and with a whole seriesof socially powerful oppositions individuaUsociety, individual/collective, conscious/unconscious,
interested/disinterested,objective/subjective,and so forth - which
seem to constitute ordinary thought.
I am aware that I have little chanceof succeedingin truly transmitting, through the power of discoursealone, the principles of this
philosophy and the practical dispositions,the "métier," in which
they are embodied. Furthermore,I know that by designatingthem
as a philosophy, through a concessionto ordinary usage, I risk
seeingthem transformed into theoretical propositions, subject to
theoretical discussions,capable of again erecting obstaclesto the
transmission of the constant and controlled ways of acting and
thinking which constitute a method. But I would like ro hope that
I can at leastcontribute to dispellingthe most tenaciousmisunderstandingsof my work, especiallythose which are often deliberately
kept alive by the indefatigablerepetition of the same objections
without an object, the sameabsurd involuntary or voluntary reductions.r I am thinking, for example, of the accusarionsof "holism"
or "utilitarianism" and so many other categoricalcategorizations
engenderedby the classificatorythought of lectoresor by the reductive impatience of aspiring auctores.
It seemsto me that the resistanceof many intellectualsto sociological :rnalysis,which is always suspecredof crude reductionisrrr.rrnclwhich is found particularlyodious when applied to their
, r r v r rr r n r v c r s ci ,s r < l o t e di n a s o r t o f i l l - p l a c e d( s p i r i t u a l i s tp) o i n r
,'l lronor wlrich inrpcclcsthenr from rrcccptingthc rcalist rcprcs( n l . t l l o t rt r l l r u t t t . t t t : t c t i owtht i c h i s t h c f i r s tc o r r r l i r i o lror r s c i c r r t i f i c
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knowledge of the social world. More precisely,it is grounded in
an entirely inadequate idea of their own dignity as ,,subjecrs,',
which makes them seescientificanalysisof practicesas an attack
on their "freedom" or their "disinterestedness.',
It is true that sociologicalanalysishardly makes concessionsro
narcissismand that it carries out a radical rupture with the profoundly complaisant image of human exisrencedefendedby those
who want, at all cost, to think of themselvesas ..the most irreplaceableof beings.z'But it is no lesstrue that it is one of the most
powerful insrrumenrsof self-knowledgeas a social being, which
is to say as a unique being.If such analysisquesrionsrhe illusionary
freedom granted by those who see in this form of self-knowledge
a "descent into hell" and who periodically acclaim the last avataf
of the latest fashion of rhe "sociology of freedom,, - which a certain author was already defending under rhat name nearly 30 years
ago - it also offers some of the most efficaciousmeans of attaining the freedom from social determinisms which is possibleonly
rhrough knowledge of those very dererminisms.

Note
The reference to these criticisms is, along with the need to recall the
same principles on differenr occasionsand to different publics, one of
the reasons for the repetitions in this book, which I have chosen to
maintain for the sake of claritv.
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SocialSpaceand
SymbolicSpace
M
think that if I were JapaneseI would dislike most of the things
that non-Japanesepeople write about Japan. Over twenty years
ago, at the time when I began to do researchon French society, I recognizedmy irritation at American ethnologiesof France
in the criticism that Japanesesociologists,notably Hiroshi Miami
and Tetsuro Watsuji, had levied against Ruth Benedict'sfamous
book, The Chrysanthemum and the Sword. Thus, I shall not talk
to you about the "Japanesesensibility," nor about the Japanese
"mystery" or "miracle." I shall talk about France, a country I know
fairly well, not becauseI was born there and speak its language,
but becauseI have studied it a great deal. Does this mean that I
shall confine myself to the particularity of a single society and shall
not talk in any way about Japan? I do not think so. I think, on
the contrary, that by presenting the model of social spaceand syrnbolic spacethat I constructed for the particular case of France, I
shall still be speaking to yori about Japan (just as, in other contcxts, I would be speaking about Germany or the United States).
For you to understandfully this discoursewhich concernsyou and
which might seem to you full of personal allusions when I speak
rrlrout the French homo academicus,I would like to encourage
y()u to go beyond a particularizingreading which, besidesbeing an
cxcellentdefensemechanismagainstanalysis,is the preciseequivalcnt, on the reception side, of the curiosity for exotic particularism
tlrirf hirs inspiredso many works on Japan.
My wrrrk, irnd cspcciallyDistinction,is particularlyexposedto
r r r t h r r r t ' r r r l i r r ql t. s t h c o r c t i c a lr n o c l e il s n o t c m b e l l i s h e dw i t h a l l
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the marks by which one usually recognizes"grand theory," such
as lack ,-,f^ny referenceto some empirical reality. The notions oi
social space,symbolic space,or social class are never studied in
and foi themselves;rather, they are tested through research in
which the theoreticaland the empiricalare inseparableand which
mobilizes numerous methods of observation and measurement
quântitarive and qualitative, statistical and ethnographic, macroàciological and microsociological(all of which are meaningless
opporitlonr) - for rhe purpose of studying an object well defined
in rpac" and time, that is, French society in the 1970s' The report
,rf ihis researrchdoes not appear in the language to which certain sociologists,especiallyAmericans, have accustomed us ancl
whose ,pp"à.r.r.. of universality is due only to the imprecisio'
of uo."brlary hardly distinguishablefrom everydayusage(I shall
"
mention only one example,the notion of "profession"). Thanks to
a discursivemontage which facilitatesthe iuxtâposition of statistical tables, photographs, excerpts from interviews, facsimilesof
documents,^"d the ^brtr".t languageof analysis,this report makes
the most abstrâct coexist with the rnost concrete, â photograph
of the president of the Republic playing tennis or an interview
with a t"k". with the -o.i fortrr"l analysisof the generativeand
unifying power of the habitus.
Viy Àiir. scientificenrerpriseis indeed basedon the belief that
the ieepest logic of the social world can be grasped only if one
plungesinto the pârticularifyof an empirical reality, historically
i.,catedand dated, but with the obiectiveof constructingit as a
"specialcase of what is possible," as Bachelardputs it, that is,
as an exemplary casein a finite world of possibleconfigurations.
concretely, this meansthar an analysisof French social spacein
the 1970s is comparative history, which takes thc present as its
object, or comparâtive anthropology. which focuseson a particular cultural area: in both cases,the aim is to try to grasPthe invariant, the structure in each variable observed.
I am convincedthat, although it has all the appearanceofethnocentrism,an approâchconsistingof applyinga model c<lnstructed
itccorclingt,, thi, logic to another social world is without doubt
rn()rcrcspectfulof historical realities(and of people) 2nd abgve
.rll trrorefrtrrtful in scientificternls than the itrtcrestin srrpcrficial
I r ' , t t l r r (6' sl t l r c l 6 v c ro f c x ( ) t i c i s nwr h o g i v e sp r i o r i r vt o 1 ' r i c t l t r c s t l t t c
t l r l t t . r . t . r r t(tl. rsr l r t l r i r r k r r r gl o. r i n s t : r r r c to' l. . w l t ; t tl t , t sl r t ' t ' tst r t i t rl t t t t l
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written, in rhe caseof Japan, about the "culture of pleasure").The
researcher,both more modest and more ambitious than the collector of curiosities,seeksto apprehend the structures and mechanisms that are overlooked - although for different reasons- by
the native and the foreigner alike, such as the principles of construction of social space or the mechanisms of reproduction of
that space,and that the researcherseeksto represent in a model
aspiring to a uniuersal ualidity. In rhat way it is possibleto register the real differencesthat separateboth structures and dispositions (habitus), the principle of which must be sought nor in the
peculiaritiesof some national character- or "soul" - but in the
particularities of different collectiue histories.

The Real is Relational
In this spirit I wilI preséntthe model I constructed in Distittction,
first cautioning againstâ "substantialist" reading of analyseswhich
intend to be structural or, better, relational (l refer here. without
being able to go into detail, to the opposition suggestedby Ernst
C:rssirerberween"substantialconcepts" and "functional or relational concepts").The "substantialist"and naively realistreading
considerseach practice (playing golf, for example) or pattern of
consumption (Chinese food, for instance)in and for itself, independently of the universeof substitutablepractices,and conceives
of the correspondencebetweensocial positions (or classes,thought
of zrssubstantial sets)and tastesor practicesas â mechanicaland
clirect relation. According to this logic, naive readers could consider as a refutation of the model the fact thar, to take a perhaps
fircileexample, Japaneseor American intellectualspretend to like
l:renchfood, whereasFrenchintellectualslike to go to Chineseor
lapirneserestâurants;or that the fancy shops of Tokyo or Fifth
'\venue often have French names, whereasthe fancy shops of the
l::rubourgSaint-Honoré display English names, such as "hairtlresser."Another examplewhich is, I believe,even more striking:
irr.|apan, the rate of participation in generalelectionsis highest
,rnrongthe least educatedwolnen of rural districts, whereas in
l;râncc,as I dcrrorrstratedin an analysisof nonresponseto opinr o r ty r o l l st,l r t ' r r r t eo f r r < l r r r c s p ( ) n- srtt:n c <
l l fi n c l i f l ' c r c n ct c( ) p ( ) l i t i c s
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- is especiallyhigh âmong women and among thc lcrrstcducated
'l'his
and the most economically and socially dispossesscd.
is an
example of a false differencethat concealsa real one: thc apathy
associatedwith dispossession
of the means of production of political opinions, which is expressedin France as simple absenteeism,
translates,in the case of Japan, as a sort of apolitical participation.'We should ask further what historical conditions (and here we
should invoke the whole political history of Japan) have resulted in
the fact that conservativeparties in Japan have been able, through
quite particular forms of clientelism, to benefit from the inclination toward unconditional delegation deriving from the conviction
of not being in possessionof the statutory and technical competence which is necessaryfor participation.
The substantialistmode of thought, which characterizescommon sense- and racism - and which is inclined to treat the activities and preferencesspecificto certain individuals or groups in a
societyat a certain moment as if they were substantialproperties,
inscribed once and for all in a sort of biological or cultural essence,
leads to the same kind of error, whether one is comparing different societiesor successiveperiods in the same society. Some would
thus consider the fact that, for example, tennis or even golf is not
nowadays as exclusively associatedwith dominant positions as
in the past, or that the noble sports, such as riding or fencing (or,
in Japan, the martial arts), are no longer specific to nobility as
they originally were, as a refutation of the proposed model, which
figure 1, presenting the correspondencebetween the space of constructed classesand the space of practices, câptures in a visual
and synoptic way.'An initially aristocratic practice can be given
up by the aristocracy - and this occurs quite frequently - when
it is adopted by a growing fraction of the bourgeoisie or petitbourgeoisie,or even the lower classes(this is what happened in
France to boxing, which was enthusiasticallypracticed by aristocrâts at the end of the nineteenth century). Conversely, an initially lower-classpractice can sometimes be taken up by nobles.
In short, one has to avoid turning into necessaryand intrinsic
propertiesof some group (nobility, samurai, as well as workers or
employees)the propertieswhich belong to this group at a given
nl()rnentin time becauseof its position in a dctcrminate socirrl
s1'rrrcc
ancl in a clctcrnrinatcst:rtcof thc sultplv of p<lssiblcgoocls
. r t t t l1 ' r r ; r c l i c t ' s . ' l ' l rirl tr sc,v ( ' r yn l ( ) n l c n t< l fc : t c l rs o c i c t v ,o r r el t l t st o
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formula, which might seemabsrractand obscure,statesthe
first conditions for an adequatereading of the analysisof the relati<rn between social positions (a relational concept), dispositions
(or habitus), and position-takings (prisesde position), that is, rhe
"choices" made by the social agents in the most diverse domains
of practice,in food or sporr, music or politics, and so forth. It is a
reminder that comparison is possibleonly from system to system,
and that the searchfor direct equivalencesberweenfearuresgrasped
in isolation, whether, appearing at first sight different, they prou. to
be "functionally" or rechnicallyequivalent (like pernod and shôchû
or saké) or nominally identical (the practice of golf in France and
Japan, for instance),risks unduly identifying structurally different
propertiesor wrongly distinguishingsrrucrurally identical properties. The very title Distinction servesas a reminder that what is
commonly called distinction, that is, a cerrain quality of bearing
and manners,most often consideredinnate (one speaksof distinction naturelle, "natural refinement"), is nothing other than difference) a Eap, a distinctive feature, in short, a relationa/ properry
existing only in and through its relation with other properries.
This idea of difference,or a gap, is at rhe basisof the very notion
of space,that is, a set of distinct and coexisting positions which
are exterior to one another and which are defined in relation to
one another through their mutual exteriority and their relations
of proximity, vicinity, or distance,as well as rhrough relations of
order, such as above, below, and between. Certain properties of
members of the petit-bourgeoisiecan, for example, be deduced
from the fact that they occupy an intermediate position berween
two extreme positions, withour being objectively identifiable and
subjectivelyidentified either with one or rhe other position.
Social spaceis constructedin such a way that agentsor groups
are distributed in it according to their position in statistical distributions based on the two principles of differentiation which, in
thc most advanced societies,such as the United States,
Japan, or
l-rance,are undoubtedly the most efficient: economic capital and
cultural capital. It follows that all agenrsare locared in this space
in such ir way that the closer they are to one another in those two
clirrrc'si<lns,
the more they have in common; and the more remote
tlrt'v rrrc fr<lr.r.ne another,the lessthey have in common. spatial
tlrst;illct's()n pap..r irre equivalentto social distances.More pre( l\( l\', ir\ ('\l)r('ss('dirr tlrc (lirrgrrunin Distinction in which I tried

to representsocial space(figure 1), agentsare distributed in tlrc firtr
dimension according to the overall volume of the different kincls
of capital they possess,and in the second dimension according
to the structure of their capital, that is, according to the relative
weight of the different kinds of capital, economic and cultural, in
the total volume of their capital.
Thus, in the first dimension, which is undoubtedly the most
important, the holders of a great volume of overall capital, such
as industrial employers, members of liberal professions,and university professors are opposed, in the mass, to those who are
most deprived of economic and cultural capital, such as unskilled
workers. But from another point of view, that is, from the point
of view of the relative weight of economic capital and cultural
capital in their patrimony, professors(relatively wealthier in cultural capital than in economic capital) are strongly opposed to
industrial employers(relativelywealthier in economic capital than
in cultural capital), and this is no doubt as true in Japan as in
France (although it remains to be veriÊed).
The secondopposition, like the first, is the source of differences
in dispositionsand, therefore, in position-takings.This is the case
of the opposition betweenintellectualsand industrial employersor,
on a lower level of the social hierarchy, between primary school
teachersand small merchants,which, in postwar Franceand Japan
alike, translates,in politics, into an opposition between left and
right (as is suggestedin the diagram, the probability of leaning
politically towârd the right or the left depends at least as much
on the position in the horizontal dimension as on the position in
the vertical dimension, that is, on the relative weight of cultural
capital and economic capital in the volume of capital posses'sed
at
least as much as on the volume itself).
In a more generalsense,the spaceof social positions is retranslated into a space of position-takings through the mediation of
the spaceof dispositions (or habitus). In other words, the system
of differential deviations which defines the different positions in
the two major dimensions of social spacecorrespondsto the system of differential deviations in agents'properties (or in the properties of constructed classesof agents),that is, in their practices
irnd in the goods they possess.To each class of positions there
crrrrcspondsa class of habitus (or tastes)produced by the social
corrclitioningassocirrtccl
with the correspondingc<lnclitionirncl.

'fhis
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through the mediation of the habitus and its generativecapability, a systemâtic set of goods and properties, which are united by
an affinity of style.
One of the functions of the norion of habitus is ro account for
the unity of style, which unites the practices and goods of a single
agent or a class of agents (this is what writers such as Balzac
or Flaubert have so finely expressedthrough their descriptions of
settings - such as the Pension Vauquer in Le Père Goriot or the
elegant dishes and drinks consumed in the homes of different protagonists of L'Éducation sentimentale - which are at the same
time descriptionsof the characterswho live in them). The habitus
is this generative and unifying principle which retranslares the
intrinsic and relational characteristicsof a position into a unirary lifestyle, that is, a unitary set of choices of persons, goods,
practices.
Like the positions of which they are the product, habitus are
differentiated, but they are also differentiating. Being distinct and
distinguished,they are also distinction operators, implementing
different principles of differentiation or using differently the common principles of differentiation.
Habitus are generativeprinciples of distinct and distinctive practices - what the worker eats, and especially the way he eats it, the
sport he practices and the way he pracricesit, his political opinions
and the way he expressesthem are systematically different from
the industrial owner's corresponding activities. But habitus are
also classificatory schemes,principles of classification,principles of
vision and division, different tasres.They make distinctions between
what is good and what is bad, between whar is right and what is
wrong, between what is distinguished and what is vulgar, and so
forth, but the distinctions are not identical. Thus, for instance, the
same behavior or even the same good can appear distinguished to
one person, pretentious to someone else, and cheap or showy to
yet another.
But the essentialpoint is that, when perceived through these
social categoriesof perception,thesepriniiples of vision and division, the differences in practices, in the goods possessed,or in the
opinions expressed become symbolic differences and constitute a
veritable language. Differences associaredwith different positions,
that is, goods, prâctices,and especiallymanners, function, in each
socicty,in thc sirmeway as differenceswhich c<lnstitutesyrnbolic

systems,such as the set of phonemes of a language or the set of
distinctive features and of differential " écdrts" that constirure a
mythical system, that is, as distinctiue signs.
Here I open a pârenthesis in order to dispel a frequent, yet disastrous, misunderstandingabout the title Distinction, which has
led some to believethat the entire book was limited to sayingthat
the driving force of all human behavior was the search for distinction. This does noi make senseand, moreover, it would not be
anything new if one thinks, for example, of Veblen and his notion
of conspicuousconsumption. In fact, the main idea is that to exist
within a social spâce, to occupy a point or to be an individual
within a social space, is to differ, to be different. According to
Benveniste'sformula regarding language,"to be distinctive, to be
significant,is the same thing," significant being opposed to insignificant, or to tlifferent meanings. More precisely - Benveniste's
formulation is a little too quick ...-a difference,a distinctiveproperty, white or black skin, slendernessor stoutness,Volvo or VW
Beetle,red wine or champagne,Pernod or scotch, golf or soccer,
piano or accordion, bridge or belote (I proceed with opposirions,
becausethings tend to operate in this fashion mosr of the time,
although the situation is more complicated than this), only becomes
a visible, perceptible, non-indifferent, socially pertinent difference
if it is perceived by someone who is capable of making the distinction - because,being inscribed in the spacein question, he or she
is not indifferent and is endowed with categories of perception,
with classificatory schemata, with a certain taste, which permits
her to make differences, to discern, to distinguish - between a
color print and a painting or between Van Gogh and Gauguin.
Difference becomesa sign and a sign of distinction (or vulgiarity)
only if a principle of vision and division is applied to it which,
being the product of the incorporation of rhe srrucrure of objective differences (for example, the structure of the distribution in
the social space of the piano or the accordion or those who prefer one or the other), is present âmong all the agents, piano owners
or accordion lovers, and structures the perceptions of owners or
lovers of pianos or accordions (there was â need to spell out this
analysis of the logic - that of symbolic violence - according ro
which dominated lifestylesare almosr always perceived,even by
th<lsewho live them, from the destructiveand reductivepoint <lf
vicw of flrc clorninitnt:rcsthctic).
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Social SPaceand SYmbolic SPace
The Logic of Classes

To construct social space, this invisible reality that cannot be
shown but which organizesagents' practicesand representations'
is at the same time to createthe possibility of constructing theorthat are as homogeneousas possible from the point
etical classe.s
of view of the two maior determinants of practices and of all
their attendant properties.The principle of classificationthus put
into play is genuinely explanatory. It is not content with describing
the sèt of classifiedrealities,but rarher, like the good taxonomies
of the natural sciences,it fixes on determinant properties which,
unlike the apparent differencesof bad classifications,allow for
the prediction of the other properties and which distinguish and
bring together agentswho are as similar to each other as possible
and à* different as possiblefrom members of other classes,whether
adiacent or remote.
But the very validity of the classificationrisks encouraging a
perception of theoretical classes,which are fictitious regroupings
existing only on paper, through an intellectual decision by the
real groups' that are constituted as such
,.r."rÀ"r, as real classes,
in reality. The danger is all the greater as the researchmakes it
appear that the divisions drawn in Distinction do indeed correspà"d to real differencesin rhe most different, and even the most
,ne"pect"d, domains of practice. Thus' to take the example of a
curious property, the distribution of the dog and cat owners is
organizeà aicording ro the model: commercial employers (on the
rig*htin figure 1) tend to prefer dogs, intellectuals (on the left in
figure 1 ) tend to prefer cats.
The model thus definesdistancesthat are predictiue of encounters, affinities, sympathies,or even desires.Concretely, this means
that people locateà ar rhe top of the space have little chance of
-"r.ying people located toward the bottom, firsr becausethey have
little chance 6f physically meeting them (exceptin what are called
.,bad places,,'Àat is, at the cost of â transgressionof the social
limits which reflect spariâl distances);secondlybecause,if they do
accidentally meet them on some occasion, they will not get on
t1lgcther,will not really understand each other, will not appeal to
On the other hand, proximity in socialspacepredis,,,," a,-r,rthcr.
p()s('st() cl<lscrrclations:peoplewh<l are inscribedin a restricted
, , l . t , , r ' o lt l t t ' s 1 ' r ; tw
c ei l l b c [ < l t h c l o s c r( i n t h c i r p r o p e r t i c s : l n di n
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their dispositions, their tastes) and more disposed to get closer, as
well as being easier to bring together, to mobilize. But this does
not medn that they constitute a class in Marx's sense, tbat is, a
group uhich is mobilized for common purposes, and especially
against another class.
The theoretical classesthat I construct are, more than any other
theoretical divisions (more, for example, thân divisions according
to sex, ethnicity, and so on), predisposedto become classesin the
Marxist senseof the term. If I am a political leader and I propose
creating one big party bringing together both industrial employers
and workers, I have little chanceof success,since thesegroups are
very distant in social space;in a certain conjuncture, in a national
crisis,on the basesof nationalism or chauvinism,it will be possible
for them to draw closer, but this solidarity will still be rather
superficialand very provisional.This does not mean thât, inversely,
proximity in social spaceâutomatically engendersunity. It defines
irn objectivepotentiality of uniry or, to speaklike Leibniz, a "claim
to exist" as a group, a probable class. Marxist theory makes a
rnistakequite similar to the one Kant denounced in the ontological argument or to the one for which Marx criticized Hegel: it
rnakesa "death-defying leap" from existencein theory to existcnce in practice, or, as Marx puts it, "from the things of logic to
the logic of things."
Marx, who more than any other theoreticianexerted the theory
affect - the properly political effect that consists in making tangl6le (theoreinl a "reality" that cannot entirely exist insofar as it
remainsunknown and unrecognized- paradoxically failed to take
this effect into account in his own theory. . . One moves from
class-on-paperto the "real" class only at the price of a political
work of mobilization. The "real" class, if it has ever "really"
t'risted, is nothing but the realized class, that is, the mobilized
ef:rss,a result of the struggle of classifications,which is a properly
syrnbolic (and political) struggle to impose a vision of the social
world, or, better, a way to construct that world, in perception
,rnd in reality, and to construct classesin accordancewith which
rhis social world can be divided.
'l'he
vcry existenceof classes,as everyone knows from his or
Irt'r own cxpcricncc,is a stake in a struggle.And this fact un..lorrlrtt'clly
c()nstitutcsthc nrajor obstacleto a scientificknowledge
, r l t l t t ' s o t i r t lw o r l r l i t t t c lt < l f h e r c s < l l r r t i o(nf o r t h a r c i s o r r t ' . . . \
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of the problem of social classes.Denying the existenceof classes,
âs the conservativetradition has persisted in doing for reasons
not all of which are absurd (and all researchdone in good faith
encountersthem along the way), means in the final analysisdenying the existence of differencesand of principles of differentiation.
This is just what those who pretend that nowadays the American,
Japanese,and French societiesare each nothing but an enormous
"middle class" do, although in a more paradoxical way, sincethose
who believe this neverthelesspreservethe term "clâss" (according to a survey, 80 percent of the Japanesesay they belong to the
"middle class"). This position is, of course,unsustainable.All my
work shows that in a country said to be on the way to becoming
homogenized, democratized, and so on, difference is everywhere.
And in the United States, every day some new piece of research
appears showing diversity where one expected to see homogeneity, conflict where one expectedto seeconsensus,reproduction and
conservation where one expected to see mobility. Thus, difference (which I expressin describing social space)exists and persists.
But does this mean that we must accept or affirm the existence
of classes?No. Social classesdo not exist (even if political work,
armed with Marx's theory, had in some cases contributed to
making them at least exist through instancesof mobilization and
proxies). What exists is a social space,a space of differences,in
which classesexist in some sensein a state of virtuality, not as
something given but as something to be done.
Nevertheless,if the social world, with its divisions, is something that social agentshave to do, to construct) individually and
especially collectiuely, in cooperation and conflict, these constructions still do not take place in a social void, as certain ethnomethodologists seem to believe.The position occupied in social space,
that is, in the structure of the distribution of different kinds of
capital, which are also weâpons, commands the representations
of this spaceand the position-takings in the strugglesto conserve
or transform it.
To summarize the intricate relation between objective structures and subjective constructions, which is located beyond the
rusualalternativesof objectivismand subjectivism,of structuralism
:rnclconstructivism,and even of materialismand idealism,I usu.rllv t;rrotc,with a little distortion, a famous formula of Pascal's:
" I lrt' worltl c'onrprehcrrcls
rnc ,rnclswirllowsInc likc a point, bttt I
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comprehend it." The social world embracesme like a point. But
this point is a point of uietu, the principle of a view adopted from
a point located in social space, a perspectiue which is defined, in
its form and contents, by the objective position from which it is
adopted. The social spaceis indeed the first and last reality, since
it still commands the representationsthat the social âgents can
have of it.
I am coming to the end of what has been a kind of introduction to the reading of Distinction, in which I have undertaken ro
state the principles of a relational, structural reading that is capable of developing the full import of the model I propose. A relational but also a generatiue reading. By this I mean that I hope
my readers will try to apply the model in this other "particular
caseof the possible,"that is, Japanesesociety,that they will try to
construct the Japanesesocial spaceand symbolic space,to define
the basic principles of objective differentiation (l think they are
the same, but one should verify whether, for instance, they do not
have different relative weights - I do not think so, given the exceptional importance which is traditionally attributed to education
in Japan) and especiallythe principles of distinction, the specific
distinctive signs in the domains of sport, food, drink, and so on,
the relevant features which make significant differences in the different symbolic subspaces.This is, in my opinion, the condition
for a comparatiuism of the essential that I called for at the beginning and, at the same time, for the universal knowledge of the
invariants and variations that sociology can and must produce.
As for me, I shall undertake in my next lecture to say what
the mechanismsare which, in France as in Japan and all other
irdvanced countries, guârantee the reproduction of social space
and symbolic space,without ignoring the contradictions and conflicts that can be at the basis of their transformation.

Notes
l his is the text of a lecturepresentedat the Universityof Todaï in
( )ctober1989.
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trrrns.Richarcl
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HarvardUniversityPress,
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The "Soî.tiet"Variant and

Political Capital

I know that a number of you have undertaken a thorough reading
of Distinction. I would like to go over the book with you again,
attempting to respond to the question that you have no doubt
asked yourselves:is the model proposed in that book valid beyond the particular case of France? Can it also be applied to the
case of the German Democratic Republic and, if so, under what
conditions?
If one wants to demonstratethat it is a universal model, which
permits one to account for historical variations at the cost of certain transformations of variablesthat must be taken inro accounr
universally (or, at least, in differentiated societies)in order to
explain the differentiation that constitutes social space, it is first
necessaryto break with the propensity toward substantialistand
naively realist thought which, instead of focusing on relarions,limits
itself to the phenomenal realities in which they are manifested.
Such thought impedesone from recognizingthe same opposition
between the dominant and the dominated when, in different countries, or at different moments in the sâme country, it is inscribed
in phenomenally different practices.For example, the practice of
tennis, which until recently (and still during the period when the
survey that served as the basis of Distinctionwas undertaken)
was reserved,at least in France, for the occupants of the highest
positions in the social space, has become much more common,
although differencescontinue to exist, but in terms of the places,
moments, and forms of its practice. Such examplescould be multiplied, borrowing from all universesof practiceor consumprion.
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It is thus necessâryto construct social space as â structurc
of differentiated positions, defined in each case by the place they
occupy in the distribution of a particular kind of capital. Social
classes,according to this logic, are only logical, determinedclasses
in theory and, if I may say, on paper, through the delimitation of
a (relatively) homogeneous set of agents occupying an identical
position in social space. They can only become mobilized and
active classes,in the senseof the Marxist tradition, at the cost of
a properly political work of construction, indeed of fabrication in E. P. Thompson's sensewhen he speaksof The Making of tbe
English Working Class'- in which successcan be facilitated, but
not determined, by belonging to the same sociological class.
In order to construct social space,in the case of France it was
necessaryand sufficient to consider the different kinds of capital
whose distribution determinesthe structure of that social space.
Sincein France economic capital and cultural capital have a very
important weight, social space is organized according ro three
fundamental dimensions:in the first dimension, agentsare distributed according to the overall volume of the capital of all kinds
that they possess;in the second,according to the structure of that
capital, that is, according to the relative weight of economic capital and cultural capital in their patrimony; in the third, according
to the evolution over time of the volume and structure of their capital. Due to the correspondenceestablishedbetween the spaceof
positionsoccupied in the social spaceand the spaceof the dispositions (or habitus) of their occupantsand also, through the mediation of the latter, the spaceof position-takings, the model functions
as an adequate principle of classification.The classesthat can be I
produced by demarcating regions of the social space bring togerher
agentsas homogeneousas possible, not only from the point of view
of their conditions of existence,but also from the point of view of
their cultural practices,their patterns of consumption, their public
opinions, and so forth.
To respond to the question raised at the outset and verify
whether the model proposed in Distinction can be applied to the
caseof the GDR, it is necessaryto investigatewhat principles of
cliffcrentiation are characteristic of this society (which amounts
to :rclmitting,contrary to the myth of the "classlesssocietyr" that
is, of rr socictywithout differences,that such principlesdo indeed
r'rist, lts tht' 1'lrotcstll.l()vL:lllents
currently active in thc c()untry
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conspicuously attest); or, to put it more simply, to determine
wheùer, in the caseof the GDR, one rediscoversall (and only) the
sameprinciples of differentiation, bearing the same relative weights,
as those encounteredin France.Right from the beginning one sees
that among the major differencesbetween the two spacesand the
respective principles of differentiation defining them is the fact
thal economic capital - private possessionof the means of production - is officially (and, for the most part' in actual fact) out
of bounds in the GDR (even if a form of accessro rhe advantages
that are elsewherefurnished by economic capital can be secured
in other ways). The relarive weight of cultural capital (which can
be assumedto be highly valued in the German tradition, as in the
French or Japanese)is proportionally increased.
It goes without saying,however, that' whatever an official meritocràtic ideology may wanr people to believe,not all the differencesin opportunities for appropriating scarcegoods and services
cân reasonably be related to differencesin possessionof cultural
and educationalcapital. It is thus necessâryto hypothesizeanother
principle of differentiation, another kind of capital, the unequal
àistribution of which is the sourceof the observabledifferencesin
paterns of consumption and lifestyles.I arn thinking here of what
could be called political cdpitdl, which guarânteesits holders a
form of private appropriation of goods and public services(residences,cars, hospitals,schools,and so on). This patrimonialization
of collective resourcescan also be observedwhen, as in the case
"elite" has beenin
of Scandinaviancountries,a social-democratic
how the political
rhen
sees
power for several generations;one
type of social capital, acquired through the apparatus of the trade
,rnionr and the Labour Party, is transmitted through networks of
family relations, leading to the constitution of true political dynasties.The regimesthat are properly called "Soviet" (rather than
communist) have carried to the limit this tendencytoward priuate
appropriation of public goods and seruices(which is also evident,
although less intensivelyso, in French socialism)'
When other forms of accumulation are more or lesscompletely
controlled, political capital becomesthe primordial principle of
differentiation, and the members of the political "nomenklatura"
have hardly any competitors in the strugglefor the dominant principle of domination which takes place in the field of power, gther
than the holders of academiccapital. Indeed,everythinglcaclstts
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to supposethat the recent changesin Russia and elsewherehave
their source in rivalries betweenthe holders of political capital, of
the first and especiallythe second generarions,and the holders of
academiccapital, technocrats and especiallyresearchersor intellectuals, who themselvescome partly from the political nomenklatura.
The introduction of an index of a specificallypolitical capital of
the Soviet type - an index that would have ro be elaborated with
some care, taking into account not only positions in the hierarchy
of political appâratuses(in the firsr place, that of the Communist
Party itself), but also the seniority of each agenr and of his lineage
among the political dynasties- would no doubt enable us ro construct a representationof social spâce capâble of accounting for
the distribution of powers and privileges,as well as of lifestyles.
But, here again, in order to account for the particularity of the
German case,notably the somewhat gray :rnd uniform tone of irs
iorms of public sociability,one should take into âccountnot the
Puritan tradition so much as rhe fact that the categoriescapable
of furnishing cultural models have been depleted by emigration
and especiallyby the political and moral control which, because
of the egalitarian pretensionsof the regime, is exerted on external
expressionsof difference.
One could ask, by way of verification, to what extenr the
model of social spacerhus obtained would be able ro account, at
least roughly, for the conflicrs arising in the GDR today. There is
no doubt that, as I have suggested,the holders of academiccapital are those most inclined to be impatient and to revolt against
the privilegesof the holders of political capital, and they are also
those best able to turn against the nomenklatura the egalitarianor
meritocratic tenets that fonn the basis of its claims to legitimacy.
But one might well wonder whether the intellectualswho dream of
creating a "real socialism" in opposition to the caricatureproduced and imposed by apparatchiks (especiallythose apparatchiks
who, nonentities outside the apparatus,are prepared to give their
all for an âppâratus that has given them all) will succeed in
establishinga real and durable alliance with the dominated, particularly the manual workers, who cannot help but be susceprible
to the "demonstration effect" of common or garden capitalism,
that is, the capitalism of the refrigerator,the washing machine,
rrntlthe Volkswirgen;or even with the minor state lrureaucratswho
cillllr()thrrtl in tlrc shirbbvsccrrrityeff<lrclcd
by ir thircl-ratcwclf:trc
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state (and purchased at the cost of conspicuous deprivations)
sufficient grounds for refusing the immediate satisfactionspromised
by a liberal economy limited by state intervention and the moderating influence of social movements - even if those satisfactions
are fraught with risks (notably that of unemployment).

Appendix Notes
This is the text of a lecture delivered in East Berlin. October 25. 1989.
'Working
1 Edward P. Thompson, Tbe Making of tbe English
Class
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Tbe I,{ew Capital
M

oday I would like to speak about the exrremely complex
mechanismsthrough which the school institution contributes
(I insist on this word) to the reproducrion of rhe distribution
of cultural capital and, consequently, of the strucrure of social
space.Corresponding to the two basic dimensions of this space,
which I mentioned yesterday, are two sets of different mechanisms
<rf reproduction, the combination of which defines the mode of
reproduction and ensures that capital finds its way to capital
and that the social structure tends to perpetuate itself (not without undergoing more or lessimportant deformations). The reprocluction of the structure of the distribution of cultural capital is
echieved in the relation between familial srraregiesand the specific
logic of the school institution.
Families are corporate bodies animared by a kind of conatus,
in Spinoza's sense,that is, a tendency to perpetuate their social
bcing, with all its powers and privileges,which is at the basis of
r eproduction strategies:fertility strategies,matrimonial strategies,
sr.rccessional
strategies,economic strategies,and last but not least,
cducationalstrategies.Familiesinvest all the more in school education (in transmissiontime, in help of all kinds, and in some cases,
.rs today in Japan, in money, as with the Juku and the Yobi-ko')
.rstheir cultural capital is more important and as the relativeweight
,rf their cultural capital in relation to their economiccapital is
ltrratcr - and also as the other reproduction strategies(especially
srrcccssiorrrll
strittcgics,which aim at the direct transmissionof
t ' t o n o n l r t( r r p i t i r l ): r r r ' l c s sc f i c c t i v co r r c l r r t i v c l yl c s sp r o Ê t r r b l c( a s
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has been the case in Japan since the Second \7orld War and, to a
lesserdegree,in France).
This model, which may seemvery abstract,allows us to understand the growing interest that families and especially privileged
families, including the families of intellectuals,teachers,or members
of liberal professions,have in education in all advancedcountries
and, undoubtedly, in Japan more than anywhere else.It aiso allows
us to understand how the highest school institutions, those which
give accessto the highest social positions, become increasingly
monopolized by the children of privileged categories,which is as
true in Japan and the United Statesas it is in France. More broadly,
this model enablesus to understand not only how advancedsocieties perpetuatethemselves,but also how they change under the
effect of the specific contradictions of the scholastic mode of
reproduction.
The School: Maxwell's

Demon?

For an overview of the functioning of the mechanism of scholastic
reproduction, one might evoke, by way of first approximation,
the image that physicistJames Clerk Maxwell used in explaining
how the Second Law of Thermodynamics could be suspended.
Maxwell imagined a demon who sorts the moving pârticles pâssing before him, some being warmer, therefore faster moving, others
cooler, therefore slower moving; the demon sendsthe fastestparticles into one container, whose temperature rises, and the slowest into another container, whose temperature falls. He thereby
maintains difference and order. which would otherwise tend to
be annihilated. The educational system acts like Maxwell's demon:
ât the cost of the energy which is necessaryfor carrying out the
sorting operation, it maintains the preexisting order, that is, the
gap between pupils endowed with unequal amounts of cultural
capital. More precisely,by a seriesof selection operations, the system separatesthe holders of inherited cultural capital from those
who lack it. Differencesof aptitude being inseparablefrom social
differencesaccording to inherited capital, the system thus tends
to maintain preexisting social differences.
Moreover, it produces two effects which can be accounted
for only if we give up the (dangerous)languageof mechirnistn.In
(irrrrtclcs
of thc prestigiorrs
cstablishinga split bctwccnthc strrclcnts
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Écolesand regular university studenrs,the school institution rnstitùtes social borders analogous to those which formerly separated
nobility from gentry and gentry from common people. TÀis separation is marked, first of all, in the very conditions of life, in the
opposition berweenthe reclusivelife of boarding schools,on rhe
one hand' and the free life of the regular university srudenr, on
the other; then in the contents and especiallythe organization of
the course of preparatory study toward the competitive examinations, with, on the one hand, very strict supervision and highly
scholasticforms of apprenticeship,especiallya high-pressure)competitive atmosphere which inspires submissivenessand presenrs
a conspicuousanalogue to the businessworld, and, on the other
hand, "student life," closely related to the tradition of bohernran
life and requiring much lessin the way of disciplineand consrrainr,
even during the time devored to work. By means of the comperitive examination and the ordeal of preparing for it, as weli as
through the ritual cut-off - a rrue magical threshold separâringrhe
last candidate ro have passedfrom the firsr ro have iailed, instituting a differencein kind indicated by the right to bear a name)
a title - the school institution performs a truly magical operarion,
the paradigm of which is rhe separarion between the sacred and
the profane according to Durkheim's analysis.
The act of scholasticclassificationis always, but especiallyin
this case, ân act of ordination, in the double sensethe word has
in French. It institutes a social difference of rank, a per?ndnent
relation of order: the elect are marked, for their whole lives. bv
their affiliation ("old boys" of such-and-suchan instirution); they
are members of an order, in the medieval senseof the word, and
of a noble order, that is, a clearly delimited set (one either belongs
or one doesn't) of people who are separatedfrom the comnlon
run of mortals by a difference of essenceand, therefore, legitimirtely licensed to dominate. This is why the separarion achieved
by school is also an act of ordination in the senseof consecration,
cnthronement in a sacred category, a nobility.
Familiarity preventsus from seeingeverything that is concealed
in the apparenrly purely technical acrsachievedby the school institutirn. Thus, the weberian analysis of a certificate as Bildttngspatent
:rnd <lf thc cxaminationas â processof rational selection,without
lrcingstrictlv falsc,is ncverrheless
partial.lndeed, it overlooksthe
n r r r g i c : ri lls l ) ( ' ( to f s c h o < lol p c r r r t i o n sw
, hich also fulfill functions
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of rationalization, but not in the \Teberian sense.Tests or competitive examinations iustify in reason divisions that do not necessarily
stem from reâson,and the titles which sanction their resultspresent certifrcdtesof social competence,not unlike titles of nobility,
as guaranteesof technical competence.In all advanced societies,
in France,the United States,or Japan, social successdependsvery
strictly on an initial act of nomination (the assigningof a name'
usually the name of an educational institution, Todaï University
or Harvard University or École Polytechnique)which consecrates
scholasticallya preexisting social difference.
The presentation of diplomas, often the occasion for solemn
ceremonies,is quite comparable with the dubbing of a knight.
The conspicuously (all too conspicuously) technical function of
formation, of transmissionof a technicalcompetenceand selection
of the most technicallycompetent,concealsa social function' that
is, the consecrationof the stâtutory bearersoi social competence'
of the right to rule. We thus have, in Japan as well as in France,
a hereditary scholasticnobility (the nisei, or secondgenerâtion'as
it is called in Japan) of leadersof industry, greât doctors, higher
civil servants,and even political leaders,and this scholasticnobility includesan important segmentof the heirs of the old bloodline nobility who have conuerted their noble titles into academic
titles.
Thus, the school institution,once thought capableof introducing a form of meritocracy by privileging individual aptitudes over
hereditary privileges,actually tends to establish,through the hidden linkage between scholastic âptitude and cultural heritage, a
veritable state nobilily, whose authority and legitimacy âre glraranteed by the academictitle. A review of history sufficesto reveal
that the reign of this specificnobility, aligned with the state,is the
result of a long process:state nobility, in France and no doubt
in Japan as well, is a corporate body which, created in the course
of the state's creation, had indeed to create the state in order to
creâte itself as holder of a legitimate monopoly on state power.
The state nobility is the inheritor of what is called in France
"noblessede robe" (nobility recruitedfrom the legal profession),
which is distinguishedfrom the "noblessed'é1tée,"or nobility of
increasinglyallieclitself over
the sword (with which it nonetheless
owes
its stlrtttsttl culturitl crtpit
in
rhat
rrtarriage),
time throLrgh
j
u
r
i
c
l
i
c
a
l
tvpc.
i t a l , e s s e r t t i a l loyf e
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I cannor rehearsehere the whole historicalanalysisoutlined in
the last chapter of The state Nobility,2 basedon the works, which
are seldombrought togerher,of historiansoi education,historians
,rf the state,and historiansof icleas.This analysiscould serveas
the basis for a systematiccomparison between this processand
the one (which I believeto be quite similar, despiteari the apparcnt differences)rhat led rhe samurai, one segmendof whom had
already in the course of the seventeenthcentury been transformed
irto a literate bureaucracy,to promote, in the secondhalf of thc
.ineteenth century, a modern state basedon a body of burcarucrats
ir whom noble origin and a strong scholasticculture wcrc c().rbr'ed. a body anxious to affirm its independencein ancl rhrr>ush
il cult of the national state and characterizcdtly rrn irrisrrcreric
scnseof superiority relative to industrialistsrrnclrncrchrrnts.lcr
, r l o n cp o l i t i c i a n s .
T' return to the Frenchcâse,one mighr .llscrvc that the invcnti.p 1vfthe stateand. especially,
of the ideas.f the "purrric,""comrrr,rr welfare," ând "public service" which
^i its heart, are
"."
rrrseparable
from the invention of the institutions
that ground the
of
the
srate
nobility
its
and
reproducti.n.
l)ower
Thus, fàr insrance,
thc stagesof developmenrrf the school institution, and particul,rrly the emergencein the eighreenthcenrury of institutionsof a
r('w type, the "colleges," mixing certain segmentsof the aristo_
t r';rcyârd of the bourgeoisieof the robe in boarding schoolsthat
.rrrricipatedthe presentsysremof Grandes Écoles,coincide with
thc stagesof developmentof the state bureaucracy(and second.rrilr',at least in the sixteenthcentury, the church bureaucracy).
I hc autonomizationof the bureaucraticfield and the mulriplicatr,r of positions independentof the establishedtemporai and
.Prritual powers âre accompaniedby the develop."nt àf a b.ur'i,'.isie of the robe and a noblessede robe, whose interests are
\rr()'É{lyb.und up with rhoseof the school institurion,notably in
tlrt' realm of reproduction. In irs art of living, which accords a
l.r.qcplaceto cultural practices,as well as in its systemof values,
rlris krnd <>ti
Bildungsburgertum,as the Germans say, definesitself
.r' o1'r1'rosecl,
on the one hand, to the clergy and, on the other, to
tlrt'rrrlrlc'ssc
d'éptie,criticizingits ideologyof birth in the name of
rr.rit rrncl.f whirt will later come to be calledcompetence.
Finally,
t l r t r r r o t l t ' r rird c ' o l o s \<, l f p r r b l i cs c r v i c c .o f c < > m m o nw e l f a r e a n d
, i l n t n l ( ) l t \ t / ( . :itrlr.s l r r r r tw l r ; r tl r : r s[ t t . c rcr r r l l t . ct hl c . . c i v i ch r r r r r l r r . t r s r . r r
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of the civil servants,"vrhich would inspirc tlrc FrenchRevolution
(notably through the Girondist lawyers), wirs inventedcollectively
(although the history of ideas prefers to crcclit inclividuals)by the
classesof the robe.
Thus, one can seehow the new class,fhe power and authority
of which rests on the new cultural capital, has to elevateits particular intereststo a superior degreeof universalizationand invent
a version of the ideology of public serviceand of meritocracy that
could be considered"progressive" (comparedwith the aristocratic
variant that German and Japanesecivil servântswould later invent)
in order to prevail in its struggleswith the other dominant fractions, the noblessed'épéeand the industrial and mercantile bourgeoisie.Demandingpower in the name of the universal,the nobility
and bourgeoisieof the robe promote the objectification and therefore the historical efficacyof the universal;they cannot make use
of the state they claim to serve unless they also serve, however
slightly, the universal values with which they identify it.

Art or Money?
I could end my argument here, but I would like to reexamine briefly
the image of Maxwell's demon which I used earlier to make ir
point, but which, like all metaphors borrowed from physics and
in particular from thermodynamics, implies a completely false
philosophy of action and a conservativevision of the social world
(as evidencedby the consciousor unconscioususe made of it by
those, such as Heidegger,who criticize "leveling" and the gradual
annihilation of "authentic" differencesin the dull, flat banality of
the "average").As a matter of fact, socialagents,studentschoosing an educational track or discipline, families choosing an institution for their children, and so on, are not particles subject to
mechanical forces and acting under the constraint of cduses;nor
âre they conscious and knowing subjectsacting with full knowledge of the facts, as the champions of rational dction theory
believe.(l could show, if I had enough time, that thesetwo philosophies,which seem diametrically opposed, are in fact similar;
for. grantedperfectknowledgeof all the ins irnd outs of the question, rrll its causes;rndefiects,aurclgrantccla corlplctcly logical
c l r o i c t 'o
. n e i s r r t i r l < l s st o k n o w w l t c r c i r rs r r c hi r " c h < l i c c "w o r r l r l
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differ from pure and simple submissionto outside forcesor where,
consequently,there would be any "choice" in the mâtter at all.)
In fact, "subjects" are active and knowing agentsendowed with
a practical sense.that is, an acquired system of preferences,of
principlesof vision and division (what is usually called taste),and
also a system of durable cognitive structures (which are essentially the product of the internalization of objective btructures)and
of schemesof action which orient the perception of the situation
and the appropriate response.The habitus is this kind of practical sensefor what is to be done in a given situation - what is
called in sport a "feel" for the game, that is, the art <tf dnticipating the future of the gamer which is inscribcd in the presentsrare
of play. To take an example from the rcalm of cducatir)n,the
"feel" for the game becomesincrearsinglynecessirryrrs the educat i o n a l t r a c k s ' ( a si s t h e c a s ei n F r r r n c ea s w c l l a s . f a p a n )b e c o m e
diversified and confused (how to choose bctween a famous bur
declininginstitution and a rising "second-tier"school?).lt is difficult to ânticipate fluctuations on the stock exchangeof scholastic
value, and those who have the beneÊt, through family, pârents,
brothers, sisters,acquaint:rnces,and so on, of information about
the formation circuits and their actual or potential differential
profit can make Llettereducational investments and earn maximum returns on their cultural capital. This is one of the mediations
through which scholastic - and social - successare linked to
social origin.
In other words, the "particles" which m()vetoward the "demon"
carry in them, that is, in their habitus, the law of their direction
and of their movement, the principle of their "vocation" which
directs them toward a specific school, university, or discipline. I
have rnade a lengthy analysisof ht>w the relative weight of economic and cultural capital (what I call the structureof capital) in
the capital <lf teenagers(or of their families)is retranslatedinto a
systernof preferenceswhich induce them either to privilege art
over rnoney, cultural things over the business<lf power, and so
on, or the opposite; how this structure of capitzrl,through the
svstel)-l
of preierencesit produces, motivates them to direct thernselvesin thcir educationaland social choicestoward one or the
othcr pole of thc field of power, the intellectualpole or the busirrt'sspole. ;lr)(lt() aclopttlrc correspondingpracticesand opinious.
( l l r r r s ( ) r ' r ( ' ( i url r r r t l r ' r s t : r rwr cl rla t s c c r r r s < ls c l f - e v i c l c nl )t c c i l u s cw c
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are so used to it, for instance,that the studentsof the Ecole Normale, the future professorsor intellectuals,have a greatertendency
to present themselvesas left-wing and read intellectual reviews,
whereas HEC3 studentshave a greater tendency to presentthemselvesas right-wing, to practice sport intensively,and so on.)
Likewise, in place of the metaphoricaldemon, there are many
"demons," among them the thousandsof professorswho apply
to the students categoriesof perception and appreciatiol which
are structuredaccordingto the same principles(l cannot develop
here the analysisI have made of the categoriesof professorial
understanding,the paircd adiectivessuch as "bright/dull"' in terms
of which the master ludges the productions of the students and
all their manners,their ways of being and doing). In other words'
the action of the educationalsystem results from the more or less
orchestratedactionsof thousandsof small versionsof Maxwell's
demon who, by their well-orderedchoicesalignedwith the obiective order (the structuringstructuresare, let me repeat.structured
structures),tend to reproducethis order without either knowing
they are doing so or wanting to do so.
But the demon metaphor is dangerousagain, becauseit favors
the conspiratorialfantasywhich so often haunts critical thinking,
thar is, the idea of a malevolentwill which is responsiblefor everything that occurs in the social world, f11rbetter and especiallyfor
worse. What we are iustified in describingas â mechanism,in the
interestsof making a point, is sometimesexperiencedas a kind of
infernal engine (we often speakof the "hell of success")'as though
agentswere no more than tragic cogs in a machine that is exterior
and superiorto them all. The reasonfor this is that each agent is
somehow constrained,in order to exist, to participatein a game
which requires great efforts and great sacrifices.
And I think that, in fact, the social order guaranteedin part
by the scholasticmode of reproduction today subiectseven rhose
who profit from it to a degreeof tension which is quite comparable to what court society,as describedby Norbert Elias' imposed
on the very agentswho had the extraordinaryprivilegeto belong
to it.
In the lrrstanalysisthis compellingstrugglefor ever-threrltcllcd
l)()wt'r ancl prcstigc wrrs the clornirrrrnt flrctor that corrclcrttrtcclrrll
t l r t l s t . i r r y 6 l y c r l t 9 er r l t c t t l r c b r r r d t ' r t s ( ) r n cc er c t l l o r t i c s . N o s i t t g l t '
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personwithin the figurationwas able to initiate a reform of the tradition. Everyslightestattemptto reform,to changethe precarious
structureof tensions,inevitablyentailedan upheaval,a reductron
or evenabolitionof the rightsof certainindividualsand families.
To jeopardize
suchprivileges
was,to the rulingclassof this society,
a kind of taboo.The attemptwould be opposedby broad secions
of the privilegedwho feared,perhapsnot without justification,
that the whole systemof rule that gavethem privilegewould be
threatenedor would collapseif the slightestdetail of the traditional order were altered.So everythingremainedas it was.a
In Japan as in France,worn-out parents,exhaustedyoulll{ people,
employersdisappointedby the products of an eclucationwhich
they find ill suited to their needs,are all the hclplessvicrinrsof
a mechanismwhich is nothing but the cumulirriveerifcctof their
own strategies,
engenderedand amplified by thc logic of conrperition of everyoneagainstevery()ne.
This might have beenthe place to reply to the mangling and misrepresentationof my works by certain misguided or ill-disposed
analysts,but I would have neededtime to show how the logic of
the scholasticcomponent of the mode of reproduction - notably,
its statistical character - and its characteristic contradictions may
be, and without contradiction, at the root of the reproduction of
the structures of advanced societiesand of a good many of the
changesthat affect them. These contradictions (which I analyzed
in the chapter of Distinction titled "Classesand Classificarions")
no doubt constitute the hidden principle of certain politicai conflicts characteristic of the recent period, such as the events of
May 1968, which rocked the French and Japaneseuniversiriesar
rrlmostthe same time, the same causesproducing the sameeffects,
without our being able to point to any direct influence. I have
undertaken a lengthy analysis, in anorher study which I entitled
somewhat derisivelyHomo Academicus,sof the factors that deterrnined the crisis of the scholasticworld, the visible expressionof
which were the eventsof May 1968: overproduction and devalu.rtion of diplomas (two phenomena which, if I am to believewhat
I rerrd,also concern Japan); devaluationof university positions,
cspecially sul'rordinatepositions, which have grown in numbers
with<lutir proportional opening up of câreersbecauseof the quite
:rrclriricstructrlrcof thc r,rniversity
hierarchy (here again, I woulcl
l r k t ' t t tt t t : t k r ' .(t( ) t l l l ) ; t r , l l i v t ' r r t r ; itttti trovt l t t ' f r l r r r trsh : r t h t ' r r ' l l r t i o r r t
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of university time and power, as I have analyzed thcm in France,
assumein the caseof Japan).
And I think that it is in the changesof the scholasticfield and,
especially,of the relationsbetweenthe scholasticfield and the economic Êeld, in the transformâtion of the correspondencebetween
academic qualifications and posts, that we might find the real
principle behind the new social movementswhich have appeared
'68
in France, in the aftermath of
and also more recently, such
as the very new phenomenon of coordinations,bwhich, if I may
believemy sources,are also beginning to emergein Germany and
Japan, notably among young workers, who are lessdevoted than
their elders to the traditional work ethic. Likewise, the political
changeswhich can now be observed in the USSR, and which are
beginning in China, are no doubt linked to the considerableincreasein the numbers of high school graduatesin thesecountries,
giving rise to contradictions, first of all, in the very midst of the
field of power itself.
But it would also be necessaryto study the link between the
new school delinquency,which is more widespreadin Japan than
in France, and the logic of furious competition which dominates
the school institution, especially rhe effect of a final uerdict or
destiny that the educational system exerts over teenagers.Often
with a psychological brutality which nothing can attenuate, rhe
school institution lays down its final judgments and its verdicts,
from which there is no appeal, ranking all students in a unique
hierarchy of forms of excellence,nowadays dominated by a single
discipline, mathematics.Those who are excluded are condemned
in the name of a collectivelyrecognizedand acceptedcriterion (and
thus one which is psychologically unquestionable and unquestioned), the criterion of intelligence.Therefore, in order to restore
an identity in jeopardy, studentshave no recourseexcept to make
a violent break with the scholasticorder and the social order (it
has been observed, in France, that it is their collective opposition to school that tends to weld delinquents into gangs) or, as
is also the case,to suffer psychologicalcrisis, even mentâl illness
or suicide.
Finally, one should analyzeall the technicaldysfunctionswhich,
from the point of view of the systemitself, that is, strictly from the
point of view of technicalefficiency(in the school instituriottitncl
t<lsor-rrl/r't'ltrodttr'!t,trr
beyond),result from the primacy irccorclccl
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strategies.I shall just cite, by way of example,the low staruswhich
families objectively assignro technical education and the privilege
they confer on general education. It is probable that, in Japan as
in France, those leaders who, coming themselvesfrom the great
public universitiesin Japan or from the Grandes Écolesin France,
advocatethe revaluation of a technical education which has been
reducedto the stareof "fall-back" or dumping-ground (and which,
cspeciallyin Japan, also suffers from the competition of business
schools)would regard as catastrophicthe relegationof their own
sons to technical schools. And the samecontradiction is to be
iound in the ambivalenceof thesesame leaderstowârd trn cducirtional systemto which rhey owe, if not their positions,rrr lerrsr
the authority and the legitimacy with which thc.y occupy those
positions.As if they wanted ro have the technicirlbcucfirsof the
scholasticoperationwithout assumingany of the socialcosts,such
.rs the exigenciesassociatedwith the posscssiorrof whrtr rrught lte
regardedas universaltitles, as distinct frorn thosc "hor.rse"titles
that businesses
awârd, they pronrote private education and sr-rpport
or inspire political initiatives aimed at reducing the auronomy of
the school institution and the liberty of the reachingprofession.
I hey manifest the greatesrambiguity in the debate on specialization in education, as if they wanred to enjoy the benefitsof all the
o1'rtions
at once: the limits and guaranteesassociatedwith a highly
specialized
education,but also the broad-mindedness
and detachrrrentfacilitatedby a generalcultural educarion,favoring the devel()prnentof an adaptability appropriate to mobile and "flexible"
('nrployees;the certainty and self-confidenceof the young executrvcsproduced by the École Nationale d'Administration or Todaï,
thoselevelheadedrnanagersof stablesituarions,but also the darrrrgof the young hustlerswho, having risen above their rank, are
'rr1'r1-rosed
to be better adapted to times of crisis.
Itut, if the sociologist may lre allowed this once ro make a
it is undoubtedlyin the increasinglytenserelarionship
l'r't'cliction,
l)('twccnthe great and minor statenobility that one should expect
t' tincl the underlyingprinciple of future major conflicts.Everytlrrrrq1'roir.rts
to the suppositionthat, facingan ever more tenacious
nrorropoly<lt all the highestpositionsof power - in banking, inrlrrstr'\'.
politics- olt rhc pirrt of the old boys of the GrandesÉcoles
r r r l : r ' . l r r r t o' .l t l r t ' g r - c i r p
t r r b l i c r r n i v e r s i t i cisn f r r p a n ,t h e h < l l c l c r s
, , 1s tt . n , l . .l , r r st i t l t ' s .t l r t ' l t ' s s t ' sr r r r r r r r r .rlr-i t r r l t r r r r 'w. i l l [ l r ' l c r l . i r r
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their strugglefor an enlargementof the circlesof power, to invoke
new universalistjustifications,much âs the minor provincial nobles
did in France from the sixteenth cenrury ro rhe beginningsof the
French Revolution, or as did the excluded lessersamurai who, in
the name of "liberty and civil rights," led the revolr against the
nineteenth-cenruryMeiji reform.

APPENDIX
SocialSpaceand Field of Power

Notes
This is the text of a lecturedeliveredat the universityof TodaTin october 1989.It was originallysubtitled"lntroductionro a Japanese
reading
<>fThe State Nobility."
1 Two privateschoolsespecially
dedicatedto intensivepreparationfor
the major competitiveexaminations.
Trans.
2 PierreBourdieu,TheStateNobility: Elite Schqolsin the Fieldof power,
trans.LaurettaC. Clough(Cambridge:Polity Press,1996).
.) Advanced businessschool. Trans.
4 Norbert Elias, Tbe Cr.turt Society (79751, trans. Edmund Jephcott
1

(Oxford: Blackwell, 1983), p. 87.
Pierre Bourdieu, Homo Academicus,trans. Peter Collier (Cambridge:
Pofity Press, 1990).
6 "coordinations" refers to a new form of organization and mobilization which appeared in the mid-1980s on rhe occasion of the nurses'
demonstrationsand subsequendythe demonstrarionsof school pupils
and higher education srudents,and which aimed to establisha relation
between leadersand activistsdifferent from those in traditional trade
unions. Trans.

\7hy does it seem necessaryand lcgitirnrrtc for nrc to introduce
the notions of social spaceand field of p()wcr into thc lcxicon of
sociology?In the first place,to lrrcirk with thc tcnclcrrcyto think
-f
of the socialworld in a substanti:rlist
manner. hc notion <>ti
sltace
contains,in itself, the principle of a relational understrrndingof the
socialworld. It affirms that every "reality" it designatesresidesin
the mutual exteriority of its composite elements.Apparent, directly
visible beings,whether individualsûr groups, exist and subsistin
and through difference; that is, they occupy relatiue positions in
a spâceof relations which, although invisible and always difficult
to show empirically, is the most real reality (the ens realissimum,
as scholasticismwould say) and the real principle of the behavior
of individualsand groups.
The primary objectiveof social scienceis not to constructclasses.
The problem of classification,which is common to all sciences,is
only posed in such a dramatic way to the social sciencesbecauseit
is a political problem, which in practice arisesin the logic of political struggleevery time one seeksto construct real groups through
mobilization, the paradigm of which is the Marxist ambition to
construct the proletariat as a historical force ("Workers of the
world, unite"). A scientistand man of action, Marx provided false
theoretical solutions - such as the affirmation of the real existence of classes- for a true practical problem: the need for every
political action to demand the capability,real or supposed,in any
cirsc r-rcrllôlc.to cxpress the interestsof a group; to demonstrate
- t h i s i s o r r t ' o f t h t ' p r i l l l l l r v f r r n c t i o n s< l f c l e n t < l n s t r i r t i ( )- n tsh e
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existenceof that group and the actual or potential social force it
is capable of bringing to those who experienceit and thus constitute it as a group. To speak of social spaceis thus to solve, by
making it disappear,the problem of the existenceor nonexistence
of classeswhich has divided sociologistsfrom the outset. One cannot deny the existenceof classeswithout also denying the essential
lelement of that which the notion's defenders seek to afÊrm by
rusing it, namely social differentiation, which may generate indiividual ântagonismsand, at times,collectiveconfrontationsbetween
agentssituated in different positions in social space.
Social scienceshould construct not classes,but rather the social
spâcesin which classescan be demarcated,but which only exist
on paper. In each case it should construct and discouer (beyond
the opposition between constructionism and realism) the principle of differentiation which permits one to reengendertheoretically the empirically observedsocial space.Nothing permits one
to assumethat the principle of difference is the same at all times
and in all places,in Ming China and contemporaryChina, or in
today's Germany, Russia and Algeria. But with the exception of
the least differentiated societies(which still present differencesin
isymbolic capital, which âre more difficult to measure),all societies appear as social spaces,that is, as structuresof-differencesthat
can only be understood by constructing the generativeprinciple
which objectivelygrounds those differences.This principle is none
other than the structure of the distribution of the forms of power
or the kinds of capital which are eff-ectivein the social universe
under consideration - and which vary âccording to the specific
place and moment at hand.
This structure is not immutzrble,and the topology that describes
a stâte of the social positions permits a dynamic analysis of the
conservationand transformation of the structureof the activeproperties'distribution and thus of the social spaceitself.That is what
I mean when I describethe global social spaceas a field, that is,
both as a field of forces,whose necessityis imposed on agentswho
are engagedin it, and as a field of srruggleswithin which agents
confront each other, with differentiated means and ends according to their pclsition in the structure of the field of forces, thus
contributing to conservingor transforming its stnrcture.
Somethinglike a classor, more generally,a group mobiliz.edby
and through the defenseof its interests,can <lnlycorneto cxlst ilt
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the cost and at the end of a collective work of construction which
is inseparably theoretical and practical. But not all social groupings are equally probable, and rhis social artifact which is always
a social group has all rhe more chancesof existing and durably
subsisting if the assembledagents who consrruct it are already
close to each other in the social space (this is also true of a unity
based on ân affective relationship of love or friendship, whether
or not it is socially sancrioned).In other words, the symbolic work
of constitution or consecrationfhat is necessaryro creârea unified
group (imposition of names, acronyms, of rallying signs, public
demonstrations,etc.) is all the more likely to succeedif the social
agentson which it is exertedare more inclined, becauseof their
proximity in the spaceof social positionsand also becauseof thc
dispositionsand interestsassociatedwith those p<lsitions,ro nlutually recognizeeach other and recognizcthcnrsclvcsin rhe sirrnc
prqject (political or otherwise).
But by accepting the idea of a unifiecl sociirl spirce,arren'rwe
committing a petitio principii? Wouldn'r it bc necessaryto ask
about the social conditions of possibility and rhe limits of such
a space?In fact, the genesisof the state is inseparable from the
processof unification of the different social, economic, culrural
(or educational), and political fields which goes hand in hand
with the progressiveconsrirurion of the srare monopoty of legitirnate physical and symbolic violence. Becauseir concenrratesan
ensemble of material and symbolic resources,the state is in a
position to regulatethe functioning of the different fields,whether
through financial inrervenrion (such as public supporr of investment in the economic field, or, in the cultural field, supporr for
one kind of educationor anorher) or through juridical inrervention (such as the different regulations concerning organizations
or the behavior of individual agents).
I introduced the notion of the field of power ro accounr for
structural effectswhich are not otherwise easily understood, especially certain properties of the pracrices and representationsof
rvriters or artists, which referencesto the literary or artistic Êeld
.rlonccould not completelyexplain. For example,the double ambigrritv in relation to the "people" and the "bourgeois," which is
trrrrrclin writers or artistsoccupvingdifferentpositionsin the field,
, r r r l yl r c c o r n c isn r c l l i g i b l ci f o n c c o n s i d c r st h e d o m i n a t e dp o s i t i o n
t l r , r tl i t ' l t l so f t r r l ( r r r - P
r rçl 1
1 1 1 1 1 ç '<t ilocnc u P it r, r t h c l i l r g c rs o c i i r sl p l r e c .
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The field of power (which should not be confusedwith the political field) is not a field like the others. It is the spaceof the relations
of force between the different kinds of capital or, more precisely,
betweenthe agentswho possessa sufficient amount of one of the
different kinds of capital to be in a position to dominate the corresponding field, whose strugglesintensify whenever the relative
value of the different kinds of capital is questioned(for example,
the exchangerate betweencultural capital and economic capital);
that is, especiallywhen the establishedequilibrium in the field of
instancesspecificallychargedwith the reproduction of the field of
power is threatened (in the French case,the field of the Grandes
Écoles).
One of the stakesof the struggleswhich opposethe set of agents
or institutions which have in common the possessionof a sufficient quantity of specificcapital (especiallyeconomic or cultural)
to occupy dominant positions within their respectivefields is the
conservation or transformation of the "exchange rate" between
different kinds of capital and, along the same lines, control of the
bureaucratic instanceswhich are in a position to modify the exchange rate through administrative measures(those, for example,
which can affect the rarity of academic titles opening accessto
dominant positions and, thus, the relative values of those titles
and the correspondingpositions).The forceswhich can be engaged
in those strugglesand the orientation - conservativeor subverstve
- which is applied to them, depend on the "exchange rate" berween
the different kinds of capital, that is, on the very thing the struggles
seekto conserveor transform.
Domination is not the direct and simple âction exercised by
a set of agents("the dominant class") investedwith powers of coercion. Rather, it is the indirect effect of a complex set of actions
engenderedwithin the network of intersectingconstraints which
each of the dominants,thus dominated by the structure of the field
through which domination is exerted,endureson behalf of all the
others.

3

Rethink.ingthe State:
Genesisand Structure of
the BureaucraticField
M
o .nd""rro. to think the state is to take the risk of taking
over (or being taken over by) a thought of the state, that
is, of applying to the state categoriesof thought produced
and guaranteed by the state and hence to misrecognizeits most
profound truth. This proposition, which mây seem both abstract
and preemptory, will be more readily acceptedif, at the close of
the argument, one agreesto return to this point of departure, but
armed this time with the knowledge that one of the major powers
of the state is to produce and impose (especiallythrough the school
system)categoriesof thought that we spontaneouslyapply to all
things of the social world - inôluding the state itself.
However, to give a first and more intuitive grasp of this analysis and to expose the danger of always being thought by a srare
that we believe we are thinking, I would like to cite a passage
irom Alte Meister Komôdie by Thomas Bernhard:
Schoolis the stateschoolwhereyoungpe<lple
are turnedinto state
personsand thus into nothing other than henchmenof the state.
Walkingto school,I was walking into the stateand, sincerhe state
destroyspeople,into the institutionfor the destructionof people
. . . The stateforcedme, like everyoneelse,into myself,and mademe
cornplirrrrt
fowardsit, the state,and turnedme into a stateperson,
rcgtrlatccl
anclregistered
and trairredand finishedand perverted
; t t t t l r l t ' ; t ' t ' t t ' t l .l i k t ' c v t ' r v o r t t ' t ' l s t ' . W l t c n w c s c e p e o p l c , w e o n l y s c c
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state people, the state servants,as we quite rightly say, who serve
the state all their lives and thus serve unnature all their lives.r

The idiosyncratic rhetoric of Thomas Bernhard, one of excess
and of hyperbole in anathema, is well suited to my intention,
, which is to subject the stâte and the thought of the state to a sort
\of hyperbolic doubt. For, when it comes to the state' one never
I doubts enough. And, though literary exaggeration always risks
self-effacementby de-realizingitself in its very excess,one should
take what Thomas Bernhard says seriously: to have any chance
of thinking a statethat still thinks itself through those who attempt
to think it (as in the caseof Hegel or Durkheim), one must strive
to question all the presuppositionsand preconstructionsinscribed
in the reality under analysisas well as in the very thoughts of the
analyst.
The difficult and perhaps interminable work that is necessary
to break with preconceptionsand presuppositions- that is, with
all thesesthat are never stated as such becausethey are inscribed
in the obviousnessof ordinary experience,with the entire substratum of the unthinkablethat underliesthe most vigilant thinking
- is often misunderstood,and not only by those whose conservatism it shocks. In fact, there is a tendency to reduce what is and
should be an episternologicalquestioningto a politic.z/questioning
inspired by prejudicesor political impulses(anarchistdispositions
in the specificcaseof the state, iconoclastic passionsof relativist
philistinesin art, antidemocraticinclinationsin public opinion).
It is quite probable, as Didier Eribon has effectivelyshown in the
case of Michel Foucault, that this epistemic radicalism is rooted
in subversiveimpulses and dispositions,which it sublimatesand
transcends. lns<lfar as one is led to question not only "moral
conformism," but also "logical conformismr" that is. the basic
structures of thought, one goes against both those who, finding
no fault with the world as it is, see in this epistelnicradicalism
a kind of decisiveand sociallyirresponsiblepreconceivedopinion,
as well as those who reduce it to political radicalism as they
conceive it, that is, to a denunciation which, in more than one
case,is a pârticulârlyperverseway of shelteringoneselifrorn true
epistemokrgicalquestioning.(l could give an infinite trtttnllcroi
c r e r n p l c st o s h < l wh < l w " r l r c l i c a l "c r i t i q u c so i t h c c i t t c g < l r i cosf
l N S l : l : ' i r r t h t ' l t l t t t t r ' , lrf t N { ; t r r i s t l t t ' r l r vr t f c l r t s s t l' sr , t v r . ' , t l l < l w t ' t l
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critics to avoid an epistemological critique of those samecategories
and of the act of categorizarion or classification, or even how
denouncing the complicity'of the "philosophy of srâre" with the
bureaucraticorder or with the "bourgeoisie" gives iree rein to the
effectsof all the epistemicdistortions inscribed in the "scholasric
point of view.") The real symbolic revolutions are without doubt
those which, more than moral conformism, violate logical conformism, unleashing mercilessrepressionwhich gives rise to similar
âttacks against mental integrity.
To show both the difficulty and the necessityof a rupture with
state-thought, present in the most inrimate of our thoughts, one
could analyzethe battle recenrlydeclared- in the midst of the Gulf
War - in Franceabout a seeminglyinsignificanrro1-ric:
orthogrirphy.
Correct spelling,designatedand guaranreedas normal by law, that
is, by the state, is a social artifact only imperfcctly founded upon
logical or even linguistic reason; it is the producr of a work of
normalization and codification, quire analogous to rhat which_-the state effectsconcurrently in other realms of social liie.3Nowj
when, at a particular moment, the state or any of its representatives
undertakes a reform of orthography (as was done, with similar
effects,a century ago), that is, to undo by decree what the state
had ordered by decree,this immediately triggers the indignant protest of a good number of those whose statusdependson "wriring,,,
in its most common sense but also in the sense given to it by
writers. And remarkably,all those defendersof orrhographicorthodoxy mobilize in the name of natural spelling and of the satisfaction, experiencedas intrinsically aesthetic,given by the perfect
agreement between mental structures and objective structures betweenthe mental forms socially instituted in minds through the
teaching of correct spelling and the reality designated by words
rightfully spelled.For those who possessspellingto the point where
they are possessedby it, the perfectly arbitrary "ph" of the word
"nénuphar" has become so evidently inextricable from the flower
it designatesthat they can, in all good faith, invoke narure and the
natural to denounce an intervention of the state aimed at reducing the arbitrarinessof a spelling which itself is, in all evidence,
the product of an earlier arbitrary intervention of the same.
One could offer countlesssimilar instancesin which the effecrs
of ch<licesrnade lry rhe state halveso cornpletely impressedtherns c l v c si r r r t ' r r l i t \ ' : r n ci rl r r n i n c l st h i r r p o s s i l ) i l i t i eisn i t i a l l y d i s c a r c l c c l
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have becometotally unthinkable (for instance,a systemof domestic
production of electricityanalogousto that of home heating).Thus,
if the mildest attempt to modify school programs, and especially
timetables for the different disciplines,almost always and everywhere encounfersgreat resistance,it is not only becausepowerful occupational interests(such as those of the reaching staff) are
attachedto the establishedacademicorder. It is also becausematters of culture, and in particularthe socialdivisionsand hierarchies associatedwith them, âre constitutedas such by the actions
of the state which, by instituting them both in things and in
minds, confers upon the cultural arbitrary all the appearancesof
the natural.

A Radical Doubt
It is in the realm of symbolic production that the grip of the state
is felt most powerfully. State bureaucraciesand their represenratives are great producersof "social problems" that social science
does litde more than ratify whenever it takes them over as "sociological" problems.(To demonstratethis, it would sufficeto plot
the amount of research,varying across countries and periods,
devoted to problems of the state, such as poverty, immigration,
educationalfailure, more or lessrephrasedin scientificlanguage.)
Yet the best proof of the fact that the thought of the bureaucratic thinker (penseurfonctionnaire) is pervaded by the official
representation of the official is no doubt the power of seduction wielded by those representationsof the state (as in Hegel)
that portray bureaucracy as a "universal group" endowed with
the intuition of, and a will to, universalinterest;or as an "organ
of reflection"and a rationâl instrumentin chargeof realizingthe
generalinterest(as with Durkheim, in spite of his great prudence
on the matter).4
The specificdifficulty that shrouds this question lies in the fact
that, behind the appearanceof thinking it, most of the writings
devoted to the state partake, more or less efficaciously and directly, of the construction of the state, that is, of its very existence.
This is particularly true of all juridical writings which, especially
during the phaseof constructionand consolidation,take their full
tleaning r-rotr>nlyas theoreticalcontributi<tnsto the krt<lwlctlgt'
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of the state but also as political strategiesaimed at imposirtg rr
pârticular vision of the statera vision in agreementwith the intcrests and values associatedwith the particular position of thosc
who produce them in the emerging bureaucratic universe (this is
often forgotten by the best historical works, such as those of the
Cambridge school).
From its inception, social scienceitself has been part and parcel
of this work of construction of the representâtion of the state
which makes up part of the reality of the state itself. All the issues
raisedabout bureaucracy,such as those of neutrality and disinterestedness,are posed also about sociology itself - only at a higher
degree of difficulty since there arises in addition the question of
the latter's autonomy from the state.
It is therefore the task of the history of the socizrlsciencesto
uncoverall the unconsciousties to the socialworld that the sociâl
sciencesowe to the history which has produced them (and which
are recorded in their problematics, theories, methods, concepts,
etc.).Thus one discovers,in particular, that social sciencein thc
modern senseof the term is intimately linked to social struggles
and socialism, but lessas a direct expressionof these movements
and of their theoretical ramifications than as an ânswer to fl'rc
problems that thesestrugglesformulated and brought forth. Social
sciencefinds its first advocatesamong the philanthropists and the
reformers,that is, in the enlightenedavant-gardeof the dominant
who expect that "social economics" (as an auxilitrry scienceto
political science)will provide ihem with a solution to "social problems" and particularly to those posed by individuals and groups
"with problems."
A comparative survey of the developmentof the social sciences
suggeststhat a model designedto explain the historical and crossnational variations of thesedisciplinesshould take into account
two fundamental factors. The first is the fact that the form assumed
by the social demand for knowledge of the social world depends,
irmong other things, on the philosophy dominant within state
bureaucracies(such as the liberalism of Keynesianism).Thus a
powerÏul state demand may ensure conditions propitious to the
clevel<lpment
of a social sciencerelatively independent fronr econontic forces (and of the direct claims of the dominant) - but
'fhe
str()ng,ly
clcpcnclent
upon the state.
secondfactor is thc dcgrcr'
o l r l r r t o n o r ) tbv < l t l ro f t l r e c c l r r c l r t i o n si tvl s t c r rar n d o f t h t ' s t ' i t ' r r t i l i t
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field from the dominant political and economic forces, an autonomy thar undoubtedly requiresboth a strong outgrowth of social
and of the social critique of establishedpowers as well
-ou.-"16
as a high degree of independenceof social scientistsfrom these
movements.
History aftesrsthat the social sciencescan increasetheir independencefrom the pressuresof social demand - which is a maior
precondition of their progress toward scientificity only by increasingtheir reliance upon the state. And thus they run the risk
of losing their autonomy from the state, unlessthey are prepared
ro use against the state the (relative) freedom that it grants them.

of this "X" we call the state. Such a project is most difficult, impossible indeed, for it demands joining the rigor and coherence of
theoretical construction with submission to the almost boundless
data accumulated by historical research. To suggest the complexity of such a task, I will simply cite one historian, who, because
he stays within the limits of his specialty, evokes it only partially
himself:
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The Concentration

of CaPital

/ To sum up rhe results of the analysis by way of anticipation, I
forI would say^,using a variation around Max Weber's famous
successfully
which
(to
be determined)
Ln,rl". that the sàte is an X
use of physical and symlegitimâte
of
the
monopoly
the
claims
I
\ boti, violence ouè, deÊnireterritory and over the totality of the
"
I .o.r..po.,ding popularion. If the srare is able to exert symbolic
I violence.it is1ècauseit incarnatesitself simultaneouslyin obiectI iuity, in the form of specificorganizational structures and mechin subjeciivity, in rhe form of mental structuresand
-fl_anir*r,
"à.goriesand
of perceprion and thought. By realizing itself in social
| ,rruiru.., and in the mental structuresadapted to them, the insti. tuted institution makes us forget that it issuesout of a long series
of acts of institution (tn the active sense)and hence has all the
of the natural.
, appearances
it i, is why there is no more potent tool for rupture than the
.
reconstructionof genesis:by bringing back into view the conflicts
and confrontâtions of the early beginnings and therefore all the
iliscarded possibles,it retrieves the possibility that things could
have been iand stillcould be) orherwise.And, through such a practical utopia, it questionsrhe "possible" which, among all others,
was acr;alized. Breaking with the temptation of the analysis of
essence,but without renouncing for that the intention of uncovering invariants, I would like to outline a model of the emergence
oi the state designedto offer a systematicaccount 9f the prgpcrlv
which have leclto thc irtstitrttiorr
historicallogic of the processes
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The most neglectedzones of history have been border z()nes,ils
for instance the borders between specialties.Thus, thc str-rdyof
government requires knowledge of the theory of g<lvernrrrcnt(r.e.,
of the history of political thought), knowledge of thc prrrcticc of
g o v e r n m e n t( i . e . ,o f t h e h i s t o r y o f i n s t i t u t i o r . r s: r) n c lf i n a l l l ' k n o w l e d g eo f g o v e r n m e n t a p
l e r s o n n e l( i . e . ,o f s o c i a l h i s t o r y ) . N o w , f e w
historians are capableof moving acrossthesc sp'reci:rlties
rvith eclual
ease. . . There are other border zones of history that would also
require study, such as warfare technology :rt the beginning of the
modern period. Without a better knowledge of such problems, it
is difficult to measurethe importance of the logistical effort undertaken by such government in a given campaign. However, these
technical problerns should not be investigatedsolely from the standpoint of the military historian as traditionally defined. The military historian must also be a historian of government.In the history
of public finances and taxation, too, many unknowns remain.
Here again the specialistmust be more than a narrow historian of
finances,in the old meaning of the word; he must be a historian of
government and an economist. Unfortunately, such a task has not
been helped by the fragmentation of history into subfields, each
with rts monopoly of specialists,and by the feeling that certain
aspectsof history are fashionable while others are not.5
The state is the culmination of a process of concentration of
different species of capital: capital of physical force or instruments
of coercion (army, police), economic capital, cultural or (better)
informational capital, and symbolic capital. It is this concentration as such which constitutes the state as the holder of a sort of
rnetacapital granting power over other species of capital and over
their holders. Concentration of the different species of capital
(which proceeds hand in hand with the construction of rhe corresl r o r r r l i n gh c l c l s )l c : r c l si n c l c c c tl o t h e e m e r g e n ( e o f a s p e c i f i c ,p r o p e r l y
s t ; r t i s tt . r p i t r r l ( ( t r l ) i l t t tl ; l t t l i t T t r t w
' \ h i c l r r ' n l r [ r l c st h c s t l r t c t o c r r . r c i s t '

I
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power over the different fields and over the different particular
ipecies of capital, and especiallyover rhe râtes of conversion between them (and thereby over the relations of force betweentheir
respectiveholders). It follows that the construction of the state
proceedsapace with the construction of a field of pou:er' defined
à, th. spacèof play within which the holders of capital (of different speiies)strugglein particular for power over the state, thât is,
over the stâtist capital granting power over the different species
of capital and over their reproduction (particularly through the
school system).
Although the different dimensions of this process of concentration (aimed forces,taxation' law, etc.) are interdependent,fot
of exposition and analysis I will examine each in turn.
purposes
From the Marxist models which tend to treat the stâte as a
mere organ of coercion to Max Weber's classical definition, or
from Nolbert Elias'sto Charles Tilly's formulations, most models
of the genesisof the state have privileged the concentration of
the capital of physical force.oTo say chat the forces of coercion
(army and police) are becoming concentrated is to say that the
instirutions mandated to guarantee order are progressivelybeing
separaredfrom the ordinary social world; that physical violence
.rï only be apptied by a specializedgroup, cenrralizedand diiôiplined, especiailymandatedfor such an end and clearly identifiedas
such within society;that the professionalarmy progressivelycauses
the disappearanceof feudal troops, thereby directly threateningthe
nobility in its staturory monopoly of the warring function. (one
should acknowledge here the merit of Norbert Elias too often
erroneouslycredited, particularly among historians, for ideasand
theories that belong to the broader heritage of sociology for
having drawn out all the implications of Weber's analysis by
showing that the stare could nor have succeededin progressively
establishingits monopoly over violence without dispossessingits
domestic cômpetitors of instrutnents of physical violence and of
the right to use them, thereby contributing to the emergenceof
on. of the most essentialdimensionsof the "civilizing process.")7
The emerging state musr asserrits physical force in two different contexts: first externally, in relation to other actual or potential states (foreign princes), in and through war for land (which
led to the creation of powerful armies);and sec6ndint'ernrrlly,i1
frottl
relationto rival powers (princesarndlorcls)rrnd t() rcsistitlrct'

i

t
t
I
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below (dominated classes).The armed forces progressivelydifferentiate themselveswith, on the one hand, military forces destined
for interstate comperition and, on the other hand, police forces
destined for the maintenanceof intrastare order.s
Concentration of the capital of physical force requires the
establishmentof an efficient fiscal system,which in turn proceeds
in tandem with the unification of economic space (creation of
a national market). The levies raised by the dynastic state apply
equally to all subjects- and nor, as with feudal levies,only- to
dependantswho may in rurn tax their own men. Appearing in the
last decadeof the twelfth cenrury, stare tax developed in tandem
with the growth of war expenses.The imperarives r>f territorial
defense,first invoked instance by instance, slowly become the
permanentjustificationof the "obligatory" and "regular" character
of the leviesperceived"without limitation of tirne other than that
regularly assignedby the king" and directly or indirecly applicable
"to all social groups."
Thus was progressivelyestablisheda specific economic logic,
founded on leuies without counterpart and redistribution functioning as the basis for rhe conversionof economic capital into
symbolic capital, concentraredat first in the person of the prince.'
The institution of the tax (over and against the resisranceof the
taxpayers)standsin a relation of circular causality with the development of the armed fbrces necessaryfor the expansion and
defenseof the terrirory under coutrol, and thus for the levying
of tributes and taxes as well as for imposing via consrraint the
payment of that tax. The institution of the tax was the result of a
veritable internal war waged by the agentsof the state against rhe
resistanceof the subjects,who discover themselvesas such mainly
if not exclusively by discovering themselvesas taxable, as tâx
pâyers (contribuables).Royal ordinancesimposed four degreesof
repressionin casesof a delay in collection: seizures;arrests for
debt (/es contraintespar corps\. including imprisonmenr;a wrir
.f restraint binding on all parries (contraintessolidaires);and the
quartering of soldiers. It follows that the question of the legitimacy of the tax cannor but be raised (Norbert Elias correctly
rcmarks that, at its inception,tâxation presentsitself as a kind of
r;rckct).lt is only progrcssivelythat we come to conceivetaxes as
ir ncccssitrvtribrrteto thc nccds0f a recipientthirt trirnscendsthe
k i n g . t l r r t ti s , t h i s " l i t r i v t ' l r o d r , "r h r r ri s t h c s r : l t c .
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Even today, tax fraud bears testimony to the fact that the
legitimacy of taxation is not wholly taken for granted. It is well
known that in the initial phasearmed resistanceagainst it was not
considereddisobedienceto royal ordinancesbut a morally legitimate defenseof the rights of the family against a tax system wherein
one could not recognize the just and paternal monarch.")From
the lease(ferme) concluded in due and good form with the Royal
Treasury, to the last underlessee(sous-fermier)in charge of local
levies,a whole hierarchy of leasesand subleaseswas interposed
as reminders of the suspicion of alienation of tax and of usurpation of authority, constantly reactivatedby a whole chain of small
collectors,often badly paid and suspectedof corruption both by
their victims and by higher ranking officials." The recognition of
an entity transcendingthe agentsin charge of its implementation
- whether royalty or the state - thus insulated from profane critique, no doubt found a prâctical basis in the dissociation of the
king from the unjust and corrupt agentswho cheatedhim as much
âs they cheated the people.r2
The concentrationof armed forcesand of the financial resources
necessaryto maintain them does not happen without the concentrâtion of a symbolic capital of recognition (or legitimacy). It
matters that the body of agents responsiblefor collecting taxation without profiting from it and the methods of governmentand
manâgementthey use (accounting,filing, verdicts on disagreements,
procedural acts, oversight of operations, etc.) be in a position to
be known and recognizedas such, that they be "easily identified
with the person,with the dignity of power." Thus "bailiffs wear its
liuery, enjoy the authority of its emblems and signify their commands in its name." It matters also that the averâgetaxpayer be
in a position "to recognizethe liveries of the guards, the signs of
the sentry boxes" and to distinguishthe "keepersof leases,"those
âgents of hated and despisedfinanciers, from the royal guards
of the mounted constabulary,from the Prévôté de I'Hôtel or the
Gardes du Corps regardedas inviolable becausetheir jackets bear
the royal colors.''
All authors agreethat the progessivedevelopmentof the recognition of the legitimacy of official taxation is bound up with the
colrise of a form of nationalism.And, indeed,the broad-birsecl
lccti<lnof taxes has likely contributedto the unificrrtionof-thc terr i t < l r vo r . t o b c m < l r cn r c c i s c t. o t h c c ( ) n s t n l c t i ( ) tbt .o t h i r r r c r t l i t v
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and in representâtion,of the state as aunitary territory, as a reality unified by its submission to the same obligarions, rhemselves
imposed by the imperativesof defense.It is also probable that this
"national" consciousnessdeveloped first among the members of
the representdtiue institutions that emerged alongside the debate
over tâxation. Indeed, we know that these authorities were more
inclined to consentto taxation whenever the latter seemedto them
to spring, not from the private interests of the prince, but from the
interestsof the country (and, 6rst among them, from the requirement of territorial defense).The state progressivelyinscribesitself
in a space that is not yet the national space it will later become
but that already presents itself as a fount of souereignty, with for
example the monopoly of the right to coin money, ilnd as the
basis of a transcendentsymbolic value.ra
The concentration of economic capital linked ro the establishment of unified taxâtion is paralleled by a concenrrarionof informational capitdl (of which cultural capital is one dimension) which
is itself correlated with the unification of the cultural market. Thus,
very early on, public authorities carried out surveys of the state
of resources(for example, as early as 1194, there were "appraisals
of quarter master sergeants"and a censusof the carriages(charrois)
and armed men thât 83 cities and royal abbeys had to provide
when the king convened his os/; in 1,221,an embryo of a budget
and a registry of receiptsand expendituresappear).The stateconcentrates,treats, and redistributes information and, most of all,
effects a theoretical unification. Taking the vantage point of the
Whole, of society in its totality, the state claims responsibility for
all operations of totalization (especiallythanks ro census-râkingand
statistics or national accounting) and of objectiuization, through
cartography (the unitary representarionof space from above) or
rnore simply through writing as an instrument of accumulation of
knowledge (archives,for example), as well as for all operationsof
codification as cognitive unification implying centralization and
rnonopolization in the hands of clerks and men of letters.
Culturert is unifying: the state contributes to rhe unification of
the cultural market by unifying all codes,linguistic and juridical,
errcl by cffecting a homogenization of all forms of communicati or-r.i ncltrcli ng l'rurea
ucratic communication(through forms, official
r r o t i c c se, r c . ) . ' I ' h r o u g h
c l a s s i 6 c a t i osny s t e m s( e s p e c i a l lay c c o r d i n g
t ( ) \ ( ' \ ; r n t l : t i l t ' )r n s t ' r i l r t ,itrlr l a w . t h r < t u g hb u r c r r u c r l t t ipcr o c c c l u r c s .
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educational structures and social rituals (particularly salient in
the caseof Japan and England), the state molds mental structures
and imposes common principles of vision and division, forms of
thinking that are to the civilized mind what the primitive forms
of classificationdescribed by Mauss and Durkheim were to the
"savagemind." And it thereby contributes to the construction of
what is commonly designatedas nationâl identity (or, in a more
traditional language,nationâl character).r'
By universally imposing and inculcating (within the limits of
its authority) a dominant culture thus constituted as legitimate
national culture, the school system,through the teachingof history
(and especiallythe history of literature), inculcates rhe foundations of â true "civic religion" and more precisely,the fundamental
presuppositionsof the national self-image.Derek Sayerand Philip
Corrigan show how the Englishpartake very widely - well beyond
the boundaries of the dominant class - of the cult of a doubly
pârticulâr culture, ât once bourgeoisand national, with for instance
the myth of Englisbness,understood as a set of undefinable and
inimitable qualities (for the non-English),"reasonableness,""moderationr" "pragmatismr" hostility to ideology, "quirkiness," and
"eccentricity."rTThis is very visible in the caseof England, which
has perpetuatedwith extraordinary continuity a very ancient tradition (as with juridical rituals or the cult of the royal family for
example),or in the caseof Japan, where the invention of a national
culture is directly tied to the invention of the state. In the caseof
France, the nationalist dimension of culture is masked under a
universalistfacade. The propensity to conceivethe annexation to
one's national culture as a means of accedingto universality is at
the basis of both the brutally integrative vision of the republican
tradition (nourishedby the founding myth of the universal revolution) and very perverseforms of universalist imperialisrn and of
internationalist nationaIism.'t
Cultural and linguistic unification is accompaniedby the imposition of the dominant language and culture as legitimate and by
the rejection of all other languagesinto indignity (thus demoted
as patois or local dialects).By rising to universality, a pârticular
culture or languagecâusesall others to fall into particularity. What
is more, given that the universalizationof requirementsthus officially instituted does not come with a universalization of'Access
to the means needed to fulfill them, this fosters lroth thc nton()-

polization oÉ the universal by the few and the dispossessionof :rll
others, who are, in a way, thereby mutilated in their humanity'.
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Symbolic Capital
Everything points to the concenrrarion of a symbolic capital of
recognizedauthority which, though it has been ignored by all the
existing theories of the genesisof the state, êppears as the condition or, at minimum, the correlate of all the other forms of concentration,insofar as they endure at all. Symbolic capital is any
property (any forrn of capital whether physical,economic,culrural
or social) when it is perceivedby social agenrsendowed with categoriesof perception which causethem to know it and to recognize it, to give it value. (For example, the concepr of honor in
Mediterraneansocietiesis a typical form of symbolic capital which
exists only throuE;h repute, rhat is, through the represenrarion
that others have of it to the extent that they sharea set of beliefs
liable to causethem to perceiveand appreciarecertain patternsof
conduct as honorable or dishonorable.)r"More precisely,symbolic capital is the form taken by any speciesof capital whenever
it is perceivedthrough categoriesof perception that are the product of the embodimentof divisionsor of oppositionsinscribedin
the structure of the distribution of rhis speciesof capital (strong/
weak, large/srr-rall,
rich/poor, cultured/uncultured).It follows that
the state, which possessesthe means of imposition and inculcation of the durable principles of vision and division that conform
to its own structure, is the site par excellenceof the concentration
and exerciseof symbolic power.
The processof concentration of juridical capital, an objectified
and codified form of syrnbolic capital, follows its owrt logic distinct from that of the concentrarion of military capital and of
financial capital. In the twelfth and thirteenrh centuries, several
legal systemscoexistedin Europe, with, on the one hand, ecclesiasticâl jurisdictions,as representedby Christian courts, and, on
the other, secularjurisdictions,incluclingrhe justice of the king,
the justiceof the lords, and the jurisdiction of municipalités(ciries),
of corporartions,and of trade.r" The jurisdiction of the l<lrclirs
justiccwrlsexercisedonly over his vassalsand all thosc who rcsiclt.cl
<ltthis lands(that is, n<lblcv:rssals,
with r.r<lrr-r.r<lblc
frcc 1'lt.rsorrs
rrrrtl
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serfsfalling under a different set of rules). In the beginning, the king
had iurisdiction only over the royal domain and legislatedonly in
trials concerning his direct vassalsand the inhabitants of his own
fiefdoms. But, as Marc Bloch remarked, royal iustice soon slowly
"infiltrated" the whole of society.2'Though it was not the product of an intention, and even lessso of a purposeful plan, no more
than it was the obiect of collusion among those who benefited
from it (including the king and the iurists), the movement of concentrâtion always followed one and the same traiectory, eventually leadingto the creationof a iuridical apparatus.This movement
started with the provost marshals mentioned in the "testament
of Philippe Auguste" in 1190 and with the bailiffs, these higher
officers of royalty who held solemn assizesand controlled the
provosts. It continued under St Louis with the creation of differènt bureaucratic entities, the Conseil d'État (Council of State),
the Cours des Comptes (Court of Accounts), and the judiciary
court (Curia Regis)which took the name of Parlement.Thanks to
the appeal procedure, the Parlement' a sedentarybody composed
exclusivelyof lawyers, became one of the maior instruments for
the concentration of iuridical power in the hands of the king.
Royal justice slowly corralled the maiority of criminal cases
which had previously belonged to the tribunals of lords or of
churches. "Royal cases,"those in which the rights of royalty are
infringed (as with crimes of lese-majesty:counterfeiting of money,
forgery of the seal),came increasinglyto be reservedfor royal bailiffs. More especially,jurists elaborated a theory of appeal which
submittedall the jurisdictionsof the kingdom to the king. whereas
feudal courts were sovereign' it now became admitted that any
judgment delivered by a lord upholder of law could be deferred
before the king by the injured party if deemed contrary to the
customsof the country. This procedure,calledsupplication,slowly
turned into appeal.Self-appointediudgesprogressivelydisappeared
from feudal courts to be replacedby professionaljurists, the officers
of justice.The appeal followed the ladder of authority: appealwas
made from the inferior lord to the lord of higher rank and frorn
the duke or the count to the king (it was not possible to skip a
level and, for instance,appeal directly to the king).
By relying on the specificinterestof tbe iurists (a typical example
of interestin the universal)who, as we shall see,elabgratcclall
sortsof legitimatingtheoriesaccordingto which thc kirrg rcpres('nts
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the common interest and owes everybody security and justice, the
royalty limited the competenceof feudal jurisdictions (it proceeded
similarly with ecclesiasticaljurisdictions, for insranceby limiting the
church's right of asylum). The processof concentration of juridical capital was paralleled by a process of differentiation which
led to the constitution of an auronomous juridical field.22The iwdiciary body grew organized and hierarchized:provosts becamethe
ordinary judges of ordinary cases;bailiffs and seneschalsbecame
sedentary;they were assisredmore and more by lieutenants who
becameirrevocable officers of justice and who gradually superseded
the bailiffs, thus relegatedto purely honoriÊc functions. In the fourteenth century, we witness the appearanceof a public ministry in
charge of official suits. The king now has state prosecurorswhcr
act in his name and slowly become functionaries.
The ordinance of 1670 completed the processof conccnrrarion
which progressivelystripped the lordly and ecclcsiasticarl
jurisdictions of their powers in favor of royal jurisdictions. It rarified the
progressiveconquestsof jurists: the competenceof the place of the
crime becamethe rule; the precedenceof rcyal judges over rhose
of lords was affirmed. The ordinance also enumeratedroyal cases
and annulled ecclesiasticaland communal privileges by stipulating that judges of appeal should always be royal judges. In brief,
the competencedelegatedover a certain ressort(territory) replaced
statutory precedenceor authority exerciseddirectly over persons.
Later on the construction of the juridico-bureaucraticstructures
constitutive of the state proceededalongsidethe construction of the
body of jurists and of what Sarah Hanley calls the "Family-State
Compact," this covenantstruck betweenthe stateand the corporation of jurists which constituted itself as such by exerting srricr
control over its own reproduction. "The Family-State Compacr
prrvided a formidable family model of socio-economicaurhority
which influencedthe state model of political power in the making
at the sâme time."2r
The concentrationof juridical capital is one aspect,quite fundamental, of a larger processof concentration of symbolic capital in
its different forms. This capital is the basis of the specificâurhority of the holder of state power and in parricular of a very mysrcrious power, nirmelyhis power of nomination. Thus, for exirrnplc,
thc king irttcrnptsto control the totality of the traffic irr bortrtrsttt
wlriclr "llcntlcnlcn" r)rllyllry clairrr.[Jc strivcst<lr'rtcrrrlhis nrrrstt.r'r,
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codified, delegatedand guaranteedby the state, in a word bureattcratized.One finds a very preciseillustration of this processin thc
sumptuary laws intended to regulate, in a rigorously hierarchized
manner,the distribution of symbolic expressions(in terms of dress,
in particular) between noblemen and commoners and especially
perhapsamong the different ranks of the nobility.2nThus rhe state
regulatesthe use of cloth and of trimmings of gold, silver, and
silk. By doing this, it defends the nobility against the usurpation
of commoners but, at the same time, it expands and reinforcesits
own control over hierarchy within the nobility.
The decline of the power of autonomous distribution of the
great lords tends to grant the king the monopoly of ennoblement
and the monopoly over nomination through the progressivetransformation of offices - conceived as rewards - into positions of
responsibilitiesrequiring competencyand participation in a cttrsus
honorum that foreshadows a bureaucratic career ladder. Thus,
that supremely mysterious power that is the power of appoirttirtg
and dismissing tbe high officers of the state is slowly instituted.
The state is thus constituted as "fountain of honour, of office and
privilege," to recall Blackstone'swords, and distributes honors.
It dubs "knights" and "baronets," invents new orders of knighthood, confers ceremonial precedenceand nominates peers and all
the holders of important public functions.2T
Nomination is, when we stop to think of it, a very mysterious
act which follows a logic quite similar to that of magic as described
by Marcel Mauss.z8Just as the sorcerer mobilizes the capital of
belief accumulatedby the functioning of the magical universe,the
Presidentof the Republic who signs a decreeof nomination or the
physicianwho signsa certificate(of illness,invalidity, etc.) mobilizesa symbolic capital accumulatedin and through rhe whole network cf relations of recognition constitutive of the bureaucrâtic
universe.\fho certifiesthe validity of the certificate?It is the one
who signs the credential giving license to certify. But who then
certifiesthis? We are carried through an infinite regressionat the
end of which "one has to stop" and where one could, following
medieval theologians, choose to give the name of "state" to the
last (or to the first) link in the long chain of official acts of consecration.2e
It is the stâte,âcting in the manncr of a brrnk oi s1,111bolic capital, that guaranteesirll ircts of auth<lrity- rrctsr1t()lrc('
a r b i t r a r yi r n c lt t t i s r e c o g r t i z e: tcsls r t c l t( i \ r r s t i r tr, r l l t ' t lt l r t ' n r" r r r . t so l
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legitimate imposture").r0The president of the country is someone
who claims to be the presidentbut who differs from the madman
who claims to be Napoleon by the fact that he is recognizedas
founded to do so.
The nomination or the certificate belongs to the category of
they
official acts or discourses,symbolically effectiveonly bec.ause
are accomplishedin a situation of authority by authorized characters, "officials" who are acting ex officio, as holders of an officium
(publicum\, that is, of a function or position assignedby the state.
The sentenceof the judge or the grade of the professor, the proceduresof official registration,certified reports or minutes, all the
acts meant to carry legal effect, such as certificatesof birth, marriage, or death, etc., all mânnersof public summons as performed
with the required formalities by the appropriate agents (judges,
notaries, bailiffs, ofÊcers of état ciuil) and duly registeredin the
appropriate office, all thesefacts invoke the logic of official nomination to institute socially guaranteedidentities (as citizen, legal
resident,voter, tâxpayer, parent, property owner) as well as legitimate unions and groupings (families, associations,trade unions,
parties, etc.). By stating with authority what a being (thing or
person) is in truth (verdict) according to its socially legitimate
definition, that is, what he or she is authorized to be, what they
have a right (and duty) to be, the social being that they may claim,
the state wields a genuinely creatiue,quasi-divine, power. It suffices
to think of the kind of immortality that it can grant through acts
of consecrationsuch as commemorations or scholarly canonization, to seehow, twisting Hegel's famous expression,we may say
that "the judgment of the stâte is the last judgment."rl

Minds of State
In order truly to understand the power of the state in its full
specifrcity,that is, the particular syrnbolic efficacy it wields, one
must, as I suggestedlong ago in another article,s2integrate into
one and the same explanatory model intellectual traditions customarily perceivedas incompatible. It is necessary,first, to overcome the opposition between a physicalist vision of the social
world that conceivesof social relations as relations of physical force
and a "cybernetic" or semiologicalvision which portrirysthcrn rrs
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relations of symbolic force, as relations of meaning or relarront
of communication. The most brutal relations of force are irlwrr\'t
simultaneously symbolic relations. And acts of submission rrnd
obedienceare cognitive acts which as such involve cognitive srructures, forms and categoriesof perception, principles of vision and
division. Social agentsconstruct the social world through cognitive structuresthat may be applied to all rhings of the world and
in particular to social structures (Cassirercalled these principles
of vision and division "symbolic forms" and Durkheim "forms of
classification": these are so many ways of saying the same thing
in more or less separatetheoretical traditions).
Thcse cognitive structures are historically constituted forms
and therefore arbitrary in the Saussureansense,conventional, ex
instituto, as Leibniz said, which means that we can trace their social
genesis.Generalizing the Durkheimian hypothesis according to
which the "forms of classification" that the "primitives" apply to
the world are the product of the embodiment of their group srructures, we may seek the basis of these cognirive structures in the
actions of the state. Indeed, we may posit that, in differentiated
societies,the state has the ability to impose and inculcate in a
universal manner, within a given territorial expanse,a nomos) a
sharedprinciple of vision and division, identical or similar cognitive and evaluative structures. And that the state is therefore the
foundation of a "logical conformism" and of a "moral conformism" (theseare Durkheim's expressions),33
of a tacit, prereflexive
âgreementover the meaning of the world which itself lies ar rhe
basis of the experienceof the world as "commonsense world."
(Neither the phenomenologists,who brought this experience ro
light, nor the ethnomethodologists, who assign rhemselvesthe
task of describingit, have the means of accounting for this experience becluse they fail to raise the question of the social consrruction of the principles of construction of the social reality that they
strive to explicate and to question the contribution of rhe srate to
the constitution of the principles of constirution that agentsapply
to the social order.)
In lessdifferentiated societies,the common principles of vision
and division - the paradigm of which is the opposition masculine/feminine- are instituted in minds (or in bodies)through thc
whole spatial and temporal organization<lf social life, ancl t's1'rr'c i a l l y t l r r o t r g hr i t r ' - os f ' i n s t i t t t t ilo t l r r r tc s r ; r b l i s tl rl t ' f i r r i t t 'l i l l t ' r t ' r rt .' t
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not.ra
between those who submitted to the rite and those who did
proto
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contribution
In our societies,the state makes a decisive
of
duction and reproduction of the instruments of construction
social reality. Ai organizational structure and regulator of practices,
the stateexerts an ongoing acrion formative of durable dispositions
through rhe whole t"ttg" of constraints and through the corporeal
Fura.,d À..,rrl disciptine it uniforrnly imposes upon all agents.
thermore, it imposesand inculcatesall the fundamental principles
at the
of classification,based on sex, age, "skill," etc. And it lies
as
such
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of
rites
all
basis of the symbolic efÊcacy of
operate
that
those underlying the family for exarnple' or those
site of
through the iouline functioning of the school systemas the
conselration where lasting and often irrevocable differencesare
instituted between the choien and the excluded, in the manner of
the medieval ritual of the dubbing of knights'
The construction of the state is accompanied by the construction of a sort of common historical transcendental,immanent to
..subjecrs."Through the framing it imposesupon practices,
all its
the state establishesand inculcatescommon forms and categories
of perception and appreciation,social frameworks of perceptions,
in short state fornts of classificaof u'd"ist"nding oi àf *.-ory,
for a kind of immediate
conditions
tion. lt. thereby creates rhe
orchestration of habitus which is itself the foundation of a con(national)
sensusover this set of shared evidencesconstitutive of
common sense.Thus, for example,the great rhythms of the societal
calendar (think of the schedule of school or patriotic vacations
that determine the great "seâsonal migrations" of many contemporary societies)prÀvide both shared obiective referentsand compatibie subfectivéprinciples of division which u'derlie internal
.*p.ri.r1..r' of time sufficienrly concordant to make social life
tt
possible.
But in order fully to understand the immediate submissionthat
the state order elicits, it is necessaryto break with the intellectualism of the neo-Kantian tradition to acknowledge that cognitive structures are not forms of consciousnessbut dispositions of
the body. That the obediencewe grânt to the iniunctions of the
,rrr" ."n.rot tre understood either as mechanicalsubmissionto rrn
grder (in thc cl<luble
extcrnal force or as consciousconserltto an
with rrrl/sttt rtrder
is
ridcllecl
w<;rlcl
serrsc<rfthc ternr).Thc s<lcial
to lrt'ctlirlg
r'rssrrc[ 6rrly ior thoscwho:tre ltrcclisprlsccl
tlr:rtfsrrc.ri6p
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them as they awaken deeply buried corporeal dispositions, outsidethe channelsof consciousness
and calculation.It is this doxic
submissionof the dominated to the structuresof a social order of
which their mental structures are the product that Marxism cânruotunderstand insofar as it remains trapped in the intellectualist
tradition of the philosophies of consciousness.In the notion of
false consciousnessthat it invokes to account for'effects of symbolic dominâtion, the superfluousterm is "consciousness."And
to speakof "ideokrgies" is to locate in the realm of representations
- liable to be transformed through this intellectualconversion
(prise de conscience)- what
called "awakening of cor-rsciousness"
in fact belongs to the order of belief, that is, to the level of the
most profound corporeal dispositions.Submissionto the established order is the product of the agreementbetween, on thc one
hand, the crignitive structures inscribed in bodies by both collectivehistory (phylogenesis)
and individual history (ontogenesis)
and, on the other, the objective structures of the world to which
thesecognitivestructuresâre applied. State injunctionsowe their
obviousness,and thus their potency, to the fact that the state has
imposedthe very cognitive structuresthrough which it is perceived
(one should rethink along those lines the conditions that mâke
possiblethe supreme sacrifice:pro patria mori).
But we need to go beyond the neo-Kantian tradition, even in
its Durkheimian form, on yet another count. Becauseit focuses
on the opus operdtum, symbolic structuralism à la Lévi-Strauss
(or the Foucault of The Order of Things) is bound to neglect the
active dimension of symbolic production (as, for example, with
mythologies),the question of the modus operandi.lt does have the
advantage of seeking to uncover the internal coherenceof symbofic systemsqua systems,thât is, one of the major basesof their
efficacy- as can be clearly seen in the case of the law, in which
coherenceis deliberatelysought, but also in myth and religion.
Symbolic order rests on the imposition upon all agents of structuring structuresthat owe part of their consistencyand resilienceto
the fact that they are coherent and systemâtic(at least in appearance)and that they are objectively in agreementwith the objective
structuresof the socialworld. lt is this immediateand tacit agreer.nent,in every respectopposed to an explicit contract, that founds
thc rclrrti<rn<>fdoxic subntissictnwhich ilttaches Lls t() tht: cstirbl i s l r e col r c l t ' rw i t h ; r l l t h c t i c s < l f t h c r r n c o n s c i o r r s . - I ' l r t ' r c c o g n r n o r r
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'Weber
believed,a free act of clear consciof legitimacy is not, as
ence.It is rooted in the immediate, prereflexive agreement between
objective structuresand embodied structures,now turned unconscious(such as those that organizetemporal rhythms: for instance,
the quite arbitrary divisions of schooltime into periods).
It is this prereflexive agreement that explains the ease,rather
stunning when we think of it, with which the dominant impose
their domination:
Nothing is as astonishingfor thosewho considerhuman affairs
with a philosophiceyethan to seethe easewith which the many
will be governedby the few andto observethe implicit submission
with which men revoketheir own sentiments
and passionsin favor
of their leaders.Whenwe inquireabout the meânsthroughwhich
thing is accomplished,
we find that forcebeing
suchan astonishing
alwayson the sideof the governed,only opinion can sustainthe
governors.It is thussolelyon opinionthat governmentis founded,
and suchmaxim appliesto the most despoticand military government as well as to the freestand most popular."'
Hume's astonishment brings forth the fundamental question of
all political philosophy,which one occults,paradoxically,by posing
a problern that is not really posed as such in ordinary existence:
the problem of legitimacy. Indeed, essentially,what is problematic is the fact that the establishedorder is nol problematic; and
that the question of the legitimacy of the state, and of the order it
institutes,does not arise except in crisis situations. The state does
not necessarilyhave to give orders or to exercise physical coercion in order to produce an ordered social world, as long as it is
capable of producing embodied cognitive structures that accord
with objective structuresand thus of ensuring the belief of which
Hume spoke - namely,doxic submissionto the establishedorder.
This being said, it should not be forgotten that such primordial
political belief, this doxa, is an orthodoxy, a right, correct, dominant vision which has more often than not been imposed through
strugglesagainstcompetingvisions.This meansthat the "natural
attitude" mentionedby the phenomenologists,
that is, the prrmary
experienceof the world of common sense,is a politicerllyproclLrced
rclrrti<ln,ils are the categoricsof perceptionth:rt sustirinit. What
rll)l)eltrsto rrs t<lclly.tsself-cviclcrtt,
tls lrcttclrthcottsciortsttt'ss
ltrtrl
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choice, has quite often been the stake of strugglesand institutecl
only as the result of dogged confrontations betrrieendominant and
dominared groups. The major effect of historical evolurion is to
abolish history by relegating ro the pasr, that is, ro rhe unconscious,the lateral possiblesthat ir eliminated. The analysisof the
genesisof the srare as the foundation of the principles of vision
and division operative within its territorial expanst enablesus to
understandâr once the doxic adherencero rhe àrde. establishedby
the state and also the properly polirical foundations of such apparently natural adherence.Doxa is a particular point of view, the
point of view of the dominant, which presentsand irnposesitself
as a universâl point of view - the point of view of ihose who
dominate by dominating the rt^r.
who have consriruredfheir
"nà
point of view as universal by constituting
the state.
Thus, to accounr fully for the properly symbolic dimension of
the power of the stare,we may build on Max \ffeber's decisivecontribution (in his writings on religion) to the theory of symbolic
systemsby reintroducing specializedagentsand their specificinterests. Indeed, if he shares wirh Marx an inreresr in the function
- rather than the structure - of symbolic
systems,weber nonethelesshas the merit of calling âtention to rhe producers of these
particular products (religious âgents, in the càse that concerns
him) and to their interactions (conflicr, cornpetition, erc.).i- In
opposition to the Marxists, who have overlooked the exisrence
of specializedagents of production (notwithstanding a famous
text of Engels which sratesthat to understand law one needs ro
focus on the corporarion of the jurists), weber reminds us fhar,
to-understandreligicln,it does not suffice to study symbolic forms
of the religious rype, as Cassirer or Durkheim did, or even rhe
lmmanent structure of the religious messâgeor of the mythological corpus, as with rhe strucruralists.'vTeberfocusesspecifically
on the producers of the religious uessage,on the specificinterests
that move them and on the strategiesthey use in their struggle
(for example,excommunication).In order to grasp thesesymbolic
systemssimultaneouslyin their function, structure and genesis,it
suffices,thence' to apply rhe srructuralist mode of thinking (completely:rlienro weber) 'ot solely t. rhe sy.-rboricsysremso.l'b.rr"r,
t. the space of position-takings or stances adopted in a deternrinrrtcdornirinof practice(suchas religiousmessages),
but to thc
svstcllr()l rlllcntswh<l1'lr<lclrrcc
fhcrn rrswcll ()r, t() l.,i,rn,,rcprccrsc.
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of MonoPolY

sytlrhc constrttctionof thc statc Inollopoly ovcr physical'itrlcl

rlf tht'ficltl tll
l r o l i t y i o l c ' t r c t ' i s i t t s c l ' l e r l l l l l cf r t l r t t t I t ' c ( ) l l s t r t l c t i ( ) t r

strugglesfor the monopoly over the advantagesattached to rhis
monopoly. The relative unification and universalizationassocirrrccl
with the emergenceof the state has for counterpart the monopolization by the few of the universal resourcesthar it produces and
procures ('$7eber,and Elias after him, ignored the processof constitution of a statist capital and the process of monopolization
of this capital by the state nobility which has contributed to irs
production or, better, which has produced itself as such by producing it). However, this monopoly of the uniuersal can only be
obtained at fhe cost of a submission (if only in appearance)to the
universal and of a universal recognition of the universalist representâtion of domination presentedas legitimate and disinterested.
Those who - like Marx - inverr rhe official image that the bureaucracy likes to give of itself, and describe bureaucrats as usurpers
of the universalwho act as private proprietors of public resources,
ignore the very real effectsof the obligatory referenceto rhe values
of neutrality and disinterestedloyalty to the public good. Such
values impose themselveswith increasing force upon rhe functionaries of the stâte as the history of the long work of symbolic
construction unfolds whereby the official representationof the state
as the site of universality and of servicero the general interesr is
invented and imposed.
The monopolization of the universal is the result of a work of
universalization which is accomplished within rhe bureaucraric
field itself. As would be revealed by the analysis of the funcrioning of this strangeinstitution called a commission, that is, a set of
individuals vestedwith a mission of generalinterest and invited to
transcend their particular interests in order to produce universal
propositions, officials constântly have to labor, if not to sacriÊce
their particular point of view on behalf of the "poinr of view of
society," at least to constitute their point of view into a legitimate
one, that is, as universal,especiallythrough use of the rhetoric of
the official.
'fhe

universalis the objecr of universalrecognitionand the sacrificc of selfish (especiallyeconomic) interests is universally recogrrizcd :rs legitimate.(ln the efforr to rise from the singular and
sclfishpoint of view of the individual to the point of view of the
gr()rrp.collcctivc jtrclgrnent
cânnot but perceive,and approve, an
t ' \ l ' r r 1 ' 5 5 i 1o1l 1r,c t ' o g t t i t i < lor tf t h c y l r l u c < l f t h e g r o L l p a r r d o f t h e
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group itself as the fount of all value, and thus â passâgefrom "is"
,,ought',.) This meansthat all social universestend to offer, to
io
varying degrees,material or symbolic profits of universalization
(those very profits pursued by strategiesseeking to "play by the
rule"). It also implies that the universeswhich, like the bureaucrâric field, demand with the utmost insistencethat one submits
to the universal, are particularly favorable to obtaining such profits.
The profit of universalizationis undoubtedly one of the historical engines of the progress of the universal. This is becauseir
favors the creatign of universeswhere universal values (reason,
virtue. etc.) are at leastverbally recognizedand wherein operatesa
circular processof mutual reinforcement of the strategiesof universalizationseekingto obtain the profits (if only negative)associated
with conformity to universal rules and to the structures of those
universesofficially devotedto the universal.The sociologicalvision
cannot ignore the discrepancybetween rhe official norm as stipulated in administrativelaw and the reality of bureaucraticpractice,
all the
with all its violations of the obligation of disinterestedness,
.,privateuseof public services"(from the diversion of pubcasesof
lic goods and functions to graft to corruption). Nor can it ignore
the more perverseabusesof law and the administrativetolerances,
exemprio;s, bartering of favors that result from the faulty implementâtion or from the transgressionof the law. Yet sociology
cannot for all that remain blind to the effectsof this norm which
demandsthat agentssacrificetheir private interestsfor the obligations inscribed in their function ("the agent should devote himself
fully to his function"), of, in a more realisticmanner' to the effects
and of all those forms
of the interest attachedto disinterestedness
of "pious hypocrisy" that the paradoxical logic of the bureaucratic field can Promote.
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APPENDIX
The Family Spirit

The dominant, legitimate definition of the normal family (which
may be explicit, as it is in law, or implicit, in for example the
family quesrionnairesused by state statistical agencies)is based
on a constellation of words - house, home, household, rnaison,
maisonnée- which, while seeming to describe social realiry, in
fact construct it. on this definition, the family is a set of relared
individuals linked either by alliance (marriage) or filiation, or,
lesscommonly, by adoption (legal relationship), ând living under
the same roof (cohabiration).Some erhnomethodologistsËv.r, go
so far as to sây that what we regard as a reality is a fiction, constructed to a large extent by the vocabulary that the social world
provides us with in order ro describe it. Appealing ro rhe "rear
world" (which, from their own standpoint, is not unproblematic),
they point out that a number of the groups that are called "families" in the presenr-dayunited states have absolutely no resemblanceto this dominant definition,and that in most moclernsocieties
the nuclearfamily is a minority experiencecornparedto the number
of unnrarried couples living together, single-parentfamilies, married couplesliving aparr, etc.lThe increasein the rate of cohabitation outside of marriage and rhe new forms of family bonds that
are being invented2before our eyes remind us that this farnily,
which we are led to regard as natural becauseir presenrsitsclf with
thc self-evidence.fwhat "has always beenthat wily." is rr rccenr
r n v c n t i o n( a s i s s h o w n i n p a r t i c u l r r b
r y the work oi I'hilippr.Arii,s
tl,.l*.,r.1
r r r r r l \ l i c h : r c lA n c l e r s < l<nl n t h c g c n e s i s . l -p r r r , : r r tl r, t . . , , i
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Shorter on the invenrion of fâmily feeling), and is perhaps fast
disappearing.
But if it is accepted that the family is only a word, â mere
verbal consrrucr, one then has to analyzethe rép.esentationsth"t
people form of what they refer ro as the family, of this .,word
family" or "paper family." Someethnomethodologistswho seedis_
course about the family as a kind of polirical ideology designating
a valorized configuration of social relationships have ideniified a
number of presuppositionscommon to this discou.se in both its
ordinary and scientific forms.
set of properties:through a kind of anthropomorphism in
.Fir.st
whic-h rhe properties of an individual are attribuied t., , g.orp,
the family is seen as a reality transcending its members, a rranspersonal person endowed with a common life and spirit and a
particular vision of rhe world.
second set of properties: definitions of the family âre seen as
.
having in common the fact that they assumethe family exisrs as
a separâtesocial universe,engagedin an effort to perpetuate its
frontiers and orienredtoward idealizationof rhe inteiioi as sacred,
sdnctum (as opposed to the exterior). This sacred,secretuniverse,
with its doors closed to prorect its intimacy, separatedfrom the
external_world by the symbolic barrier of the threshold, perperuaresitself and perpetuaresirs own separâreness,its priuaiy, as an
obstacleto knowledge, a private secret, "backstage." one might
add to this theme of privacy a third rheme, that of the resideice,
the house as a stable, enduring locus and rhe household as a
permanent unit, durably associatedwith a house that is endlesslv
transmissible.
Thus., in family discourse, the language that the family uses
.
about the family, the domestic unit is conceivedas an active agenr,
endowed with a will, capable of thoughr, feeling and action, and
i.unded on a set of cognitive presuppositions^rrd .,o.-rtive prescriptions about the proper wây to conduct domestic relationships.It is a world in which the ordinary laws of the econorny are
suspended,
a placeof trusting and giving - as opposedto the markct and its exchangesof equivalentvalues- or, to use Aristotle's
rcrn, pbilia, a word rhat is ofren rranslatedas "friendship" but
rvhich in fact designrrres
the refusalto calculate;a placewhe.à inre.t s t . i n t l r t 'r r r l r r < l w
s c n s e< l ft h e p u r s u i to f e q u i v a l e n cien e x c h n n g c s .
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is suspended.Ordinary discourse ordinarily, and no doubt universally, draws from the family ideal models of human relations
(with, for example, concepts like brotherhood), and family relations in their official definition tend to function as principles for
the construction and evaluation of every social relationship.

A,,hesame
,ime,::ï:ï:1i

T::;:, on,ya word,i, is

also true that it is an active "watchword," or rather, a category,
a collective principle of construction of collective reality. It can
be said without contradiction both that social realities are social
fictions with no other basisthan social construction, and that they
really exist, inasmuch as they are collectively recognized. Every
time we use a classificatoryconcept like "family," we are making
both a description and a prescription, which is not perceived as
such becauseit is (more or less) universally accepted and goes
without saying. We tacitly admit that the reality to which we give
the name "family," and which we place in the category of "real"
families, is a family in reality.
So, while we mây accept, with the ethnomethodologists,that
the family is a principle of construction of social reality, it also has
to be pointed out, in opposition to ethnomethodology, that this
principle of construction is itself socially constructed and that it
is common to all agents socializedin a particular way. In other
words, it is a common principle of vision and divisionl a nomos)
that we all have in our heads becauseit has been inculcated in us
through a processof socializationperformed in a world that was
itself organized according to the division into families. This principle of construction is one of the constituent elements of our
habitus, a mental structure which, having been inculcated into all
minds socializedin a particular way, is both individual and collective. It is a tacit law (nomosl of perception and practice that is
at the basisof the consensuson the senseof the social world (and
of the word "family" in particular), the basis of common sense.
Thus the prenotions of common senseand the folk categoriesof
spontaneoussociologywhich, rnethodologicallyspeaking,harvetrr
bc callcclinto question,nrrly. rrs hcre, bc wcll foundccl,bôcatrsc
t l r t ' r ' l r t ' l r rt < t r r t t k a t h c r c r t l i t vt h . t t t h c t ' r k ' s c r i l t t ' I. r t t l r t ' s o c i r t l
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world, words make things, becausethey make the consensuson
the existenceand the meaning of things, the common sense,the
doxa accepted by all as self-evident.s
The family is a principle of construction that is both immanent in individuals (as an internalized collective) and transcendent
to them, since they encounter it in the form of objectivity in all
other individuals; it is a transcendentalin Kant's sense,but one
which, being immanent in all habitus, imposesitself as transcendent. This is the basis of the specificontology of social caregories:
being rooted both in the objectivity of social structuresand in the
subjectivityof objectivelyorchestratedmental structures,they present themselvesto experiencewith the opactty ancl resistanccof
things, although they are the product of acts of constructionwhich,
as a certain ethnomethodologicalcritique sugllests,:tpparently relegatethem to the nonexistenceof pure figments of thought.
Thus the family âs an objective social category (a structuring
structure) is the basis of the family as a subjectivesocial category
(a structured structure), a mental category which is the matrix of
countlessrepresentationsand âctions (such as marriages) which
help to reproduce the objective social category. The circle is that
of reproduction of the social order. The near-perfectmatch that is
then set up betweenthe subjectiveand objectivecategoriesprovides
the foundation for an experienceof the world as self-evident,taken
for granted. And nothing seemsmore natural than the family; this
arbitrary social construct seemsto belong on the side of nature,
the natural and the universal.

The Work of Institution
If the family appeârs as the most natural of social câtegoriesand
is therefore destined to provide the model for all social bodies,
this is becauseit functions, in habitus, as a classificatoryscheme
rrnd a principle of the construction of the social world and of that
particular social body, the family, a principle which is acquired
within a family existing as a realized social fiction.a The family is
tlrc product of an institutionalization, both ritual and technical,
rrirnedat durably institutingin each member of the institutedunit
tccfirrgsthat will tcnd to ensure the inteS4rationthat is the conclit i o t t o f t l t t ' t ' r i s t t ' r t c:tt't t cllr c r s i s t c t r cocf t h c u n i t . I { i t e so i i r r s f i r r r t i o n
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(from stare) to srand, be stable) aim ro constirute the family by
establishing it as a unired, integrated enrity which is therefore
stable, constant, indifferent to the flucuations of individual feelings. And theseinaugural acrsof crearion (imposition of the family
name, marriage, etc.) have their logical extension in the counrless
acts of reaffirmation and reinforcement that aim to produce, in a
kind of continuous creârion, the obliged affections and affectiue
obligations of family feeling (confugal love, parernal and marernal
love, filial love, brotherly and sisterly love, etc.). This constant
work on the maintenanceof feelingscomplementsthe performative
eff-ectof the simple naming which consrrucrsan affective object
and socializesrhe libido (for example,rhe proposition ,,she'syour
sister" conrains the imposition of brotherly love as desexualized
social libido - the incesttaboo).
To understand how the family turns from a nominal fiction
into a real group whose members are united by intense affective
bonds, one has to rake accounr of all the practicâl and symbolic
work that transforms the obligation ro love into a loving disposition and tendsto endow eachmember of rhe family with a ..family
feeling" that generatesdevotion, generosity, and solidarity. This
means both the countlessordinary and continuous exchangesof
daily existence- exchangeof gifts, service,assistance,vrsits,âttention, kindnesses- and the extraordinary and solemn exchangesof
family occasions,often sancfioned and memorialized by photographs consecraringthe integration of the assembledfamily. This
work falls more particularly to the women, who are responsible
for mainraining relationships(not only with their own family but
very often also with the spouse's)through visits, correspondence
(especiallythe ritual exchangeof good wishes) and, as an American study has shown, relephonecalls. The strucrures of kinship
and family as bodies can be perpetuatedonly through a continuous creation of family feeling,a cognitive principle of vision and
division that is at the same rime an affective principle of cohesion, that is, the adhesionthat is vital to the exisrenceof a family
group and its interests.
This work of integration is all the more necessarysince the
family - while being obliged ro assertitself as a body in .rder r.
exist and persist- srill rendsro function as a field, with its plrysicrrl,cc.n<lrnicand, arbovcirll, syrnbolicprowcrrellrti.ns (lirrkccl,
l o r t ' r r t t t l P l t t' ,o t l r t ' v t t l t t t t t t ' i l l l (sl t r u c t r r r co f t h c c . t p i t r rpl o s s t . s s r . t l
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by each member), and its strugglesto hold on ro and transform
thesepower relations.

The Site of SocialReproduction
But the naturalization of social arbitrariness causesit ro be forgotten that, in order for this realiry called "family" to be possible, certain social conditions that are in no way universal have to
be fulfilled. They are, in any case,by no means uniformly distributed. In short, the family in its legitimate deÊnition is a privilege
instituted into a universal norm: a de facto privilege thar implies
a symbolic privilege - the privilege of being comme il fawt, conforming to the norm, and therefore enjoying a symbolic profir of
normality. Those who have the privilege of having a "normal',
family are able to demand rhe same of everyone without having
to raise the question of the conditions (a certain income, living
space,etc.) of universal accessto what rhey demand universally.
This privilege is, in reality, one of the major conditions of the
accumulationand transmissionof economic,cultural and symbolic
privileges.The family plays a decisiverole in the maintenance of
the social order, through social as well as biological reproduction, that is, reproduction of rhe structure of the social spaceand
social relations. It is one of the key sites of the accumularion of
capital in its different forms, and its transmission between the
generations.It safeguardsits unity for and through this rransmission. It is the main "subjecr" of reproduction strategies.That is
seen clearly in the transmission of the family nome, the basic
element in the hereditary symbolic capital. The father is only the
apparent subject of the naming of his son becausehe names him
in accordancewith a principle of which he is not the master, and
in transmitting his own name (the name of the father) he rransmirs
an auctoritas of which he is not the awctor, according to a rule of
which he is not the creator. The same is true, mutatis mutandis,
of the material heritage.A considerablenumber of economic acts
lrave as their "subject" not the individual bomo economicus but
crllectives,one of the mosr imporranr of thesebeing the family; this
is as true of the choice of a school as of the purchase of a house.
lr.r cxamplc, in pr<lpcrtypurchasesthe decisionoften involvesa
lrrrgt'1r.rrt.l rhr' linc:r1ic(such .rs thc pilrcnts of <lneor rlrc <lthc'r
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of the spouses,who lend money and in turn have the right to give
advice and influencethe economic decision).It is true that. in this
case,the family acts as a kind of "collectivesubject," as commonly
defined, and not as a simple aggregateof individuals. But this is
not the only case in which it is the site of a kind of transcendent will manifesting itself in collective decisionsand in which its
members feel required to act as parts of a united body.
At the sametime, not all families,and, within a given family, not
all members, have the same capacity and propensity to conform
to the dominant definition. As is seenespeciallyclearly in societies basedon the "house," where the perpetuation of the house as
a set of material assetsorients the whole existenceof the household,s the tendency of the family to perseverein its being, to perpetuâteits existenceby ensuringits integration,is inseparablefrom
the tendency to perpetuatethe integrity of its heritage, which is
always threatened by dilapidation and dispersion. The forces of
fusion, especiallythe ethical dispositions that incline its members
to identify the particular interestsof individuals with the collective interestsof the family, have to contain the forcesof fission,that
is, the interestsof the various members of the group, who may be
more or less inclined to accept the common vision and more or
lesscapable of imposing their "selfish" point of view. The practicesof which the family is the "subject" (for instance,"choices" as
regardsfertility, child-rearing and education, marriage, consumption) cannot be accounted for without considering the structure
of the power relations among the members of the family group
(and therefore the history of which it is the outcome), a structure
that is always at stake in the struggleswithin the domestic field.
But the functioning of the domestic unit as a field meets its limit
in the effectsof male domination, which orient the family toward
the logic of the monolithic body (sinceintegration can be an effect
of domination).
One of the properties of dominant social fractions is that they
have particularly extensivefamilies ("great" families are big families) that are strongly integrated becausethey are united not only
by the affinity between habitus but also by the solidarity of interests, that is, both by capital and for capital, economic capital
nirturally,but also symboliccapital (the name) and perhapsrrbovc
rtll socialcirpital (which cirn be shown to l'rethc conditior-rancltlrc
t'llt'ctof srrccessirrl
nl.urillacrlrent
oi thc cepitalcollcctivcly1'rosscssccl
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by the members of the domestic unit). For example, among executives, the family plays a considerablerole not only in the transmission but also in the mânagement of the economic heritage,
especiallythrough businessalliances which are often family alliances.Bourgeois dynastiesfunction like selectclubs; they are the
sites of the accumulation and management of a capital equal to
the sum of the capital held by each of their members,the relationships between the various holders making it possible to mobilize
it, partially at least, in favor of each of them.

The State and the Statisticians
Thus, having started out with a form of radical doubt, we are led
to retain a number of the properties that figure in the ordinary
definitions; but only after subjecting them to a twofold challenge
that only apparently leads back to the starting point. Undoubtedly
one has to ceaseto regard the family as an immediate datum of
social reality and seeit rather as an instrument of construction of
that reality; but one also has to move beyond the ethnomethodological challengeand ask who constructed the instruments of
construction that are thereby brought to light, and to examine
family categoriesas institutions existing both in the objectivity of
the world, in the form of the elementary social bodies that we
call families, and in people's minds, in the form of principles of
classificationthat are implemented both by ordinary agents and
by the licensed operators of official classifications,such as state
statisticians(working for INED, INSEE,6etc.).
It is indeed clear that in modern societiesthe main agent of the
construction of the official categoriesthrough which both populations and minds are structured is the state,which, through a whole
lirbor of codification accompanied by economic and social effects
(family allowances,for example), aims to favor a certain kind of
femily organization, to strengthenthose who are in a position to
conform to this form of organization, and to encourage,through
,rll rnaterialand symbolic means,"logical conformism" and "moral
corrforrnisrn" as ân agreementon a system of forms of apprehension rrrrrlc()lrstructi()n
of the world, of which this form of organr z . rito r r .t l r i s l ' : r t t ' g r l r ri's. w i t h o r r t c l o u b tt h c c o r n c r s t o n c .
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If radical doubt remains indispensable,this is becausesimple
positivistic recording (the family exists, we have met it under oqr
statisticalscalpel)is liable to contribute, though the effect of ratification, of registration, to the construction work on social reality
that is implied in the word "family" and in the family talk which,
under the appearanceof describing a social reality, the family,
prescribesa mode of existence:family life. By uncritically implementing state thinking, that is, the thought categoriesof common
senseinculcated by the action of the stâte, the official statisticians
help to reproduce the thinking that is part of the conditions of
functioning of the family - a supposedlyprivate reality that is of
public origin. The sameis true of the judgesor social workers who,
very spontaneously,when they want to predict the probable effects
of a punishment or remissionof sentence,or even to evaluatethe
weight of the punishment given to a young offender, take account
of a number of indicators of conformity to the official idea of the
family.TIn a kind of circle, the native category, having become a
scientific category for demographers,sociologists and especially
social workers who, like official statisticians,are invested with
the capacity to work on reality, to make reality, helps to give real
existence to that category. The family discourse that ethnomethodologists refer to is an i.nstitutional discourse that is powerful
and performative and which has the meâns of creating the conditions of its own verification and therefore its own reinforcement.
The state, through its ofÊcial recording operations (inscribed
in France in the liuret de famillel, performs countlessconstituting
acts which constitute family identity as one of the most powerful
principles of perception of the social world and one of the most
real social units. A social history of the processof state institutionalization of the family - which would be much more radical
than ethnomethodologicalcritique - would show that the traditional opposition betweenthe public and the private concealsthe
extent to which the public is present in the private, and in the
very notion of priuacy. Being the product of a sustainedeffort of
juridical and political constructionculminating in the modern family, the private is a public mâtter. The public vision (the nomos,
this time in the senseof law) is deeply involved in our vision of
clomesticthings, and our most private behaviorsthemselvesdepend
on çrtrblicrrctions,such as housingpolicy orr rnore dircctlv, frtrrrily
p o l i tr ' . t
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Thus the family is indeed a ficrion, a social artifact, an illusion
in the most ordinary senseof the word, but a "well-founded illusion," because,being produced and reproducedwith the guârântee
of the state, it receivesfrom the state at every moment the means
to exist and persist.

Appendix Notes
1 I will cite iust one work exemplary in its audacious application of
ethnomerhodologicaldoubt: J. F. Gubrium and J. A. Holstein, Wbat
is Family? (Mountain View, Calif.: Mayfield, 1990).
2 In the absenceof empirical studies, I wrll cite here, for the case of
France,the work of the cartoonist Claire Bretécher,an excellentethnographer of a very particular social milieu. In one of her books, Agrippine, her heroine spells out a whole new taxonomy corresponding to
entirely unprecedentedkin relationships - "pseudo-half" (brother),
" h a l f , " " d o u b l e - h a l f , " " h a l f - d o u b l e " - d e v i s e dt o d e s i g n a t ea l l t h e
forms of kinship made possible by rernarriagesor (pseudo-)divorces.
In short, to understandsome of the family combinations really existing
today in the social world, one would have ro follow Bretécherand construct an entirely new kinship terminology overriding all the structural
oppositions that componential analysesof kinship normally bring out.
3 To convey the full force of this shared self-evidenceone would need
to relate here the testimony of the women we recently interviewed in
the course of a survey on social suffering: being out of line with the
tacit norm which demands, with increasing insistenceas they grow
older, that they should be married and have children, they speak of
the pressuresexerted on them to fall into line, to "settle down', and
start â family (such as the harassmenrsand problems associatedwith
the status of single woman, at receptions or dinner parties, or the
difficulty of being taken completely seriously when one is seen as an
incomplete and inadequate person).
'1 Ethnomethodologicalcritique leavesunanswered the question of the
genesisof the social categoriesof construction of social reality, the
rrcquisition of the durable dispositions rhirt consritute the habitus.
Similarly it fails to address the question of the social conditions of
irossihility both of this processof acquisition and of the family as a
rcalizccls()ciâlcategory.
j ( ) r t h t ' " h . u s e , " s c c P i c r r eB o u r c l i e r ."rc, é l i b a t
et conditionpaysânne,"
I t ' t t r , l c sl ( r l i r l r , . s5 - 6 ( A p r . * S ep t . 1 9 6 2 ) , p p . 3 2 - 1 3 6 ; " l - e s s r r â r a . g i t ' s
n r , r l rnf l {r r r , r l c r, l . r r r sl t ' s v s t i ' r r rttl't ' ss t r ; r t t l t _ l ti tl t' s' r t ' p r < l r l r r c t i o r r, ., "\ r r n l l t . :
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Is a DisinterestedAct
Possible?
M
hy is the word interest to a certain point interesting?
Why is it important to ask about the interest agents
may have in doing what they do? In fact, the notion of
interestfirst imposed itself on me as an instrument of rupture with
an enchantedand mystifying vision of human behavior. The furor
or horror that my work sometimes provokes is perhaps in part
explained by the fact that its somewhat disenchantedgaze, while
not sniggeringor cynical, is often applied to universes,such âs the
intellectualworld, which are sites par excellenceof disinterestedness (at least according to the representationof those who participate in them). To recall that intellectualgamesalso have stâkes
and that these stakes ârouse interests - as so many things that
everyonein a senseknows - was to attempt to extend the scientific vision's universalmode of explanationand comprehensionto
irll forms of human behavior, including those presented or lived
as disinterested,and to remove the intellectual world from the
status of an exception or an extraterritoriality that intellectuals
are inclined to accord themselves.
As a second fustification, I could invoke what seemsto rne to
be a postulate of the sociological theory of knowledge. One cannot do sociology without accepting what classical philosophers
calledthe "principle of sufficientreason" and without assuming,
,unong other things, that social âgentsdon't do just anything, that
thcy ilrc not foolish, that they do not act without reason.This does
lr()t nrclrnthilt ()nc nlust ârssunlc
that they are rational, thzrtthey
. r r t ' r i g h t t ( ) r r ( t i r \ t h ( ' v r l o . r l r c v c l r rt ( ) 1 ' l u ti t r n o r c s i r n p l v ,t h e t
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they have reasonsto act and that reasonsare what direct, guide,
or orient their actions. Agents may engagein reasonableforms of
behavior without being rational; they may engage in behaviors
one can explain, as the classicalphilosopherswould say, with the
hypothesisof rationality, without their behavior having reâson as
its principle. They may conduct themselvesin such a wây that,
starting with a rational evaluation of their chancesfor success,it
seemsthat they were right in doing what they did, without one
being justiÊed in saying that a rational calculation of chanceswas
at the origin of the choicesthey made.
Sociology thus postulatesthat there is a reason in what agents
do (in the sensethat one speaksof a reasonof a series)which must
be found; this reason permits one to explain and to transform a
seriesof apparently incoherent, arbitrary behaviors into a coherent series,into something that can be understood according to a
unique principle or a coherent set of principles.In this sense,sociology postulatesthat socialagentsdo not engagein gratuitousacts.
The word "gratuitous" refers, on the one hand, to the idea of
unmotivated, arbitrary: a gratuitous act is one which cânnot be
explained (such as that of Gide's Lafcadio), a foolish, absurd act
- it matters little - about which social sciencehas nothing to say
and in face of which it can only resign. This first senseconceals
another, more common meaning: that which is gratuitous is that
which is for nothing, is not profitable, costs nothing, is not lucrative. Telescopingthesetwo meanings,the searchfor the raison d'être
of a behavior is identi6ed with the explanation of that behavior
as the pursuit of economic ends.

the candle," or, more simply, that playing is worth the effort. In
fact, the word interest initially meant very preciselywhat I include
under the notion of illusio, that is, the fact of attributing importance to a social game, the fact that what happensmatters to those
who are engaged in it, who are in the game. Interest is to "be
there," to participate, to admit that the game is worth playing
and that the stakescreated in and through the fact of playing are
worth pursuing; it is to recognize the game and to recognize its
'When
you read, in Saint-Simon,about the quarrel of hats
stakes.
(who should bow first), if you were not born in a court society,
if you do not possessthe habitus of a person of the court, if the
structuresof the game are not also in your mind, the quarrel will
seemfutile and ridiculous to you. If, on the other hand, your mind
is structured according to the structLlresof the world in which
you play, everything will seemobvious and the question of knowing if the game is "worth the candle" will not even be asked. In
other words, social games are games that are forgotten qud games,
and the illusio is the enchantedrelation to a game that is the product of a relation of ontological complicity between mental structures and the objective structures of social space. That is what
I meant in speaking of interest: games which matter to you are
important and interesting becausethey have been imposed and
introduced in your mind, in your body, in a form called the feel
for the game.
The notion of interest is opposed to that of disinterestedness,
but also to that of indifference.One can be interestedin a game
(in the sense of not indifferent), while at the same time being
disinterested.The indifferent person "does not see why they are
prlaying," it's all the same to them; they are in the position of
Iluridan's ass,not making a distinction. Such a person is someone
who, not having the principles of vision and division necessaryto
rnakedistinctions, finds everything the same,is neither moved nor
,rffected.What the Stoicscalled ataraxia is the soul's indifference,
tranquility, or detachment,which is not disinterestedness.
Illusio
rs thus the opposite of ataraxia; it is the fact of being invested,of
rrrvcstingin the stakes existing in a certain game, through the
t'ffcct of competition, and which only exist for people who, being
(:ru!{htr,rpin that game and possessing
the dispositionsto recogruzt'thc strrkcsat pl:ry,are ready to die for the stakeswhich, conr'r.rst'lr'.'rrc rlt'voirlof intcrcst for thosc who are not tied to th:rt
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Investment
Having defended my usage of the notion of interest, I will now
attempt to show how it can be replacedby more rigorous notions
such as illwsio, inuestment,or even libido.In his well-known book,
Homo Ludens, Huizinga sâys thât through a falsc ctymology,
one can make illusio, a Latin word derived from thc root /rtdrus
(ganre), nrean the fact of lreing in the game, of beirtg invcsrcclitr
t l r c g r r r n co, f t a k i n g t h c g r r m cs c r i o t t s l yl.l l u s i o i s t h c f i l c t ' o f b c i t r g
. , r u g l r lr r p i t t r t r r r l l v t h c g : l r l l ( 'ttl f b e l i c v i r r tgl t t ' g ; t t t t t ' t s" w ' o r t l t
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game and which leave them indifferent. We could thus also use
the word inuestmentin the double senseof psychoanalysisand of
the economy.
Every social field, whether the scientific field, the artistic field,
the bureaucrâtic field, or the political field, tends to require those
entering it to have the relationship to the field that I call illusio.
They may want to overturn the relations of force within the field,
but, for that very reason, they grant recognition to the stakes,they
'Wanting
are not indifferent.
to undertake a revolution in a field is
to accord the essentialof what the field tacitly demands, namely
that it is important, that the game played is sufficiently important
for one to want to undertake a revolution in it.
Among people who occupy opposing positions in a field and
who seemto be radically opposed in everything,there is a hidden,
tacit accord about the fact that it is worth the effort to struggle
for the things that are in play in the field. Primary apoliticism,
which continues to grow becausethe political field increasingly
tends to close in on itself and to function without referring to its
clientele (that is, it is somewhat like the artistic field), rests on a
sort of confused awarenessof the profound complicity between
the adversariesinserted in the same field: they disagreewith one
another, but they at least agree about the object of disagreement.
Libido would also be entirely pertinent for saying what I have
called illusio, or investment. Each field imposes a tacir entrance
fee: "Let no one enter here who is not a geometricianr" that is, no
one should enter who is not ready to die for a theorem. If I had
to summarizein an image all that I have just said about the notion
of field, and about illusio which is at the same time the condition
and the product of the field's functioning, I would recall a sculpture found at the Auch cathedral, in the Gers, which represents
two monks struggling over the prior's staff. In a world which,
like the religious universe,and above all the monasric universe,
is the site par excellenceof Ausserweltlich,of the extraworldly of
disinterestendness
in the naive senseof the term, one finds people
who struggle over a staff, whose value exists only for those who
are in the game, caught up in the game.
One of the tasks of sociology is to determine how the social
worlcl constitutesthe biological libido, an undifferenriârecl
irnpulsc,
as a spccificsociirl libido. There are in cffect irs nrlrny kincls of
l i b i r l or l st h c r c : r r c f i c l c l st:h c w o r k o i s o c i r r l i z a t i oonf r h c l r b i d o i s

preciselywhat transforms impulses into specificinterests,socially
constituted interestswhich only exist in relation to a social space
in which certain things are important and others don't matter
and for socializedagentswho are constituted in such a way as to
make distinctions corresponding to the obfective differences in
that space.

Against Utilitarianism
What is experiencedas obvious in illwsio appears irs irn illusion
bccrrusethey
to those who do not pârticipate in the obvior.rsness
do not participatein the game. Knowleclgeseeksto dcfusethis sort
of hold that social games have on socializcdrrgents.This is not
eâsyto do: one does not free oneselfthnrugh ir sinrpleconversion
of consciousness.Agents well-adjusted to the !îâme are possessed
by the game and doubtless all the more so the better they master
it. For example, one of the privileges associatedwith the fact of
being born in a game is that one can avoid cynicism since one has
a feel for the game; like a good tennis player, one positions oneself not where the ball is but where it will be; one invests oneself
and one invests not where the profit is, but where it will be. Reconversions,through which one moves toward new genres,new disciplines,new subjects,etc.. are experiencedas conuersions.
How do some go about reducing this description of the practical relationship betweenâgentsand fields to a utilitarianist vision
(and illusio to the interest of utilitarianism)? First;'they pretend
eg,entsare moved by consciousreasons,as if they consciouslyposed
the objectivesof their action and acted in such a wây as to obtain
the maximum efficacy with the leâst cost. The second, anthropological hypothesis:they reduceeverythingthat can motivate âgents
to economic interest,to monetary profit. They assume,in a word,
that the principle of action is well-thought-out economic interest and its objective is material profit, posed consciously through
r:rtionalcalculation.I want to attempt to show how all of my work
hrrsconsistedin rejecting these two reductions.
To the reduction of conscious calculation, I oppose the relationship of ontological complicity between thc habitus and the
ticlcl.llctwccn ilgcntsand the social world there is a relationship
o l i r r l r : rot n s ti o r r s ,i r r f r r r l i n g r r i sct i<cl r r r p r l i c i tny t: h c i r p r i r c t i c ca g e n t s
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constantly engagein theseswhich are not posed as such. Does a
human behavior really always have as an end, that is, as a goal,
the result which is the end, in the senseof conclusion, or term,
of that behavior? I think not. What is, therefore,this very strange
relationship to the social or natural world in which agents aim
ât certain ends without posing them as such? Social agents who
have a feel for the ganre,who have embodied a host of practical
schemesof perceptionand appreciationfunctioning as instruments
of reality construction,as principlesof vision and division of the
universein which they act, do not need to pose the objectivesof
their practice as ends. They are not hke swbjecrsfaced with an
object (or, even less,a problem) that will be constituted as such
by an intellectual act of cognition; they are, as it is said, absorbed
in their affairs (one could also say their "doing"): they are present
ât the coming moment, the doing, the deed (pragma, in Greek),
the immediate correlâte of practice (praxis) which is not posed as
an object of thought, âs a possible aimed for in a project, but
which is inscribed in the present of the game.
Ordinary analysesof temporal experienceconfuse two relationships to the future or the past which Husserl clearly distinguishes
with ldeen: the relationship to the future that might be called a
project, and which posesthe future as future, that is, as a possible
constituted as such, thus as possibly happening or not, is opposed
to the relationship to the future that he calls protension or preperceptive anticipation, a relationship to a future that is not a
future, to a future that is almost present. Although I do not see
the hidden sidesof a cube, they are quasi present, fhey are "pre,sented" in a relationshipof belief which is that which *e accoid
to something we perceive.They are not aimed for in a project,
as equally possible or impossible; they arrethere, with the doxic
modality of that which is directly perceived.
In fact, these pre-perceptiveanticipations, â sort of practical
induction based on previousexperience,are not given to â pure
They are the fact
subject,a universaltranscendentalconsciousness.
of the habitus as a feel for the game. Having the feel for the game
is having the game under the skin; it is to mâster in a practical
way the future of the game;it is to have a senseof the history of
the game. While the bad player is always off ternpro,rrlwaysto<r
wh<r
errrfy <rrt<r<r
lrrtc,the g<lodplayer is the onc wh<ttttrtit'rlrrllr's,

is ahead of the game. Vhy can she get ahead of the flow of the
game? Becauseshe has the immanent tendenciesof the game in
her body, in an incorporated state: she embodies the game.
The habitus fulfills a function which another philosophy consigns
tu trânicândèntal conscience:it is a socializedbody, a srrucrured
"
bo{y, a body which has incorporated the immanent structures
of a world or of a particular sector of that world - a field - and
which structures the perception of that world as well as acrion in
that world. For example, the opposition betweentheory and practice is foînd both in the objectivestructure of disciplines(mathemirticsis opposedto geologyas philosophy is opposedto geography)
and in the mind of professorswho, in their judgments of students,
bring into play practical schemes,often irssocirrtcclwith cor.rplcs
of adjectives,which are the embodicd cquivalentof rhoseobjcctive structures.And when the embodicd structurcsancl the olrjective structuresare in agreement,when pcrccpti()tris c<lnstructed
.rccordingto the structuresof what is perccived,everything seems
ol'rviousand goes without saying. It is the doxical experiencein
which one attributes to the world a deeper belief than all beliefs
(in the ordinary sense),sinceit does not think of itself as a belief.
Against the intellectualist tradition of the cogito, of knowledgeas a relation between a subject and an object, etc., in order
to account for human behaviors it is necessaryto admit that they
rest constantly on non-thetic theses;that they posit futures that
.rrc not aimed for as futures. The paradox of the human sciencesis
that they must constantly distrust the philosophy of action inhert'rtt in models such as game theory, which are appârently usedto
trrrderstand
social universesresemblinggames.It is true that most
Irrrnrarn
behaviors take place within playing fields; thus, rhey do
rrot hAveas a principle a strategicintention such as that postulated
Irv g,rme theory. In other words, social agents have "strategies"
ulrir'h only rarely have a true strategicintention as a principle.
l his is another way of expressingthe opposition that Husserl
. st.rblishesbetween protensionand project, the opposition between
rlrc ltrcctccupation (which could be used to translate Heidegger's
I tirsor{e, removing its undesirableconnotations) and the plan as
r tlt'sigrrior the future in which the subjectthinks of herselfas
rr futurc and mobilizingall disposablemeansby refèrence
I'rrsrtirrg
r r r ( 1 1 . 1f t1r t r r r t ' p o s i t c dr r s s u c h , : t s a n e n d b e f o r e e x p l i c i t l y b e i n g
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attained.The player'spreoccupationor anticipation is immediately
presentin something that is not immediately perceivedand immediately available, but it is as if it were already there. The player
who hits a ball to the oppositccourt acts in the presentin relation
to a coming moment (l say coming moment râther than future)
which is quasi present,which is inscribed in the very physiognomy
of the present,of the adversaryrunning toward the right. Shedoes
not pose this future in a project (l can go to the right or not): she
hits the ball to the left becauseher adversaryis going to the right,
becausehe is already, as it were, to the right. She rnakes up her
mind in function of a quasi presentinscribedin the present.
Practice has a logic which is not that of logic, and thus to
apply practical logic to logical logic is to run the risk of destroying the logic one wânts to describe with the instrument used to
describeit. These problems, that I posed 20 years ago, in Owtline
of a Theory of Practice,t are brought to light today with the construction of expert systemsand artificial intelligence:one seesthat
in practicesocialâgents(whethera doctor who makes a diagnosis
or a professor who grades an examination) possessextremely
complex classificatorysystenlswhich are never constituted as such
and which can only be so constituted at the cost of a considerable
amount of work.
To substitute a prâctical relationship of pre-occupation, immediate presenceto a coming moment inscribedin the present,with a
positingends as such,as possrational,calculatingconsciousness,
question
ibles,is to raisethe
of cynicism,which posesunmentionable ends as such. If rny analysisis correct, one can, for example,
of a game - one can have a magnifibe adjusted to the necessities
cent academiccareer - without ever needing to give oneself such
an objective.Very often researchers,becausethey are inspired by
a will to demystify, tend to act as if agentsalways had as an end,
in the senseof goal, the end, in the senseof conclusion, of their
trajectory. Transforming the journey into a proiect, they act as if
the consecrateduniversity professor,whose career they study, had
in rnind the ambition of becoming a professor at the Collège de
Frirncefrom the moment when he chosea discipline,a thesisdircctor, a topic of research.They give a more or lesscynical calculirtingconsciousness
as the principleof agents'behaviorsin a fielc'l
(thc two rnonks who clirsh<lverthe prior's strrff,<lr tw<l profctsors
w , h os t r r r g g l ct o i n t l ' r o stcl t c i r r h c o r y o f i t c t i o t t ) .
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If what I am saying is true, it happensquite differently. Agents
who clash over the ends under consideration can be possessedby
thoseends.They may be ready to die for thoseends,independently
of all considerationsof specific,lucrative profits, career profits, or
other forms of profit. Their relation to the end involved is not at
all the consciouscalculation of usefulnessthat utilitarianism lends
them, a philosophy that is readily applied to the actions of others.
They have a feel for the game; for example, in games where it is
necessaryto be "disinterested"in order to succeed,they can undertake, in â spontâneouslydisinterestedmanner, actions in accordancewith their interests.There are quite paradoxicalsituationsthat
precludesus from understirncling.
a philosophy of consciousness
I now come to the secondreduction,which consistsof rccltrcing
everything to lucrative interest, to reducc thc encls of thc xcti()n
to economicends.The refutation of this noint is relirtivclveirsicr.
In effect,the principle of error lies in what i, traclitionaliycallcd
economism,that is, consideringthe laws t>i functioning of one
social field among others, namely the economic field, as being
valid for a[[ fields. At the very foundation of the theory of fields
is the observation (which is already found in Spencer,Durkheirn,
Weber . . . ) that the social world is the site of a process of progressivedifferentiation. Thus, Durkheim endlessly recalled, one
observesthat initially, in archaic societiesand even in numerous
precapitalistsocieties,social universeswhich in our societyare diffcrentiated(such as religion, art, science)are still undifferentiated;
rrnethus observesin them a polysemy and a multifunctionality (a
w<rrd thar Durkheirn often employs in Tbe Elementary Forms of
Ileligious Life) of human behaviors, which can be interpreted at
the same time as religious, economic, aesthetic,and so forth.
The evolution of societiestends to make universes(which I call
fields) emerge which are autonomous and have their own laws.
'l-heir
fundamentallaws are often tautologies.That of the economic
ticld, which has been elaborated by utilitarian philosophers:busirrcssis business;that of the artistic 6eld, which has been posed
crplicitly by the so-calledart for art's sake school: the end of art
is ilrt, art helsncl other end than art... Thus, we have social univcrscs which h:rve a fundamental law, a nomos which is indelrcnclerrtfr<ln the laws of other universes,which are duto-nontes,
rvlriclrcvrrlrr:rtc
whirt is clonc in them, the stakesat play, accordr t ) t t ( ) p r i n t i p l t ' sr t n t lc r i t c r i : rf h : r t r r r ci r r c d u c i b l et o t h o s eo f < t t h c r
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universes. We are thus light years from economism, which consists of applying to all universesrhe nomos characreristicof the
economic field.. This amounts to forgetting that the economic
field itself was constructed through â process of differenriarion,
by positing that the economic is nor reducible to rhe laws which
govern the domestic economy, to philia, as Aristotle would say,
and vice versâ.
This process of differentiation or auronomization thus leads
to the constitution of universeswhich have different, irreducible
"fundamental laws" (an expressionborrowed from Kelsen), and
which are the site of particular forms of interest. \7hat makes
people enter and compere in the scientific field is not the samerhing
that makes them enter and compete in the economic field. The
most striking example is that of the artistic field which is constituted in the nineteenthcentury by taking the reverseof economic
law as its fundamental law. The process which begins with the
Renaissanceand reaches irs full realization in the second half
of the nineteenth century, with what is called art for art's sake,
amounts to completely dissociating lucrative ends and the specific objectivesof rhe universe- with, for example, the opposition
betweencommercial art and pure art. Pure art, the only true form
of art according to rhe specific norms of the autonomous field,
rejects commercial ends, that is, the subordination of the artisr,
and above all his or her production, ro external demands and to
the sanctionsof those demands.which are economic sanctions.
It is constituted on the basis of a fundamental law which is the
negation (or disavowal) of the economy: let no one enter here if
he or she has commercial concerns.
Another field that is constituted on a base of the same type of
disavowal of interestis the bureaucraricfield. The Hegelian philosophy of state, a sort of ideal bureaucratic self, is the represenration
that the bureaucratic field seeksto give itself and give of itself,
that is, the image of a universe whose fundamental law is public
service;a universein which social agents have no personal interest and sacrificetheir own intereststo the public, to public service,
to the universal.
The theory of the processof differentiation and auronomization
of social universeshaving different fundamental laws leads to a
breaking up <lf the notion of interest;there arc elsrtr:tnyforrns of
libicl., i'rsnrirnykinclsof "intcrest," irs thcrc arc fielcls.Hvcry fielcl,

in producing itself, produces a form of interest which, from the
(or
point of view of another field, may seemlike disinterestedness
absurdity, lack of realism, folly, etc.). One thus seesthe difficulty
in applying the principle of the theory of sociological knowledge
that I announced at the outset and that argues that there is nothing
without reason. Is a sociology of these universes whose fundamental law is disinterestedness(in the senseof a refusal of economic interest)still possible?For it to be possible,therc nrust cxist
a form of interestthat one can describe,for the sake of c()ttltlttltlication, and at the risk of falling into a reductiortistvisiott, rts
interest in disinterestednessor, better still, :rs ir clisirttt'rt'slt'tlor
generous disposition.
Here it is necessaryto bring in evcrythingthrrt tottcltt'sott tltc
symbolic:symboliccapital,symbolic itrtercst,syttrlrolicprofit . . . I
call symboliccapital any kind of capital (cconorttic,culturrtl,rrcademic, or social) when it is perceivedaccording to the categories
of perception,the principles of vision and division, the systemsof
classification,the classificatoryschemes,the cognitive schemata,
which are, at least in part, the product of the embodiment of the
objective structures of the field in consideration, that is, of the
structure of the distribution of capital in the Êeld being considered.
Symbolic capital which makes one bow before Louis XIV - that
makes one court him, that allows him to give orders and have his
orders obeyed, that permits him to demean, demote, or consecrate,
etc. - only exists inasmuch as all the small differences,the subtle
marks of distinction in etiquette and rank, in practices and in dress,
which make up the life of the court, are perceivedby people who
know and recognizepractically (they have embodied it) a principle
of differentiation that permits them to recognize all these differencesand to give them value, who are ready, in a word, to die
over a quarrel of hats. Symbolic capital is capital with a cognitive
base,which rests on cognition and recognition.
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Disinterestedness as Passion
Having vcry summarily evoked the basic concepts which I see as
for thinking about reasonableaction - habitus,6eld,
inc'lispensahlc
intcrcstor illrtsio.synrboliccapital - I again turn to the problem
and, if
r\rt'clisilttcrestccl
behirvi<lrsp<tssible,
oi clisintt'rt'stt'tlttt'ss.
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so, how and under what conditions? If one stays within a philosophy of consciousness,it is obvious that one can only respond
to the question negatively and that all apparently disinterested
actions conceal intentions to maximize a certain kind of profit. In
introducing the notion of symbolic capital (and symbolic profit),
we in some way radicalizethe questioning of the naive vision: the
most holy actions - asceticismor the most extreme devotion may always be suspect(historicallythey have been,through certain
extreme forms of rigorism) of being inspired by the searchfor the
symbolic profit of saintliness,or celebrity, etc.2At the beginning
example of a duke
of The Cowrt Society,Norbert Elias cites the 'When
he questions
who gives a purse full of crowns to his son.
him six months later and the son boasts of not having spent the
money, the duke takes the purse and throws it out the window.
gratuitousness,
He thus gives his son a lessonof disinterestedness'
the investment
of
investment,
and nobility; but it is also a lessonof
of symbolic capital, which suits an aristocraticuniverse.(The same
would hold for a Kabyle man of honor.)
In fact. there exist social universes in which the search for
strictly economic profit can be discouragedby explicit norms or
tacit injunctions. "Noblesse oblige" means that it is that noblesse
or nobility that impedesthe nobleman from doing certain things
and allows him to do others.Becauseit forms part of his definition,
of his superior essence,to be disinterested,generous' he cannot
be otherwise,"it is strongerthan him." On the one hand' the social
universerequires him to be generous;on the other' he is disposed
to be generousthrough brutal lessonssuch as that related by Elias,
but also by innumerable, often tacit and quasi-imperceptible,lessons of daily existence,such as insinuations, reproaches,silences,
avoidances.The behaviorsof honor in aristocratic or precapitalist
societieshave at their origin an economy of symbolic goods based
on the collectiverepressionof interestand, more broadly, the truth
of production and circulation, which tends to produce "disinterested" habitus, anti-economichabitus,disposedto repressinterests'
in the narrow senseof the term (that is, the pursuit of economic
profits), especiallyin domestic relations.
Why is it important to think in terms of habitus? Why is it
important to think of the field as a spâcewhich onc has not proclucedand in which one is ltorn, and not rtn arltrtrarily irtstittrtccl
g r r r r r cI?l c c l t t r s iet p e r n r i t sr r st o r r n c l c r s t r t ttthcal t t h c r t ' r t r ec l i s i t t t t ' r -
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ested forms of behavior which do not have as a principle
the calculation of disinteresredness,
the calculatedinteniior, ,u ,r.-ou.r,
calculation or ro show that one is capable of surmounting
it.
This goes against La Rochefoucaurd,who, being the proJ.rct
of a
society of honor, undersrood quite weil the ecoiomy of
symbolic
goods, but who, becausethe
Jansenistworm had already slipped
into the aristocratic apple, begins ro say that aristocratic
ittitudes
are in_fact the supreme forms of calculation,calculation
of the
second degree (this is the example of Augustus'sclemency).
In
a well-constituted society 'f honor, La Roclhefoucauld's
analvscs
incorlgcr; rhey apply ro socieriesof honor which are arre
acry
1re
in crisis' like those I studied in Le Déracinement,\ ancl whe
rc rh.
valuesof honor crumble âs monetary exchanger,
thr.rrgh tht.rrr
"n.l
the spirit of calculation,are generalized;this pr.cess
s()cslr,rrr,lr,,
hand with the objectit'. poriibility of calculating(tlrc,w,,rk
,rrr.l
value.of
begin to be evaluatedin r',ret,,., ,.,.,,,r, rvlrith
.n î"n
is unthinkable).In well-constitutedsocictics.f lr.,n,,r.rlrtlrc
rrr,rv
be disinterestedhabitus,and the habitus-ficlclrelrrriorrslril.r
i, ,.;..i,
that, in the form of spontaneity'r
..ir
l t o s s i . r ti,' t h c r r r . d e . r
is
strongerthan me," disinterested
irctscrrn bc carriccl<lrrt.'lO ir ccrtain extenf, the aristocratcannot dr <ltherwisc than bc ge'er.rrs,
through loyalty to his group and to hirnself:rsâ person*,rrrhy
.,i
being a member of the group. Thar is whar "'n.blessc .brige,'
means.Nobility is nobility as a corporate bocly,as a group
which,
incorporated, embodied as disposition, habitrr, [.,e..r"m"s
the sub_
ject of noble pra*ices, and obliges the noble
ro acr in a noble
fashion.
official represenrarionsof whar man officially is in a con. Yh:n
sidered-social space become habitus, they become the real principle of pracices. $Tithout doubt the social universeswithin which
disinterestedness
is the official norm are not necessârilygoverned
throughout by disinteresredness:
behind the appear"née".rfpiety,
virtue, disinterestedness,there are subtle, .un-,.rufirg.d interests;
the
bureaucrat is not just the servant of the state, he-is also
the one
who puts the state at his service. . . Thus, an agenr does not
live
with impunity under the permanenr invocarion ôf virtue, bccause
he is caught up in mechanisms,and there are ,ancti.rr,,
which
rernind hirn of the obligation of disinterestedness.
( ) o n s c c l r r c r r r tl yh ,c q u e s t i o no f t h c p o s s i b i l i t y
of virtuc crrnbc
.
l l r o r t g h bt r t c kt o t h t ' t l t r c s l i oor rf f h t ' s o c ' i :rr'lr l n t l i t i 6 r<r sl f
tr6ssiSility
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of the universesin which the durable dispositionsfor disinterestednessmay be constituted and, once constituted, may find objective
conditions for constant reinforcement and become the principle
of a permanent practice of virtue. Ifithin such universes,in the
samesense,virtuous actionsregularly exist with a decentstatistical
frequency and not in the form of the heroism of a few virtuous
people. Durable virtues cannot be establishedon a pure decision
of conscience,that is, in the Sartreansense,on something like an
oath.
If disinterestedness
is sociologically possible, it can be so only
through the encounter between habitus predisposedto disinterestednessand the universesin which disinterestedness
is rewarded.
Among these universes,the most typical are, along with the family and the whole economy of domestic exchanges,the different
fields of cultural production, the literary field, the artistic field, the
scientificfield, and so forth, microcosms which are constituted on
the basis of an inversion of the fundamental law of the economic
world and in which the law of economic interest is suspended.
This does not mean that they do not know other forms of interest:
the sociology of art or literature unveils (or unmasks)and analyzes
the specificinterestswhich are constituted by the field's functioning
(which led Breton to break the arm of a rival in a poetic dispute),
and for which one is ready to die.

The Profits of Universalization
I must still ask a question that I hesitate to raise: how does it
happen that it can be almost universally observed that there are
profits in submitting to the universal? I believe that a comparative anthropology would permit us to say that there is a universal
recognition of the recognition of the universal; it is a universal
of social practicesrecognizingas valuable forms of behavior that
have submission,evenvisiblesubmission,to the universalas a principle.Let me give an example.Working on matrimonial exchange
in Algeria, I observedthat there was an official norm (one should
marry the parallel cousin) and that this norm was actually little
r>bserved
in practice:the rate of marriagewith the patrilineirlparrtllcl cotrsinis on the order of -3percent,and arouncl6 pcrccnrin
'fhrtt
r ) l r l r i l l ) ( ) l frrt r r r r i l i c sw, h r c h r t r c l l l o r e r i g i c l .
l l c i n g s a i d .s r n c c
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this norm remains the official rruth of pracrices, cerrain agenrs,
knowing how to play the game and impelled by the need to .,hide
their shame" or some other constraint, were able, in the logic of
pious hypocrisy,ro transfigurethe duty of a marriage with the parallel cousin into a choice: by "getting into line', with the official
norm, they managed to add profits provided by conformity with
the universal to profits that an "interested" strategy provides.
If it is true thar every society offers the possibility of a profit of
the universal,behaviorswith a universalpretensionwill be universallyexposed to suspicion.This is the anthropological basis of
the Marxist critique of ideology as rhe universalization of a particular interest: rhe ideologue is the one who posits as universal,
irs disinterested,that which is in accordancewith their particular
interest. The fact that there are profits of the universal and of
universalization,the fact that one obtains such profits in rendering homage, albeit hypocritically, to rhe universal, in dressing in
the universala behavior in fact determinedby particular interesr(a
man marries the parallel cousin becausehe did not find anorher,
but he leads others to believethat he did so out of respecrfor the
law), the fact therefore that there can be profirs of virtue and reason
is wirhout doubt one of the great rnotors of virtue and reason in
history. Without bringing in any metaphysical hypothesis (even
disguisedas an empiricalstatement,as in Habermas),one can say
that reasonhas a basisin history and that if reasonprogresses
even
the slightest, it is becausethere are inreresrsin universalization
and because,universally,but above all in certain universes,such
irs the artistic or scientific lield, it is better ro seem disinterested
rather than interested,as generousand altruistic rather than egotistical.And strategiesof universalizarion,which are ar the origin
<rfall official norms and forms (with everything they rnay have of
a mystifying nature) and which resr on the universal existenceof
profitsof universalization,
are what make the universaluniversally
possessnot inconsiderablechancesof succeeding.
Thus, for the question of knowing if virtue is possible,one can
srrbstitutcthe question of knowing if one can createuniversesin
which people have an inreresrin the universal.Machiavelli says
that thc republicis a universein which citizenshave an interesrin
' i r t t r c . ' f l r e g e n c s i s . f a u n i v e r s eo f t h i s s o r t i s n o t c o n c e i v a h l e
if
, r r r cc l < l c n
s ( ) t p ( ) s i tt h c r n o t o r , w h i c h i s t h e u n i v c r s a lr e c o g n i r i o n
o l t l r t ' r r r r i v t ' r s t; lr rl r. r ti s . t l r t . o f f i c i : r lr . c o s n i t i o or rf t l r t ' p r i r r r r r r . r , o l
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the group and its interestsover the individual and the individual's
intelertr, which all groups profess in the very fact of affirming
themselvesas grouPs.
The critique of iuspicion reminds us that all universal values
are in fact particular,universalizedvalues,which are thus subiectto
suspicion(universalculture is the culture of the dominants' erc.).A
firsi, inevitablemoment of the recognition of the social world, this
critique should not make us forget that all the things the dorninants
..lebr"t., and in which they celebraterhemselvesby so celebratthe pure, Kantian morality, Kantian
ing (culture, disinterestedness,
aeithetics,erc., everyrhingwhich I obiectified, perhaps somewhat
crudely,ar rhe end of Distinctiott),can only fulfill their symbolic
function of legitimation preciselybecausethey benefit in principle
from universalrecognition- peoplecânnot openly deny them withour denyingtheir own hugranity;but, for rhis reason,the behaviors
that rendei them homage, sincere or not, it matters little, are
assureda form of symbolic profit (notably of conformity and distinction) which, even if it is not sought as such, sufficesto ground
them in sociological reason and, in giving them a rdison d'être,
assurethem a reasonableprobability of existing'
I retttrn, in conclusion' to the bureaucracy' one of these untverseswhich, using the law, assumessubmissionto the universal'
to the general interest,to public service,as law, and which recognizes iiself in the philosophy of the bureaucracyas a universal
class,rreutral, above c,rnflicts,at the serviceof public interest, of
rationality (or of rationalization).The social groups which constructed the Prussianbureaucracyor the French bureaucracyhad
an interest in the universal, and they had to invent the universal
(the law, the idea of public service, the idea of general interest,
etc.) and, if one -ry p.tt it this way' domination in the name of
the universalin order to accedeto domination.
one of the difficulties of the political struggle today is that the
dominants, technocratsor episremocratson the right or the left,
are hand in glove with reasonand the universal:one makes one's
way rhrougliuniuersesin which more and more technical,rational
and in which
l.rsiiÊcationswill be necessaryin order to dominate
the dominatedcan and must also use reasonto defendthemselves
againstdomination, becausethe dominants must incrcaslnglyintO eXert their d1;rlinilfi()p.This rlrrrkcs
ulk" .."ron, and Science,
the progressof reasonwithout dr>ubtso hrlll(l irl hrtrltl witlr tlrc
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development of highly rationalized forms of domination (as onc
sees,today, with the use that is made of a technique like the survey); it also createsa situation in which sociology, alone in a position to bring these mechanismsto light, must choose now more
than ever between putting its rational instruments of knowledge
at the serviceof an increasinglyrational domination, or rationally
analyzing domination and especially the contribution that rational
knowledge can make to domination.
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The Economyof
SymbolicGoods
M
he question I am going to examine is one that I have not
ceased asking from my first ethnological works on the
Kabvle to mv more recent researchon the world of art
and, more precisely,on the functioning of artistic patronage in
modern societies.I would like to show that with the same instruments, one cân analyzephenomena as different as exchangesof
honor in a precapitalistsociety, or, in societieslike our own, the
action of foundations such as the Ford Foundation or the Fondation de France, exchangesbetween generationswithin a family,
transactionsin marketsof cultural or religiousgoods, and so forth.
For obvious reasons,symbolic goods are spontaneouslylocated
by ordinary dichotomies (material/spiritual, body/spirit, etc.) on
the side of the spiritual, and are thus often consideredbeyond the
grasp of scientificanalysis.For this reason)they representa challenge I wanted to take up based on extremely different works: first,
analysesI undertook of the functioning of the Kabyle economy,
a perfect example of a precapitalist economy based on the negation of the economic in rhe sensewe understand it; second, the
researchI carried out, at different moments and in different places
(Kabylia, Béarn,etc.),on the functioning of the domesticeconomy,
that is, on exchanges,within the family, between members of the
household and betweengenerations;third, analysesof what I call
the economy of the offering, that is, the type of transacticlnthat
occurs betweenchurchesand their followers;and, finaily, studies
of thc economy of cultur:rl goods, with the researchI h:rvcdone
o r r t h t ' l i t c r ; r r vf i e l d r r n c <
l l l rt h c b r r r c a t t c r i t f iecc o t r < l t n vl l.i t s c do l t

9.1

the knowledge acquired through the analysisof these phenomenally very different social universes,which have never been brought
together as such, I would like to try to extract the generalprinciples
of an economy of symbolic goods.
In one of my very first books I wrote, with the daring associated
with the arrogânce (and ignorance) of youth (but perhaps it is
becauseI dared then that I can do what I do today . . . ), that sociology's role was the construction of a general theory of the eco'Sfhat
nomy of practices.
certain adepts of fast-reading (including
many prof-essors,
unfortunately) saw âs an expressionof economism, marked, to the contrary, a desire to wrest from economism
(Marxist or neomarginalist) precapitalist economies and entire
sectors of so-called capitalist economies which do not function
according to the law of interest seen âs the search for the maximization of (monetary) profit. The economic universeis made up
of severaleconomic worlds, endowed with specific"rationalities,"
at the same time assuming and demanding "reasonable" (more
than rational) dispositionsadjustedto the regularitiesinscribedin
each of them, to the "practical reason" which characterizesthem.
The worlds I am going to describehave in common the fact that
they create rhe objective conditions for social agents to have an
interest in "disinterestednessr"which seemsparadoxical.
Retrospectively, I realized that in my understanding of the
Kabyle economy I used,more unconsciouslythan consciously,the
practical experiencethat I, like everyone (we all issuefrom family
universes),had of the domesticeconomy and that often contradicts
our experienceof the economy of calculatior-r.But inversely,having understood this noneconomic economy, I was able to return
to the domestic economy or the economy of offerings with a system of questionsI believeI would not have been able to construct
if I had dedicated my life to the sociology of the family.

Gifts and Equivalent Exchanges
Very briefly, sinceI cannot assumeknowledgeof what I wrote in
fhe ltrytc of Practice.in a return to certainzrnalyses
of thirt book
I will to trv t() clarify ccrtirin gcncrirl principlesof thc synrbolic
( ' c ( ) n ( ) r ' r l)r\r' .' g i r t n i n w
g r t h t h c ( ' s s ( ' n t i irr'll c n r t ' r r t<sl tf l r t ' r r n l r l v s iosl
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gift exchange.Mauss describedthe exchangeof gifts as a discontinuous successionof generous acts; Lévi-Straussdefined it as a
structure of transcendentreciprocity of acts of exchange, where
the gift results in a counrergift. In my câse,I indicated that what
was absent from these two analyses wâs the determinant role
of the temporal inrerval between the gift and the counrergift, the
fact that in practically all societies,it is tacitly admitted rhat one
does not immediately reciprocatefor a gift received,since it would
amount to a refusal. I asked myself about the function of that
interval: why must rhe counrergift be deferred and different? And
I showed that the inrerval had the function of creating a screen
between the gift and the counrergifr and allowing rwo perfectly
symmetrical acts to appear as unique and unrelated acts. If I can
experiencemy gift as a gratuitous, generousgift, which is not to
be paid back, it is first becausethere is a risk, no matter how small,
that there will not be a rerurn (there are always ungrateful people),
therefore a suspense,an uncertainty, which makes the interval
between the moment of giving and the mon-lentof receiving exrst
as such. In societieslike Kabyle sociery, rhe constraint is in fact
very great and the freedom nor ro rerurn the gift is infinitesimal.
But the possibilityexistsand, for the samereason,certainty is not
absolute. Everything occurs as if the rime inrerval, which distinguishes the exchange of gifts from swapping, existed to permit
the giver to experiencerhe gift as a gifr without reciprocity, and
the one who gives a countergift to experienceit as gratuitous and
not determined by the initial gift.
In reality, the structural truth rhar Levi-Srraussbrought to light
is not unknown. In Kabylia I collectednumerousproverbswhich
say roughly that â presenr is a rnisfortune because,in the final
arnalysis,
it must be reciprocated.(The same occurs with words or
challenges.)In any case,rhe inirial âcr is an attack on the freedom
of the one who receivesit. It is rhreatening: it obligates one to
reciprocate,and ro reciprocate l'reyondthe original gift; furthermore, it creates obligations, it is â wây to possess,by creating
people obliged to reciprocare.l
But this structural rrurh is collectively repressed.The tirne intervalcan only be undersroodby hypothesizingrhar the giver and
the receivercollaborate,without knowing it, in a work of dissintul.rtion terrclingto dcny the truth of the exchangc,the cxchirngeof
('\.r('(('(luiv',rlt'rrts,
which rcl)rcsclrts
the clestrrrcri<ln
oi flrc,r'rch:rnge

of gifts. Here we touch on a very difficult problem: sociology, if
it limits itself to an objectivist description, reduces the exchange
of gifts to swapping and cân no longer establish rhe difference
between an exchangeof gifts and an act of credit. Thus, what is
importânt in gift exchangeis the fact that through the interposed
time interval, those involved in the exchangework, wirhour knowing or planning, to mask or repress the objecrive rruth of their
âction, a truth which the sociologist unveils, but at the risk of
describingas cynical calculationan act which clainrsto be clisinterestedand which must be taken as such. in its livcd truth. which
the theoreticalmodel must also considerand crplain.
We rhus have an initial property oi thc cconolr)yoi synrbolic
exchanges:practicesalways have double trurhs, which rrrc difficult to hold together.Analysismusr rake norc of this cluality.In a
more generalsense,we can only understandthe economy of synrbolic goods if, from the outset, we âccepr t:rking this ambiguity
seriously, an ambiguity which is not made by the scientisr, but
which is present in reality itself, a sort of contradiction between
subjectivetruth and objective reality (which sociology approaches
through statistics, ethnology through structural analysis). This
duality is rendered possible, and viable, through a sorr of selfdeception or self-mystification.But this individual self-deception
is sustained by a collective self-deception,a veritable collectiue
misrecognitioz2inscribedin objectivesrrucrures(the logic of honor
which governs all exchanges- of words, of women, of murders,
etc.) and in mental structures,rexcludingthe possibilityof thinking or acting otherwise.
If agentscan be at the same time mysrifiers,of themselvesand
others, and mystified, it is becausethey have been immersed from
childhood in a universe where gift exchange is socially institute.d
in dispositionsand beliefs.Such exchangethus sharesnone of rhe
paradoxesthat are made to emergeartificially when, like Jacques
l)errida in the recent book Passlorls,one relieson the logic of consciousness
and the freechoiceof an isolatedindividual.When one
iorgets that the giver and the receiver are prepared and inclined
through the whole work of socialization ro enter, without intention or calculation of profit, generousexchange,whose logic is
objcctivelyimposed on them, one may conclude that the graruitorrs gift clocsnot cxist, or is impossible,since two agentscrrn
. r r t l \ 'l r t ' c o r t r ' r ' i v ti'lt\l c i l l c u l r l t o r gs i v i r t go f t h c r r r s c l v cbsc c i r r r s t ' o, ft
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subjectiveplan to do what they do objectively, according to the
Lévi-Straussianmodel, that is, an exchange obeying the logic of
reciprocity.
And here we find another property of the economy of symbolic
exchanges: the taboo of making things explicit (whose form par
excellenceis the price). To say what it really is, to declare the
truth of the exchange,or) as is often said, "the truth of the price"
(before giving a present,we remove the price tag . . . ), is to destroy the exchange.'Weseein passingthat forms of behavior such
as the exchange of gifts pose a difficult problem for sociology,
which, by definition, makes things explicit: it is obligated to state
that which goes without saying and which should remain tacit
and unsaid at the risk of being destroyed as such.
'We
can verify theseanalysesand confirm the taboo of making
things explicit that the economy of symbolic exchangesconceals
in a description of the effects produced by setting a price. Just
as one can use the economy of symbolic exchangesas ân analyzer
of the economy of economic exchange, one can, inversely, ask
the economy of economic exchangeto serveas an analyzer of the
economy of symbolic exchanges.Thus, the price, which characterizesthe economy of economic exchangesin opposition to the
economy of symbolic exchanges,functions as a symbolic expression of consensusregardingthe exchangerate implied in everyeconomic exchange.This consensusregarding the exchangerate is
also present in an economy of syrnbolic exchanges,but its terms
and conditions are left implicit. In the exchangeof gifts, the price
should be left implicit (this is the example of the price tag): I do
not want to know the truth of the price, and I do not want the
other person to know it either. Everything occurs as if there were
an âgreementto avoid explicitly reaching ân agreementabout the
relativevalue of the things exchanged,by refusingall prior explicit
definitions of the terms of exchange,that is, of the price (which
translates,as Viviana Zelizer has remarked, as a taboo on the use
of money in certain exchanges- one does not give a salary to
one's son or spouse,and the young Kabyle who asks his father
for a salary causesa scandal).
The languageI use has finalist connotationsand may lead one
to think that peopledeliberatelyclosetheir eyest() this realrty;in
f;rct,it is r.rcccssitry
to sity "cverything occursas if." To rcfuscthc

logic of the price is a way to refuse calculation and calculability.
The fact that the consensusregarding the exchangerate is explicit
is what renderscalculability and predictability possible:one knows
what to expect. But it is also what ruins every economy of symbolic exchanges,ân economy of things without price, in the double
senseof the term. (To speak of the price of pricelessthings,aas
one is often forced to do becauseof the needs of the analysis, is
to introduce a contradiction in terms.)
Silenceabout the truth of the exchangeis a shared silence.Economists who can only conceiveof rational, calculatedaction in the
name of a finalist and intellectualist philosophy of action speak
of common knouledge: information is common knowledge when
one can say that everyoneknows that everyoneknows that everyone possessescertain information or, as is often said, when it is
an open secret.We might be tempted to say that the objective truth
of the exchangèof gifts is, in a sense,common knowledge:I know
that you know that, when I give you a gift, I know that you will
reciprocate,etc. But making the open secret explicit is taboo. It
must remain implicit. There are myriad objective social mechanisms embodied in each agent which make the very ideaof divulging
that secretsociologically unthinkable (saying, for example: "let's
stop pretendingthat reciprocal exchangesare generousgifts, that's
hypocritical," and so forth).
But to speak, as I have done, of common knowledge (or of selfdeception)is to remain within a philosophy of consciousness
and
act as if each agent were inhabited by a double consciousness,
a
split consciousness,divided against itself, cozsciouslyrepressing
a truth which it otherwise knows (l am not inventing anything:
suffice to read Jon Elster, Ulyssesand the Sirens).One can only
accountfor all double behaviors,without duplicity, of the economy
of symbolic exchangesby abandoning the theory of action as a
product of an intentional consciousness,an explicit proiect, an
explicit intention oriented toward an explicitly statedgoal (especially that which clarifiesthe oblectiveanalysisof exchange).
The theory of action that I propose (with the notion of habitus)
amounts to saying that most human actions have as a basissomething quite different from intention, that is, acquireddispositions
which make it so that an action can and should be interpreteclrrs
<lricntcclt<lwrrrcl<lneobiectiveor ânother without anvotrc bcinr
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able to claim that that objective was a consciousdesign (it is here
that the "everything occurs as if" is very important). The best
example of such a disposition is without doubt the feel for the
game: the player, having deeply internalized the regularities of a
game, does what he must do at the momenr it is necessary,without needingto ask explicitly what is ro be done. He does nor need
to know consciouslywhat he does in order to do it and even less
to râise explicitly the question (except in some critical situations)
of knowing explicitly what others might do in rerurn, as rhe view
of chessor bridge playersthat certain economisrs(above all those
who use game theory) attribute to agenrswould let us believe.
Thus, the exchangeof gifts (or women, or services,etc.), conceivedas a paradigm of the economy of symbolic goods,is opposed
to the equivalent exchangesof the economic economy as long as
its basis is not a calcularing subiect, but rarher an agenr socially
disposedto enter, without intention or calculation,into the gameof
exchange.It is for this reason that he ignores or denies its objective trurh as an economic exchange.We cân seeanother confirmation of this in the fact that, in this economy, either one leaves
economicinterestimplicit, or, if one statesit, it is through euphemisms,that is, in a languageof denial. Euphemismspermit the naming of the unnameable,that is, in an economy of slrmbolic goods,
the economic, in the ordinary senseof the term, the exchangeof
exact equivalents.
I said "euphemism," I could have said "imposition of form."
Symbolic work consists both of imposing forms and observing
formalities. The group requires thar formalities be observed,that
one honor the humanity of others by assertingone's own humanity,
by affirming one's "point oi spiritualisrhonor." There is no society that does not render homage to those who render homage to
it in seemingto refusethe law of selfishinreresr.What is required
is not that one do absolutelyeverythingthar one should,but rather
that one at least give indications of trying to do so. Social agenrs
are not expected to be perfectly in order, but rather to observe
order, to give visible signs that, if they can, they will respectthe
rules (that is how I understandthe formula: "hypocrisy is a homage that vice rendersto virtue"). Practicaleuphemislnsare a kind
of h<lmerge
renderedto the socialorder and to the vrrlucsthe sociirl
orclcr cxalts, all the while knowinq that the.yarc doorrrcclro bc
v i o l r tt t ' t l .
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Symbolic Alchemy
This structural hypocrisy is imposed particularly on the dominants,
according to the formula of "noblesse oblige." For the Kabyle,
the economiceconomy as we practiceir is a women's economy.t
Men are held to a point of honor, which prohibits all concessions
to the logic of the economic economy. The honorable man cannot say: "You will repay me before the beginning of plowing"; he
leaves the date of payment vague. Or: "You will give me four
hundredweightsof wheat and, in exchange,I will lend you an ox."
'Women,
on the other hand, tell the truth about pricesand dates
of payment; they can allow themselvesto tell the economic truth
since they are excluded from the economy of symbolic exchanges
(at least as subjects).And this is still true in our societies.In the
issueof the journal Actesde la Recherc,be
entitled "L'Économie
da la maison" ("The Domestic Economy"), for example,one can
seethat men often mânage by making women do what they themselvescânnot do without demeaningthemselves,such as asking
the price.n
The denial of the economy is accomplished through a work
objectively oriented toward the transfiguration of economic relations, and in particular oi relationsof exploitation (man/wornan,
elder brother/younger brother, master/servant),a transfiguration
-fhere
through language(with euphemisms)but also through acts.
are practical euphemisrns.The exchange of gifts is one such euphemism thanks to the time interval (one does what one does,
while seemingnot to d<l it). The agentsengagedin an economy of
symbolic exchangesexpend a considerablepart of their energy
elaboratingtheseeuphemisms.(This is one of the reasonswhy the
economic economy is rnuch more economic. For example. when,
insteadof giving a "personal" present,that is, a presentadjusted
to the presumed taste of the receiver,one gives, through laziness
or convenience,a check, one economizes the work of looking,
which âssumesthe attention and care necessaryfor the present
to be adapted to the person, to his or her tastes,to arrive at the
right time, etc., and also that its "value" is not directly reducible
to its rnonetaryvalue.)The economiceconomy is more economic,
tlrcreforc, to the extent that it permits one to sâve the work <lf
svrrrholicconstnlctionobjectivelytending to concealthe objc-ctrve
I r u t h ( ) l 1 ' r r rtti tt ' t ' .
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The most interestingexample of this sort of symbolic alchemy
is the transfiguration of relations of domination and exploitation.
Gift exchange cân be establishedbetween equals and contribute
to reinforcing "communion" or solidarity through communication,
which creates social ties. But it can also be establishedbetween
âgents who are actually or potentially unequal, such as in the
potlatch which, if we are to believe those who have describedit,
institutes durable relations of symbolic domination, relations of
domination based on communication, knowledge and recognition (in the double senseof the term). Among the Kabyle, women
exchangelittle presentscontinuously, on a daily basis,which weâve
social relations on which rest many important things concerning,
notably, the reproduction of the group, while men are responsible
for large, discontinuous, extra-ordinary exchanges.
From ordinary âcts to extraordinary acts of exchange,of which
the potlatch is the extreme example (as an act of giving beyond
the possibilities of return, which puts the receiver in an obliged
and dominated state),the differenceis only of degree.In even the
most equal gift, the virtuality of the effect of domination exists.
And the most unequal gift implies, despite everything, an act of
exchange,a symbolic act of the recognition of equality in humanity which is only valid for those who possesscategoriesof perception that allow them to perceivethe exchangeas exchangeand to
be interestedby the object of exchange.A Trobiand islander only
acceptscoverings or shell necklacessuited to being recognizedas
gifts and causing his recognition if he is well socialized;otherwise,
he has nothing to do with them, they do not interest him.
Symbolic acts always assume acts of knowledge and recognition, cognitive acts on the part of their recipients.For a symbolic
exchange to function, the two pârties must have identical categoriesof perception and appreciation. And this is also valid for
acts of symbolic domination which, as seenclearly in the caseof
masculine domination,Tare exerted with the objective complicity
of the dominated, in that for a certain form of domination to be
established,the dominated must apply to the acts of the dominant (ând to all of their being) structures of perception which are
the same as those the dominant use to produce those acts.
Symbolic domination (which is one way to define it) rests on
rnisrecognition,
and thcreforeon the recognitionof the principles
irr wlrost'narrcit is crcrtcd.That rs valiclfor n.rrrsculir.rc
clorrin.rti<ln.
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but also for certain work relations, such as those which, in Arab
countries, unite the khammès - a sort of sharecropperwho receives
a fifth of the harvest, or, according to Max'Weber's description,
an agricultural servant (in opposition to an agricultural worker)
- to his mâster. Tenant farming for a fifth of the crop can only
function, in societieswhich ignore constraints of the market or
the stâte, if the sharecropperis in some way "domesticated," that
is, attached by ties which are not those of law. And to become
attached in this manner, the relation of domination and exploitation must be enchanted in such a way as to transform it into a
domestic relationship of familiarity through a continuous series
of acts capableof symbolicallytransfiguringit through euphemization (taking care of his son, marrying off his daughter, giving him
presents,etc.).
In our societies,and at the very heart of the economic economy,
we still find the logic of symbolic goods and the alchemy which
transforms the truth of relations of domination, in paternalism.
Another example would be the relationship between elder brothers
and youngerbrothersas it existsin certaintraditions ("the juniors
of Gascogne"):in primogenituresocieties,it is (we could say it
was) necessaryfor the younger brother to submit - which often
means,to renounce marriage and become,as indigenous cynicism
says, a "servant without a salary" (or, as Galbraith said about
the housewife,a "crypto-servânt") - to love the elder's children as
his own (everyoneencourageshim to do so), or to leave,join the
army (the musketeers)or become a policeman or postal clerk.
The work of domestication (here, the "younger brother") that
is necessaryto transfigurethe objective reality of a relation is the
doing of the whole group, which encouragesand rewards it. For
the alchemy to function, as in the exchange of gifts, it must be
sustained by the entire social structure, therefore by the mental
structuresand disposition produced by that social structurel there
must be a market for like symbolic actions, there must be rewards,
symbolic proÊts, often reconvertible into material profit, people
a man who
must be able to have an interest in disinterestedness,
treats his servant well should be rewarded, with people saying of
him: "He is an honest man, an honorable man!" But these relations rcmain very ambiguous and perverse.The khammès knows
vcry wcll thrrt he crrn manipulate his mâster: if he leavesclainti n g t h r r t l r i s r r r r r s t tt' r c r t t e dh i r n p o o r l y a n d f a i l e d i n h i s h o n o r ( " I
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who have done so much for him...,'), dishonor again falls upon
the master' And, likewise, the masrer can invokà rhe mistakes
and shortcomings of the khammès, if they are known by everyone.
to send him away, but if, exasperaredbecausehis khammè; ha;
stolen his olives, he loseshis teÀper to the point of crushing him,
of humiliating him beyond the lirnits, the situation rurns in favor
of the weak. These exrremely complicated games, of an exrraordinary refinement,unfold before th. .o-o,rnity tribunal, which
also activatesprinciples of perception and apprËciation iientical
to those of the individuals conceined.

Recognition
one of the effects of symbolic violence is the transfiguration of
relationsof domination and subn-rission
into affectivere-larions,
the
transformation of power into charisrna or into the charm suited
to evoke affective enchantment(for example, in relations between
bossesand secreraries).
The acknowledgment of debt becomesrecognition, a durable feeling toward the author of rhe generousacr,
which can extend to affection or love, âs can b" reen-'p"rticularly
well in relations betweengenerations.
Symbolic alchemy, such as I have describedit, produces,to rhe
.
benefitof the one who accornplishesacrs of euphÀi tntion. transfiguratio.n,or imposition of form, a
-capital oi recognition which
permits him to exerr symbolic effects.This is what icall symbolic
capital, thus conferring a rigorous meaning to what Max weber
designatedwirh the.term charisma, a purù descriptive concepr,
whic-h he gives explicitly - at the beginning of tË. chaprer on
religion in Economl, and Society equivalent ro *hat the
", "n
Durkheimian school calledmana. symbolic
capital is an ordinary
property (physicalsrrengrh,wealth, warlike valor, etc.) which, per_
ceived by social agenrsendowed with the categoriesof percepiion
and appreciarionperm_ittingthem to perceive,tno- ,nd^r..ogn,r.
it, becomessymbolically efficient, like a veritable magical power;
a property which, becauseit respondsto socially conriitut.i ,...r1lectiveexpectations" and beliefs,exercisesa sort of action from
a
distance,wirhout physicalcontacr.An order is given and obeyed:
it is.a q'asr-magicalact. But it is only an app:rrcntcxccprior ro
t l t t ' l r t l v . f t h c c , n s c r v e t i . n. f s o c i a l
F.r thc syrrrb,,li..,rr.t
"i',".uu.
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to exert, without a visible expenditure of energy, this sort of magical efficacy,it is necessaryfor prior work - often invisible, and in
rrny case forgotten or repressed- to havc produced, among those
who submit to the act of impositionor injunction,the dispositions
necessaryfor them to feel they have obcycd without even posing
the questionof obedience.Symbolicviolcnceis the violencewhich
extorts submission, which is not perccived its such, based on
"collective expectations" or socitllly inctrlcrrtedbeliefs. Like the
theory of magic, the theory of symbolic violcncerestson a theory
of belief or, more precisely,on a theory of the procluctionof belief,
of the work of socializationnecessirryto procluccrrgclttscndowed
with the schemesof perceptionand appreciirtionthat will permit
them to perceiveand obey the injunctionsinscribedin ir situation
or discourse.
The belief I am describing is not .ln explicit belief, possessed
explicitly as such in relation to a possibiliryof nonbelief,but rather
an immediate adherence,a doxical submission to the iniunctions
of the world which is achievedwhen the mental structuresof the
one to whom the injunction is addressedare in accordancewith
the structuresinscribed in the iniunction addressedto him. In this
câse,one says thât it went without saying, that there was nothing
else ro do. Faced with a challenge to his honor, he did what he
had to do, what âny true man of honor would do in a similar
case,and he did it in a particularlyaccomplishedmanner (because
there are degreesin the manner of obeying an injunction). Vhoever respondsto collectiveexpectations,whoever, without having
to calculate,is immediately adjusted to the exigenciesinscribed in
a situation, has all the profits of the market of symbolic goods.
He has the profit of virtue, but also the profit of easeand elegance.
He is all the more celebrated by the collective consciencegiven
that he does, as if it went without saying, something that was, so
to speak,the only thing to do, but somethingthat it was possible
for him not to do.
The last important characteristicis that symbolic capital is
corrrnon to all members of a group. Since it is a being-perceived,
which exists in the relations betweenpropertiesheld by agentsand
cirtegoricsof perception(high/low, masculine/feminine,large/small,
and constructsocialcategories(thoseabove/
ctc.) which cor.rstitute
thosc bt'low. rrrcn/wonrcn,large/small)based <ln union (alliancc,
(thc tab<lttof contlrct,of
rrr.rrrirrgt')
.rnclscprrritti()ll
t otrrp.rrrionship.
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misalliance,etc.), symbolic capital is attached to groups - or to
the namesof groups, families,clans,tribes - and is both the instrument and the stakesof collectivestrategiesseekingto conserveor
increaseit as well as individual strategiesseekingto acquire or conserveit, by joining groups which possessit (through the exchange
of gifts, companionship, marriage, etc.) and by distinguishing themselvesfrom groups which possesslittle or are destitute (stigmatized ethnic groups).8One of the dimensions of symbolic capital,
in differentiated societies,is ethnic identity which' with names or
skin color, is a percipi, a being-perceived,functioning as positive
or negative symbolic capital.
Since structures of perception and appreciation âre essentially
the product of the incorporation of obiective structures,the structure of the distribution of symbolic capital tends to present a
rather great stability. And symbolic revolutions imply a more or
lessradical revolution in instrumentsof knowledge and categories
of perception.'
Thus, the precapitalisteconomy restsfundamentally on a denial
of what we consider to be the economy, which obliges agentsto
keep implicit a certain number of operations and representations
of those operations.The second,correlative property is the transfiguration of economic acts into symbolic acts, a transfiguration
which can take place in practice as, for example, an exchangeof
gifts, where the gift ceâsesto be a material obiect to become a
sort of messageor symbol suited to creating a social link. The third
property: in this circulation of a quite particular type, a specific
form of capital is produced and accumulated, a form of capital
which I have called symbolic capital and which appears in the
by an agent and other
socialrelations betweenpropertiespossessed
âgentsendowed with adequatecategoriesof perception' A beingperceivedconsrructedaccordingto particular categoriesof perception, symbolic capital âssumesthe existenceof social agentswhose
modes of thought are constituted in such a way that they know
and recognizewhat is proposed to them, and that they believein
it. which means, in certain cases,obedienceor submission.

The Taboo of Calculation
l lrc corrstituti<ln <lf the economy as an cconomy, which t<tok
(,
s ( ) c i e t i c s .w ; l s i l c c ( ) l l l l ' l l t t t i c rll f ' t l r t '
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negative constitution of small islands of precapitalist economy
which live on in the universeof the econonry constituted as such.
This processcorresponds to the emergenceof a field, of a playing field, site of a new type of game, whose principle is the law of
material interest.At its core a universeis cstablishedin which the
law of the exchange of exact equivalents bccorttcs the explicit
rule and can be expressedpublicly, in an rrlrtrostcy'nicarlrnânner.
For example, in business,the laws of the farnily rrre strspended.It
does not matter that you are my cousin, I trcat you likc irny buyer;
there is no preference,privilege, excepti()n, excl'npti<ln.For the
Kabyle, the moral codes of business,of the tnarkct, irre opposed
to the moral code of good faith, that of the bu niyd (the rnan of
good faith, of innocence,the man of honor), which cxcludes,for
example, lending to a family mer.nberwith interest. The market
is the place of calculation or even diabolical ruse, the diabolical
transgressionof the sacred.Contrary to everything demanded by
the economy of symbolic goods, there one can call a spade a
spade, an interest an interest, a profit a profit. Gone is the work
of euphemization which, among the Kabyle, was imposed even
on the market: relations of the market themselveswere immersed
(embedded,as Polanyi says)in social relations (one does not trade
in just any way and with just anyone; in salesor purchases,buyers
and vendors surround themselveswith guarantors, chosen among
acquaintancesof high repute becauseof their honor). The logic
of the market only becan)eautonomized very gradually, somehow
extracting itself from that entire network of social relations of
more or lessenchanted dependence.
At the end of this process, through an effect of reversal, the
domestic economy becamethe exception. Max \Webersays àomewhere that the passageis from societiesin which economic affairs
are conceivedaccording to the model of kinship relations to societies where kinship relations themselves are conceivedaccording to the model of economic relations. The spirit of calculation
which was constantly repressed(even if the temptation of calculation was never absent, among the Kabyle or elsewhere)is progressivelyassertedas the conditions favorable to its exerciseand
its public affirmation are developed. The emergenceof the econouric ficlcl rnarks the appearanceof a universein which social
illacnfscirrr:rdrrritfo thcntselvesand admit publicly that they have
v c s a w l t y f r o t t t c < l l l c c r i v rct t i s r c c < l g i n t t ' r t ' s t si r n ( l( i r r )t t ' : r rt l t t ' t t t sl e
u r u \ ( ' r \ ( ' n r r v l r r .l t t l t t ' r ' t t o l o r t l v t , r t l r l o l r r r s i r r , ' s sl r-t t l . , t t t
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also admit to themselvesthat they are there to do business,that
is, to conduct themselvesin a self-interestedmanner, to calculate,
make a profit, accumulate,and exploit."'
'Sfith
the constitution of the economy and the generalizationof
monetary exchangesand the spirit of calculation,the domesticeconomy ceasesto furnish the model of all other economic relations.
Threatenedin its specificlogic by the market economy' it increasingly tends to affirm explicitly its specificlogic, that of love. Taking the opposition to the limit through the clarity of demonstration'
one cân thus opposethe logic of domesticsexualexchanges,which
have no price, and the logic of the market sexual relations, which
have an explicit market price and are sanctioned by monetary
exchanges.Housewives, who have no material utility or price
(the taboo of calculation and credit), are excluded from market
circulation (exclusivity) and are obiects and subiects of feeling;
in contrast, so-called venal women (prostitutes) have an explicit
market price, based on money and calculation, are neither obiect
nor subiect of feeling and sell their body as an obiect."
We see that, contrary to economistic reductionism à Ia Gary
Becker,l2 who reduces to economic calculation that which by
definition denies and defies calculation, the domestic unit manages to perpetuate in its çore a quite particular economic logic.
The family, as an integratedunit, is threatenedby the logic of the
economy.A monopolistic grouping definedby the exclusiveappropriation of a determinate kind of goods (land, the family nâme'
etc.). it is at the same time united and divided by property. The
logic of the prevailing economic universe introduces, within the
family, the rot of calculation,which underminessentiments.United
by patrimony, the family is the site of competition for that patrimony, and for power over it. But this competition continually
threatens to destroy that capital by ruining the basis of its perpetuation, that is, unity, cohesion,integration; and it thus imposes
behaviors intended to perpetuâtethe patrimony by perpetuating the
unity of its heirs, who are divided about it. In the caseof Algeria,
I was able to show that the generalizationof monetary exchanges
and the correlative constitution of the "economic" idea of work
as paid labor - in opposition to work as an occupation or a function which is an end in itself - leadsto the generalizationof calculating dispositions,threateningthe indivisibility of goods and tasks
on which thc family unit rests.In fact, in differentiatedsocietics,
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the spirit of calculation and the logic of markets undermine the
spirit of solidarity and tend to substitute the individual decisions
of the isolated individual for the collective decisionsof the household or the head of the household and to favor the development
of markets separatedaccording to different categoriesof age or
gender (teenagers)which make up households.
It would be necessaryto recall here the analysis of the system
of strategiesof reproduction, strategieswhich are found, in different forms and with different relative weights, in all societies,and
whose basis is this sort of conatws,the unconsciousdesire of the
family or the household to perpetuate itself by perpetuating its
unity against divisive factors, and especiallyagainst those inherent in competition for the property that underlies family unity.
As a group endowed with an esprit de corps (and destined, in
this sense,to serve as ân archetypal model for all social groups
functioning âs â corporate body - for example, the fraternities
and sororities at American universities),the family is subject to
two contradictory systemsof forces: on the one hand the forces
of the economy which introduce the tensions,contradictions and
conflictsI have evoked, but which, in certain contexts, also impose
the maintenance of a certain cohesion, and, on the other hand,
the forces of cohesionwhich are in part linked to the fact that the
reproduction of capital in its different forms depends, to a large
degree,on the reproduction of the family unit.
This is true especially of symbolic capital and social capital
which can only be reproduced through the reproduction of the
primary social unit which is the family. Thus, in Kabylia, many
families which had broken the unity of goods and tasks chose to
present a facade of indivisibility in order to safeguardthe honor
and prestigeof the great, united family. In the sâme sense,in the
great bourgeois families of advanced modern societies,and even
in the categoriesof employers furthest from the family mode of
reproduction, economic agents make considerable room in their
strategiesand in their economic practicesfor the reproduction of
cnlargeddomesticties,which is one of the conditions for the reproduction of their capital. The rich and powerful have large familics (which is, I believe,a general anthropological law); they have
intcrcst in maintaining extended family relations and,
rr s1-rccific
throrrglrtlrcscrcl:rtions,lr pirrticularform of concentrationof capi t r t l . I r r o t l r t ' r w o r d s , d t ' s 1 ' r i tacl l t h c d i v i s i v cf o r c c sc x c r t c c lo n i t .
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the family remains one of the sites for the accumulation' conservation and reproduction of different kinds of capital. Historians know
that great families survive revolutions (as the work of ChaussinandNogaret, among others, shows). A very extended family has very
diversifiedcapital, such that, provided that family cohesion lives
on, survivors can mutually assisteach other in the restoration of
their collective capital.
At the very heart of the family, therefore, there is a work
of reproduction of the domestic unit, of its integration' a work
encouragedand sustainedby institutions such as the Church (one
would need to verify whether the essentialelement of what is included under the name of morality - especiallyChristian, but also
lay - is not based on the unitary vision of the family) or the state.
The latter contributes to establishingor reinforcing the category
of construction of reality which is the idea of the familyri through
institutions such as the family registry, family benefits' and the
whole set of actions which are at once symbolic and material,
often accompaniedby economic sanctions,which have the effect
of reinforcing in each of its members the interest in maintaining
the domestic unit. This action by the state is not simple and we
would need to refine it, taking into consideration' for example,
the antagonism between ciuil law,which often acts toward division
- the civil code has posedconsiderableproblems for the Béarnais,
who have had great difficulty in perpetuating the family based
on primogeniture within the limits of the iuridical code which
demandsdivision in equal shares,and who have had to invent all
sorts of tricks to get around the law and perpetuatethe household
againstthe forces of disruption introduced by the law - and social
law, which privileges certain categoriesof family (for example,
single-parentfamilies) or which gives the sanction of the universal
rule, through assistance,to a particular vision of the family' treated
as a "nâtural" family.
We would still need to analyze the logic of exchangesbetween
generations, a particular case of the economy of symbolic exchangeswithin the family. To attempt to account for the inability
of relationsof private contractsto assurethe intertemporal allocation of resources,economists have constructed what they call
ntodels of overlapping generations: there are two câtegories()f
rrllcrtts,the young and the old; the young at timc f will bc old at
/ + I , t h c o l d : r t t i l t l e t w i l l h a v c c l i s r r p p c : r r cr tct l/ + l . : t t t c l t h c r c
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will be a new generâtion. How can the young transfer in time a
part of the wealth they produce in order to consume it when they
are old? Economists are interesting becausethey have a genius
for imaginary variation, in Husserl's senseof the term, and they
construct formal models which they make function in the abstract,
thus providing formidable instruments to shatter the obvious and
force one to question things that are taken for granted, even when
one thinks one is being very paradoxical.
Economistssupport their analysisof intergenerationalrelations
by arguing that money is indispensableand that its constancyover
time is what enablesthe young to use the money they accumulate
today when they are old, becausethe young of the following period
will always accept it. Which amounts to saying (as does Simiand)
that currency is always fiduciary and that its validity is based on
a chain of durable beliefs over time. But in order for intergenerational exchangesto continue despite everything, the logic of debt as
recognition must also intervene and a feeling of obligation or gratitude must be constituted. Relations betweengenerationsare one
of the sitespar excellenceof the transfiguration of the recognition
of debt into recognition, filial devotion, love. (Exchangesalways
follow the logic of the gift, not of credit, and loans between parents and children exclude the charging of interest,with repayment
dates left vague.) Today, with philia being threatened by a breakdown of cohabitation brought about by work-related migration
and by the generalizationof the (necessarilyegotistical) spirit of
calculation, the state has taken over the mânagement of exchanges
betweengenerationsfrom the domestic unit. "Senior citizenship"
is one of the collective inventions which has permitted the trânsferral of the management of the elderly previously vested in the
family to the stâte, or, more precisely,which has replaced direct
manâgementof intergenerational exchangeswithin the family with
the management of these exchangesassured by the state, which
collects and redistributes resourcesdestined for the elderly (another
example of a case where the state brings a solution to the problem of the "free rider").
The Pure and the Commercial
I now trrnr f() fhe ccon<lmyof cultural goods,where we find most
o l t l r t ' c l r : r r r r t ' t t ' r i s toi ft st l r c ' p r c c l r l ' l i t i r lci cs (f ) l r ( ) l r l yI -.i r s t ,t h c c l c n i i r l
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of the economy: the genesisof an artistic field or a literary field is
the progressiveemergenceof an economic world reversed,in which
the positive sanctions of the market are indifferent or even negative.raThe bestselleris not âutomatically recognizedas a legitimate work, and commercial successmay even mean condemnation.
Inversely,the "accursedartist" or artiste maudit (who is.a historical invention: he hasn't always existed, no more than the very idea
of the artist) can draw from his malediction in this century the
signs of election in the future. This vision of art (which is losing
ground today as fields of cultural production lose their autonomy)
was invented gradually, with the idea of the pure artist having no
other objective than art itself, indifferent to the sanctions of the
market, to official recognition, to success,as a quite particular
social world was instituted, a small island in an ocean of interest,
in which economic failure could be associatedwith a form of success,or, in any case, not appear âs an irreparable failure. (This
is one of the problems of unrecognizedageing artists who have
to convince others and be convinced themselvesthat their failure
is successand that they have a reasonablechance of successbecausetheirs is a universewhere the possibility of successwithout
selling books, without being read, without being played, etc., is
recognized.)
Thus, it is an upside-downworld where negativesanctionscan
becomepositive sanctions;where, obviously, the truth of prices is
systematicallyexcluded. All language is euphemistic. Consequently,
one of the major difficulties sociology encounters concerns the
choiceof words: if you say "producer," you sound reductionistand
you effectively make the specificity of this space of production,
which is not a form of production like the others, disappear; if
you say "creatorr" you fall into the ideology of "creationr" into
the mystique of the unique artist. escapingscienceby definition,
an ideology so powerful that it sufficesto adopt it to look like an
artist, and obtain all kinds of symbolic profits. (You write in a
newspaper: "I, a creâtor, despisereductionist sociologistsr" etc.,
you pass for an artist; or a philosopher . . . This is one of thc
reasons why a day does not go by without some newspapcrr
weekly, or magazine denouncing "the empire of the sociologist,"
the "sociologist-king,""the territory of the sociologist,"ctc.)Tlris
extremelypowerful professionalideology is inscribcdin langrrrrl3c
w h i c h c x c l u d c st h e v o c a b u l a r yo f t h c r l a r k c t e ' c ( ) n ( ) n r tyl :r t ' , r r t
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dealercalls herselfa gallery director; publisher is a euphemismfor
book dealer, or buyer of literary labor (in the nineteenth century,
writers often compared themselvesto prostitutes . . . ). The relationship betweenthe avant-gardepublisher and the author is quite
similar to the relationship between the priest and the sacristan
which I will soon describe.The publisher says to a young writer
at the end of a difficult month, "Look at Beckett, he has never
touched a penny of his royalties!" And the poor writer feels
ashamed,he is not sure he's a Beckett, but he is sure that unlike
Becketthe is baseenough to ask for money . . . Or one can reread
Flaubert's Sentimental Education: Mr Arnoux is a very ambiguous personageof the art market, half dealer, half artist, who has
a half-sentimental,half-employer relationship with artists. These
soft relations of exploitation only work if they are soft. They are
relations of symbolic violence which can only be establishedwith
the complicity of those who suffer from it, like intradomestic
relations. The dominated collaborate in their own exploitation
through affection or admiration.
The artist's capital is a symbolic capital, and nothing more
resemblesthe strugglesfor honor among the Kabyle than intellectual struggles.In many of those struggles,the apparent stake (to
be right, to triumph through reason) hides the stakes of the point
of honor. And this is true from the most frivolous (in the battles
to know what is happeningin Sarajevo,is the real stake Sarajevo?)
to the most "serious" (as in quarrels for priority). This symbolic
capital of recognition is a percipi which assumesthe belief of those
engagedin the field. This is what Duchamp has clearly shown irs has Karl Kraus in another context - in his veritable sociological experiments.By exhibiting a urinal in a museum, he revealed
thc constitutivc effect which grants consccration through a consecratedspace as well as the social conditions of the appearance
of that effect. All the conditions are not reduced to these,but this
act had to be carried out by him, that is, by a painter recognizedas
rr painter and by other agents of the art world having the power
to say who is a painter; it had to take place in a museum that
rccognizedhim as a painter and that had the power to recognize
his rrct as iln artistic act; the artistic milieu had to be ready to
rccogr.rizc
that typc of questioningof its recognition. Sufficeto
olrscrve,tt t'ottlrdrio, whirt happcnedwith an artistic movemcnt
'l
, r r t l r , r s r \ r t s l r r t o l r t ' r ( ' n t \ . r ' l r t ' y w c r t ' r l r t i s t sw h < lc l t r r i c c <
l l r r t :, r t
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the end of the nineteenth century, a whole seriesof artistic acts
which were redone in a very similar fashion in the 1960s, especially by conceptual artists. Sincethe "collective expectations" of
which Mauss speaksdid not exist, and "minds, as they sây, were
not prepared," they were not taken seriously - besides,partly
becausethey did not take themselvesseriously, they could not,
given the state of the Êeld, give and take as artistic acts what they
no doubt considered mere dauber's jokes. One might therefore
very well say, retrospectively:look, they invented everything!That
is both true and false, becausequestions of precursors and precedents must be treated with great prudence. The social conditions for such artists to appear and appear to be doing what they
seemedto do in our eyeswere not fulfilled. Thus, they did not do
it. Which means, for Duchamp to be Duchamp, the field had to
be constituted in such a way that he could be Duchamp . . .
\7e would still need to extend all that has been said about
symbolic capital as it functions in other universesto the writer's
or artist's symbolic capital, to the fetishism of the author's name
and the magical effect of the signature: as a percipi, it rests on
belief, that is, on the categoriesof perception and appreciation in
force in the field.
In dissociating temporal successand specificconsecration and
in assuring the specificprofits of disinterestedness
to those who
submit to its rules, the artistic (or scientific)field creâtesthe conditions for the constitution (or emergence)of a veritable interestin
(equivalentto the interest in generosityof societdisinterestedness
ies of honor). In the artistic world as an economic world reversed,
the most anti-economic "follies" are in certain respects"reâsonis recognizedand rewarded.
able" since in them disinterestedness

Ihe Laughterof Bishops
The religious enterprise obeys, essentially,the principles I have
drawn from the analysis of the precapitalist economy. As in the
domestic economy, of which it is a transfigured form (with the
model of fraternal exchange),the paradoxicalcharacterof the economy of the offering, of volunteerism,of sacrifice,is revealedin a
particularlyvisiblemannerin the caseof today's Catholic Church.
Irr cffcct, this enterprisewith an economicdimensionfounded on
t h t ' t l c n i r r lo i t h c c c o n ( ) n r yi s i m r n c r s c ci ln r r u n i v c r s cw h c r c . w i t h
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the generalization of monetary exchanges,the search for the maximization of profit has become the basis of most ordinary practices, such that every agent - religious or nonreligious - tends to
evaluatein money, at least implicitly, the value of his or her work
or time in monetary terms. A sacristan or a beadle is a more or
lessrepressedhomo oeconomicus;he knows that putting flowers
on the altar takes half an hour and that at the rate of a cleaning
woman it is worth a certain amount. But, ât the same time, he
plays the religious game and would reject the comparison of his
work of religious serviceto that of a cleaning man or woman.
This sort of double consciousness,which is undoubtedly common to all social agents who participate both in the economic
universeand in one of the anti-economic sub-universes(we might
think of party activists and of all "voluntccr workers"), is at the
basis of a very great (partial) lucidity which is manifested above
all in situations of crisis and among people in a precarious position, and thus out of synch with the most obvious and basic facts
of doxa. It is in this way that the magazine Trait-d'unioz, which
was created by nonreligious personnel of the Church when they
foundeda kind of union to attempt to obtain materialrecognition
for the religious servicesthey provided, is a formidable instrument
of analysis.The fact remains that to bring a form of behavior brutally back to its "economic" truth (to sây that the chair attendânt
is a cleaningwomân without a salary) is to undertake a necessary,
but mystifying, demystification.The objectification makes it clear
that the Church is also an economic enterprise;but it risks making us forget that it is an economic enterprisethat can only function as it does becauseit is not really a business,becauseit denies
that it is a business.(In the same sensethat the family can only
function becauseit denies that it obeys the definition given it by
economism à la Gary Becker.)
Here again we find the problem which is provoked by the
making explicit of the truth of institutions (or fields) whose truth
is the avoidanceof rendering their truth explicit. Put more simply:
rendering explicit brings about a destructive alteration when the
entire logic of the universerendered explicit rests on the taboo of
rendering it explicit. Thus, I have been very struck by the fact
rhat cach tirne the bishopsused the languageof objectificationin
rclirtion to thc ccon()myof the Church, speakingfor example,of
l . s r r l l p l vl t r t c dl e t n l r r t c lt"o c l e s c r i b tch e p l t s t < l r r t l ,
ll "plrt'rr,,rnt'rron
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they would laugh. (An example: "'We are not societies'uh . . . quite
like the others:we producenothing, and we sell nothing [laughterl,
right?" - Chancery of the Paris diocese.)Or' at other moments'
they invented extraordinary euphemisms.This leads one to think
that one is witnessing not a cynical lie, as a Voltairean reading
would have it, but rather a gap between the obiective truth' repressedrather than ignored, and the lived truth of practices,and
that this lived truth, which hides, through agents themselves,the
truth brought to light by analysis,is part of the truth oi practices
in rheir complete definition. The truth of the religious enterprise
is rhat of having two truths: economic truth and religious truth,
which deniesthe former. Thus, in order to describeeach practice,
as among the Kabyle, it would be necessaryto use two words,
superimposedon each other as if in a musical chord: apostolate/
marketing, faithful/clientele, sacred service/paid labour, and so
forth. The religious discoursewhich accompaniespracriceis an
integral part of the econclmyof practicesas an economy of symbolic goods.
This ambiguity is a very general property of the economy oi
tbe offering, in which exchange is transfigured into self-sacrifice
to a sort of transcendentalentity. ln most societies,one does not
offer raw material to the divinity, gold for example, but rather
polished gold. The effort to transfigure the raw material into a
beautiful object, into a statue,is part of the work of euphemiz-ation
of the economic relati6nship(which explains the interdiction of
melting staruesinto gold). JacquesGernet providesâ very beautiful
analysisof sacredcommerceand of the Buddhisrrempleâs a sort
of bank - denied as such - which accumulatessacredresources'
gifts, and offerings l'rasedon free consent and volunteerism, and
profane benefits,like those sought by usurious or mercenarypractices (loans of cereals,collateral loans, taxes on mills, taxes on
productsof the land, and so forth).rnTheseresources'which are
nor used for the supporr of members of religious orders or buildings, or for worship services,feasts,official ceremonies,services
for the dead, and so on, are accumulatedas if in an "inexhaustible Treasury" and partially redistributed in the form of gifts to
the poor or the sick or as free lodging for the faithiul. Thus' the
templefunctionsobjectivelyas a sorr of bank, bur one which c:rnnor be perceivccland rhought of as such, in fact, providcclthat it
i s n c v c r u n d c r s t ( ) ( ):(tls s t t c h .
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The religious enterpriseis an enterprisewith an economic dimension which cannot admit to so being and which functions in a
sort of permanentnegation of its economic dimension: I undertake
ân economic act, but I do not want to know it; I do it in such a
way that I can tell myself and others that it is not an economic
act - and I can be credible to others only if I believeit myself.The
religiousenterprise,the religiousbusiness,"is not an industrial and
commercial enterprisewith a lucrative objective," as Trait-d'union
remindsus, that is, an enterpriselike the others.rTThe problem of
knowing whether this is cynical or not disappearscompletely if
one seesthat it forms part of the very conditions of its functioning and of the successof the religious enterprise, that religious
agentsbelievein what they are doing and that they do not accept
the strict economic definition of their action and their function.
Thus, when the union of the Church's lay personnelattempted to
define their professions,it ran up against the implicit definition of
those professionsdefendedby their employers (that is, the bishops
who, obviously, reject this designation).Sacredtasks are irreducible to a purely economicand social codification:the sacristandoes
not hâve a "trade"l he renders a divine service. Here again the
ideal definition defendedby church dignitaries is part of the truth
of practice.
This structural double gâme with the objective definition of
prâctice is seen in the most ordinary forms of behavior. Thus,
for example, near Saint-Sulpicethere is a pilgrimage enterprise
which is in fact (this is objectively, from the point of view of the
observer, who reduces and dissipatesthe clouds of euphemisric
discourses)a tourism business,but denied as such through a systematic usageof euphemism:a trip to England will be a "discovery
of ecumenicalism"l a trip to Palestine,a "cruise with a religious
theme, following in the stepsof St Paul"; a trip to Russia,â "reencounter with orthodoxy." The transfigurâtion is essentiallyverbal:
to be able to do what one does by making people (and oneself)
believethat one is not doing it, one must telI them (and oneself)
that one is doing something other than what one is doing, one
must do it while saying (to oneself and others) that one is not
doing it, rrs if one were not doing it.
Anothcr cxrrnrplc,the Chantiersdu Cardinal, an enterpriseres1'ronsiblc
ior thc constnrction<lfFrenchreligir>us
buildings:admini s t t ' r c t l r r ,; r t l t ' r i t . i t t ' r r r P l o y:sr v c r v i r r r p o r t ; r r vr r< l l r r n t c csrt a f f o f
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rerired engineers,law professors,and so forth, who donate their
io the enterprise free of charge, and a very
dme and lo-p.t.rr.e
small number of paid employeeswho do exacting work, such as
secretarialwork or accounring, and who are preferably catholic
and thus recruited through cooprarion, although they are not
explicitly required to be catholic. The chancery,which is the epis.op"r.'.'ministry of finance, included (at the time of the survey)
abàrt 60 volunteers, primarily retirees.This structure a small
number of clerics, assistedby a small number of paid employees,
supervising a large number of volunteers is typical of catholic
\7e find it everywhere, in the religious press' publisherrterp.ises-.
ing, eic. Besidesuolunteer utork, the free gift of labor and.services,
wJ-also find here another central property of Catholic enterprise: it is always conceived of as a large family. There is a..cleric,
someti-.s two, whore specificculture, tied to a whole collective
and individual history, cônsists of knowing how to manl4e at the
sametime a vocabulary or â languageand social relations' which
must always be euphemized.Thus, what makes an educational
establishmerrt,.-"in catholic, even if there is no longer a crucifix
on the wall, is that there is an orchestra conductor who has profoundly incorporaredthis sorr of catholic disposition or language,
and a u.ry paiticular way of managing relations between people.
In the religious enterprise,relations of production function according ro rh; model of family relations: to treât others as brothers
is to put the economic dimension of the relationship into parenth.ses. Religious institutions work permanently, both practically
and symbolically, to euphemize social relations, including relations of exploitation (as in the family), by transfiguring them into
relations oi spiritual kinship or of religious exchange, through
the logic of uàl,rnte.rism. Alongside paid workers and subaltern
religious agents - for example those who clean churches or who
maintain Àd d..o.^re rhe açars - there are those who give the
gift of labor, "a freely granted offering of money and time'"r8
É,xploitationis masked:in discussionsbetween bishops and union
the former constantly play on the ambiguity of sacred
"gËr,,.,
,".t t; they attempt to make the latter admit that consecrated
actions are consecrating,that religious acts are ends in themselves
and that those who carry rhem out are rewarded by the very fact
6i carrying them Out, that they are on the grder of finality withorrtcncl.
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The functioning of the logic of volunteer work, and the exploitation it authorizes, are favored and facilitated by the objective
ambiguity of sacredtasks: to push a wheelchair in a pilgrimage is
at once a charitable act which is its own end, and which merits
reward in the hereafter,and a technical act that could be carried
out by a paid nurse. Is maintenance of the place of worship a
technical act or a ritual act (of purification)? And the manufacture of an effigy (I am thinking of interviews I had with workers
who paint statuesof the Virgin in Lourdes)?The function of agents
is no lessambiguous: the sacristanpreparesreligious servicesand
maintains the placesof worship; he is responsiblefor preparing
baptisms, weddings, and funeral ceremonies;he assistsin these
different ceremoniesand looks after parish locales.His activity is
a ritual service (even if he himself is not consecrated).The paper
Trait-d'unioz speaksof the "religious finality of labor."re
When lay personnelfulfill profane functions such as those of telephone operator, secretary,or accountânt,and formulate demands,
they run up againstthe clerics' tendency to consider their responsibility as a privilege or â sacredduty. (Volunteer work is above
all done by wclmen, for whom, at least in certain categories,the
equivalenceof work and its value in money is not clearly established; and the sacerdotalcorps, which is masculine,usesestablishedforms of the division of labour betweenthe sexesto demand
and accept free services.)When sacristansrecall that there is a
religious finality to their work, but that it does not necessarily
mean, therefore, that the work does not merit a salary, bishops
respond that salary is a word that does not have a place in this
universe.In the same way, to a researcherwho asks, somewhat
clumsily ("gaffs" can be very revealing, in that they often shatter
that which seemsobvious), if "for Monsignor Untel, going to Aix
is a promotion," ân important member of the episcopate'ssecretariat responds:"Oh yes,of course,it is even a bit surprising,it is
like X who went from auxiliary in Nancy, which is still a large
diocese,to Bishop of Cambrai . . . Said in this way, it is certainly
true, but we do not really like the term promotion. We would
rather say recognition." Another example of sacerdotalclarification about salaries:
[ : i r s t . t l r c l ' r r i t ' s tt l o c s l r ( ) t r c c e i v e i r s a l a r y , t h a t ' s t h e f i r s t t h i n g !
I t l r r r r k l l r . t l t r u n l ) ( ) r l , l l l tl,' t t ' c l t r r swch o e v c r s l t y ss a l a r ys â y sw l r g c
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earner,and the priestis not a wageearner.Betweenthe priestand
the bishopthereis â contract,if you wish' but it is a sui generis
contract,a quite specialcontract' which is not a contrâct for
betweenemployerand employee. . . But here,we cannot
services,
saythat thereis a salary.Priestsare not wageearners;we cannot
speakof honoraria,but we can speakof a specialtreatment,if you
wish, that is taken care of by the bishop.S7hatis the contract
betweenthe priestand the bishop?The priest pledgeshis entire
the bishopcommitsto providlife to the Churchand,in exchange,
ing for his needs. . . SÛecan speakof specialtreatment'if you
wish, in the very broad sense,but I would put it in quotation
marks.But thereis no salary!No salary!
negaQuotation marks are one of the most powerful rnarkers of
tion and of passageto the order of the symbolic economy.
Clerics themselvesalso have an ambiguous economic status, as
they live in misrecognition:they are poor (they receivethe guaranteed minimum wage), but their poverty is only apparent (they
receive all sorts of gifts) and is elective (their resourcescotne in
the form of offerings, gifts; they are dependenton their clientele).
This structure suits a double habitus, endowed with the genius
of euphemism, of ambiguous practices and discourses'of double
-."ni.rg. without a double game. The director of pilgrimagesfor
the Paris region speaksof the organization of "spiritual activities"
in relation to Lourdes.When he speaksof a "clientele," he laughs
as if hearing a dirty word. Religious language functions permânently as an instrument of euphemization.It sufficesto let it flow,
to let flow rhe automatisms inscribed in the religious habitus, of
which languageis an essentialdimension.This structural duplicity,
which leads to double-edged strategies- permitting the accumulation of religious pro6t and economic profit - and a double
language,could be one of the invariables of the personageof the
proxy (priest, delegate,politician) of a Church or a party.
We are thus dealing with enterprises (educational, medical,
charity, erc.) which, funqioning accordingro rhe logic of volunteer
work and offering, have a considerable advantage in economic
competition (among these advantages,the effect of the label: the
adfective "Christian" having the value of a guaranteeof quasidomestic morality). But theseobiectivelyeconomic enterprisescan
only lrenefit from these advantagesprovided that the conditions
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<rfthe misrecognition of their economic dimension are continually
rcproduced,that is, as long as agentssucceedin believingand making others believe that their âcrions have no economic impact.
'We
can thus understand how essentiâlit is, frorn the methodological point of view, to avoid dissociating economic functions
and religious functions, that is, the properly economic dimension
of practice and the symbolism that makes the fulfillment of economic functions possible.Discourseis not somethingadditional (as
sometend to lead one to believewhen they speakof "ideology");
it is part of the econonryitself.And, if one wanrs ro he precise,it
must be taken into consideration, along with the efforts apparently spent in the work of euphemization:religious work includes
a considerableexpenditure of energy airrredâr converting âcriviry
with an economic dimension into a sacred task; one must accept
wasting time, making an effort, even suffering, in order to believe
(and make others believe)that one is doing something other than
what one is doing. There is a loss, but the law of conservationof
energy remains true becausethât which is lost is recovered in
another position.
Vhat is valid at the lay level is true to rhe nth degree for the
level of the clerics who are always in the logic of self-deception.
But to speak of self-deceptionmay lead one to believe that each
âgent is responsiblefor deceivinghimself. In fact, the work of selfdeception is a collective work, sustainedby a whole set of social
institutions of assistance,the first and most powerful of which
is language,which is not only a means of expression,but also a
principle of structuration functioning with the support of a group
which benefits from it: collective bad faith is inscribed in rhe
objectivity of language(in particular in euphen-risms,
rirual formulae, terms of address- "-y father," "my sisterr" etc. - and
reference),of liturgy, of the social technology of the catholic administration of exchangesand social relations (for example, all
the organizationaltraditions) and also in the bodies,the habitus,
the ways of being, of speaking, and so forrh; it is permanently
reinforced by the logic of the economy of symbolic goods which
cncourirgesand rewards this structural duplicity. For example,
the logrc oi "fraternal" relationsis inscribedin sociallyinstituted
clisçrositions,
but als<lir-rtraditions and places:there is a whole
s c r i e so f r n r r g : r z i r rct 'rsr l l c cIl) i t l o . g t r t , o rw h i c h c r r l lf o r " d i a l o g u c , "
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there are dialogue professionalswho can dialogue wirh the most
different kinds of people using the most different languages,there
are meeting places,and so forth.
Finally, I have already outlined elsewheret"an analysis of the
economyof public goods and of the bureaucraticfield, of the state,
as one of the sites of the denial of the economy. (As a parenthesis'
it is important to know that the Church has long fulfilled quasistate functions of general interest and public service; it achieved
the first concentration of public cdpitdl dedicated to public ends
- education, care of the sick, of orphans, etc.' which explains
why it entered into very violent competition with the state at the
moment when the "social" state was put into place, in the nineteenth century.) The order of the "public," of "public matters,"
was historically constitutedthrough the emergenceof a field where
acts of general interest, of public service' were possible, encouraged, known, recognized and rewarded. The fact remains that
this bureaucratic field has never succeededin obtaining dedication from its agents as complete âs thar obtained by the family
(or even the Church) and that servicein the interestsof the state
is always in competition with servicefor personal or family interests.Public law should recall that "administration does not give
presents."And, in fact, an administrative action which benefitsa
private individual in an individualized manner is suspect,indeed
illicit.
I still must explain the principles of the logic that the different
universesthat I have briefly describedhave in common.
The economy of symbolic goods rests on the repressionor the
censorshipof economic interests(in the narrow senseof the term).
As a consequence)economic truth, that is, the price, must be actively or passivelyhidden or left vague. The economy of symbolic
goods is an economy of imprecision and indeterminacy.[t is based
on a taboo of making things explicit (a taboo which analysisviolates, by definition, thus exposing itself to making seem calculating and interestedpracticeswhich are defined against calculation
and interest).
Becauseof this repression,the strategiesand practicescharacteristicof the economyof symbolic goods are always arnbiguous,
two-sicled,and evenapparentlycontradictory(for example,go<tds
hrrve:r pricc enclitre "priccless").This duality of nlutuallycrcltrsivc
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truths, as much in practices as in discourse (euphemism),should
not be thought of as duplicity, hypocrisy, but rather as denial
assuring(through a sort of Aufhebung) the coexistenceof opposites (one can attempt to âccount for it through the metaphor of
the musical chord: apostolate/marketing,faithful/clients,worship/
work, production/creation, etc.).
The work of denial or repressioncan only succeedbecauseit is
collective and based on the orchestration of the habitus of those
who accomplishit or, in simpler terms, on.ân unintentionally concluded or concerted agreement between the dispositions of the
agentsdirectly or indirectly concerned.The economy of symbolic
exchangesrests not on the logic of rational action or of common
knowledge (l know that you know that I know that you will
reciprocate)which leads one to think of the most characteristic
actions of this economy as contradicrory or impossible, but rather
on shared misrecognition (l am the way I am, disposed in such a
way that I know and do not want to know that you know and do
not want to know that I know and do not want to know that you
will give me a countergift). The collective work of repression is
only possible if agents are endowed with the same categoriesof
perception and appreciation. In order for the double-faced relation between the elder brother and the younger brother to function durably, as in Béarnaisesociety of old, the younger brother's
submission and his devotion to the inferestsof the lineage - the
"family spirit" - must be joined by the elder brorher's generositv
and tactfulness,the basisof his attention and considerationtoward
his brother, and, among all others, in the family or outside of it,
by similar dispositions which make identical forms of behavior
be approved and symbolically rewarded.
These common dispositions, and the shared doxa they establish, are the product of an identical or similar socialization leading to the generalizedincorporation of the structuresof the market
of symbolic goods in the form of cognitive structures in agreement with the objective structuresof that market. Symbolic violence rests on the adjustment between the structures constitutive
of the habitus of the dominated and the structure of the relation
of dornination to which they apply: the dominated perceive the
clorrrinrrnt
tlrrough the categoriesthat the relation of don-rination
hrrsproclrrcccl
rrrrrlwhich rrrc thus iderrticalto thc intercsrsof thc
tlotrrrn.urt.
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APPE,NDIX
Remarks on the Economy
of the Chwrch

First, the manifest image: an institution charged with assuring
the salvation of souls. Or, at a higher degree of obiectivization,
with Max Weber: a (sacerdotal)corps holding the monopoly on
the legitimate manipulation of the goods of salvation; and, for
this reason,investedwith a properly spiritual power, exerciseden
officio, on the foundation of a permanent transaction with the
expectationsof the laity: the Church relies on principles of vision
(dispositions which constitute "belief"), which it in part constituted, to orient representationsor practices by reinforcing or
transforming theseprinciples.It can do this becauseof its relative
autonomy in relation to the demands of the laity.
But the Church is also an enterprisewith an economic dimension, capable of assuring its own perpetuation based on different kinds of resources.Here still, an apparent, official image: the
Church lives from offerings or counterservicesin exchangefor its
religious service (contributions to parish costs) and the revenues
from its possessions(the Church's property). Reality is considerably
more complex: the Church's temporal power also rests on its control of positions or jobs which may owe their existenceto simple
economic logic (when they are associatedwith economic enterprises
with a properly religious function, such as pilgrimages,or with a
religious dimension, such as the enterprisesof the Catholic press)
or to stdte assistdnce,such as teaching positions.
Those most directly affectedoften ignore the real economicbases
"Since thc
of the Church, as evidencedby a typical declalrrrtion:
srrrrcgivcsnothing to thc Church,thc frrithftrlkccp thc (lhurch irlivc

ll:

through their offerings."t Nevertheless,the profound transforrnrr
tion of the Church's economic basesis expressedin the fact that
those responsiblefor the institution can foreground the Church's
material possessions,which previously were rigorously denied or
dissimulated particularly when they were the principal target of
anti-clerical criticism.
As a consequenceof this transformation, in order to measure
the Church's influence,one can now substitutethe survey of practitioners and the intensity of their practice,such as that conducted
by Canon Boulard, with a censusof the positions whose raison
d'être is the Church's existenceand Christian belief and which
would disappearif one or the other were themselvesto disappear
(this also applies to industries that make candles, chaplets, or
religious images, as well as religious teaching establishmentsor
the denominational press). This second measure is much more
adequate: everything seemsto indicate that we are moving toward
a Church without a farthful whose strength (inseparably political
and religious or, as is said in the languageof clerics, "apostolic")
rests on the ensembleof posts or jobs it holds.
The change in the economic foundations of the Church's existence,which has taken place gradually, relegatespurely symbolic
transactionswith the laity (and the symbolic power exercisedby
preaching and the treatment of souls) to a second plane in relation to transactions with the state which assurethe basesof the
Church's temporal power, exercised through positions financed
by the state, over agentswho have to be Christians (Catholics) in
order to occupy the positions it controls.
The Church's grip on a set of positions (teaching in a Catholic
establishment,but also working as a guard at a pool associated
with a religious establishment,serving as an administrator in a
religious hospice, and so forth) which, without Catholic affiliation or practice being explicitly demanded, belong as a matter of
priority to members of the Catholic community and encourage
thosewho occupy them or who aspire to them to remain Catholic,
securesthe Church control of a sort of stdte clientele and, therefore, a revenueof material and, in any case,symbolic profits (and
this without needingto securefor itself direct ownership of corresponding cstirblishrnents
with an economic dimension).
In this scnsc,thc (lhurch seernsmore like the image of disintert ' s t t ' r l n t ' s s : t nl ct rl r r t t i l i t vw l t i c l t c < l r t f o r t . tt.<t sl i t s c l c c l : r r c cv l< l c l t t i o t t .
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Through a sort of inversion of ends and means,the defenseof private teaching appearsto be a defenseof the indispensablemeans
for the accomplishmentof the Church's spiritual (pastoral, apostolic) function, while it seeksfirst to âssurethe Church the positions, the "Catholic" jobs which are the primary condition of its
perpetuâtion and which the teaching activities are used to justify.2
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Appendix Notes
Radioscopie de l'Église en France, 1980, les 30 dossiers du seruice
d'information de l'épiscopat pour le uoyage de Jean-Paul 11 (Paris:
B a y a r d P r e s s e ,1 9 8 0 1 ,p . 2 7 .
The rapprochement which often occurs between the Church and political parties (in particular the Communist Party) is thus grounded in
this structural and functional homology. Like the Church, the party
must maintain its control over the positions that it holds (in the different representativeassemblies,in municipalitiesand all party, sports,
and educational organizations)in order to maintain its control over
those who hold them.

M
would like to organizemy reactionsto the rcrrrrrrksthat have
beenaddressedto me around three themes.Firsr, I would like
to analyzewhat I call, borrowing an expressionof Austin, the
"scholasticview," the point of view of the skbolè, that is, the
academicvision. What does our thinking owe ro the fact that it is
produced within an academicspace?From there, I will try to give
some indications on the particular problem that the understanding of practices poses and which makes for such a difficult task
for the human sciences.Then, I would like to raise the issueof
the relations between reason and history. Isn't sociology, which
apparentlyunderminesthe foundationsof reasonand thereby its
own foundations, capable of producing instruments for forging a
rational discourse and even of offering techniques for waging a
politics of reason,a realpolitik of reason?

PlayingSeriously
"Scholasticview" is an expressionthat Austin usesin passingin
,\enseand Sensibilia(1962) and for which he givesan example:rhe
prrrticularuse of languagewhere, insteadof graspingand mobilizing the meaningof a word that is immediatelycompariblewith
thc siturrtion,we mobilize and examine all the possiblemeanings
of that worcl, outsicleof rrny referenceto the situation. This vcry
s i g r r i f i c r r r r. t' r r r r r r pcl co r r t r r i n tsh c e s s c n t i i r losf w h a t t h c s c h o l r t s t i c
v t t ' w i s . l l t t ' s , l.r r , l , r s t rvt i t ' w r s ; r v t ' r v p t ' c r r l i r rpr o i n t o f v i t ' w o r r
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the social world, on language,on âny possibleobiect of thought
that is made possible by the situation of skholè, of leisure, of
which the school - a word which also derives from skholè - is a
particular form, as an institutionalized situation of studious leisure. Adoption of this scholasticpoint of view is the admission fee
tacitly demanded by all scholarly fields: the neutralizing disposition (in Husserl'ssense),implying the bracketingof all thesesof
existenceand all practicâl intentions, is the condition - at least as
much as the possessionof a specific competence- for accessto
museums and works of art. It is also the condition for the academic exerciseas a gratuitous game, as a mental experiencethât
is an end in and of itself.
We should take Plato's reflectionson skholè very seriouslyand
even his famous expression,so often commented uponr spowdaiôs
paizein, "to play seriously." The scholasticpoint of view is inseparable from the scholasticsituation, a socially instituted situation
in which one can defy or ignore the common alternative between
playing (paizein),joking, and being serious (spoudazein)by playing seriouslyand taking ludic things seriously,busying oneselfwith
problems that serious, and truly busy, people ignore - actively
or passively.Homo scholasticusor homo academicusis someone
who can play seriously becausehis or her state (or State) âssures
her the means to do so, that is, free time, outside the urgency of
a practicalsituation,the necessarycompetenceassuredby a specific
apprenticeshipbasedon skholè, and, finally but most importantly,
the disposition (understood as an aptitude and an inclination) to
invest and to invest oneselfin the futile stakes,at least in the eyes
of serious people, which are generatedin scholasticworlds (serious people like Calliclèswho, after having asked Socratesif he
was joking or serious, made him remark that the serious games
of philosophy carried the risk for those who, like himself, devoted
themselvesto it far beyond youth, that they would be cut off
from everythingthat seriouspeople take seriously).
To truly enter these universes where context-free practices
or urrerancesare produced, one must disposeof time, of skholè,
and also have this disposition to play gratuitous games which
is ircquired irnd reinforced by situations of skholè, such as the
inclination and the ability to raise speculativeproblerns for the
sole 1'rlcrrsure
of resolvingthem, and not bcc:rusethcy rrreposed,
r r l t t ' r r l r r i t t ' t r r g c n t l yl,l t ' t h c t t c c c s s i t i ersl i l i i e , [ ( ) t r c i t t l l t l t g t t r t g c
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nor as an insrrument but as an object of contemplation, delight
or speculation.
Thus, what philosophers,sociologists,hisr'rians, and all those
whose profession it is to think and spezrkabout the world have
the greatestchance of overlooking are the srcial presupposirions
inscribed in the scholasticpoint of view, whar, to ur"rkèn philosophersfrom their scholasricslumber, I shall call bv rhe oxvmoron
of epistemicdoxa: thinkers leave in a srare.f unthought (impensé,
doxa) the presuppositions of their thought, that ù, the social
conditions of possibility of the scholasricprint of view and the
unconsciousdispositions,productive of uncon.scioustheses,which
are acquired through an academic or scholasticexperience,often
inscribedin prolongation of originary (bourgeois)experienceof
distance from the world and from the urgency of necèssity.
In contradistinctionwith Plato's lawyer, or cicourer's physician,r
we have the time, all our time, and this freedom from urgency,
from necessity- which often takes rhe form of economic necessity,
due to the convertibiliry of time inro money - is made possibreby
an ensembleof social and economic conditions, by the exisrence
of thesesuppliesof free time that accumulatedeconomic resources
represent(Weber notes in Economy and Society that the primary
;rccunrulationof polirical capital appears with rhe notable when
the latter has amassedsufficientresourcesto be able ro leâveaside,
for a time, the activity that provides his means of subsistenceor
to have somebodyreplacehim).
This reminder of rhe econo..ic and social conditions of the
scholasticposture is not designedro condemn or to instill a guilt
complex. The logic in which I reason is not that of condemnation
,r political denunciation,bur that of epistemologicalquestioning.
l'his is a fundamental epistemologicalquestion since it bears on
the epistemicposture itself, on the presuppositionsinscribedin the
f rrct rf thinking the world, of retiring from the world and from
,rcti.n in the world in order to think that zrction.what we wanr
t. kn.w is in what ways this withdrawal, this abstraction,this
r('trcrltimpact on the thought that they make possibleand thereby
orr what we think.
'lhus,
i'r insrance,if it is true that the condition of possibility
,,1 t'vt'rvrhi'g tl-rrrtis pr'duced in fields of cultural production is
tlrrs srlrr 'l br:rckt'ting.i tenrl'lorirlenrcrgcncyrrnclof cc()n()nuc
n ( ' ( ( ' \ \ r l r ' ( . r st , r r r t ' , r s i l yl r t ' t t ' t ' n i r r t h t ' u s t ' o f

l i l l l l l u : l i l ( , :w , t ' r l o r l o t
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use languageto do somethingwith it, wc tlsc languageto raise
questionsabout language),if it is truc thirt we âre in a universe
which is that of gratuitousness,of finality without purpose, of
aesthetics,is it not understandablethat we should understand
aestheticsso wrongly? Indeed - this is wh:rt I wanted to tell Jules
Vuillemin yesterdayz- there are questi<)nsthat we do not ask
of aestheticsbecausethe social conditions of possibility of our
aestheticquestioning are already aesthetic,bccattsewe forget to
question all the nonthetic aestheticprestrppgsitions6f all aesr h e t i ct h e s e s . ..
Theory of the Theoretical Point of View
You may wonder why, being a sociologist' I should play the part
of the philosopher.Partly. of course,it is in homage to my philosopher friends who have convened here. But it is also becauseI
am obliged to do so. To raise such questions on the very nature
of the scientific gaze is an integral part of scientiÊcwork. These
questionshave beenthrust upon me' outsideof any intent or taste
for pure speculation,in a number of researchsituations where to
understand my strategiesor materials I wâs conlpelled to reflect
upon the scholarly mode of knowledge. To the extent that it
engagesin a mode of thinking which presupposesthe bracketing
of practical necessityand the use of instruments of thought constructed against the logic of practice, such as game theory, the
theory of probability, etc., the scholasticvision risks destroying
its object or creatingpure ârtifâctswheneverit is applied without
critical reflection to practicesthat are the product of an altogether
differentvision. Scholarswho do not know what definesthem as
scholarsfrom the "scholastic point of view" risk putting into the
minds of agents their scholasticview or imputing to their obiect
that which belongs to the manner of approaching it, to the mode
of knowledge.
This epistemocentric fallacy can be found, for instânce' in
Chomsky, who operatesâs if ordinary speakerswere grammarof the scholasticpoint of view.
ians.Grammar is a typical prodr-rct
Building on the work of Vygotsky, one could show that sËl'o/àis
what irllows us to movc from primary masteryto sectlndirrylnrlstt'ry of lrrnggitge
, t9 rrcccdettl rnctirdiscourse()n thc prrtcticeof clis'l'ltc
( ()rlrs('.
tllc scbrilLtstit
scholrtstic'1'r:tralogisttt,
ltlltct. cottsisrsitt
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injecting meta- into discoursesand pracrices.This is what Chomsky
does; this is also what Lévi-Straussdoes when he plays on rhe
notion of rule, which \Tittgenstein taught us to discern.
If, in studiesof kinship, in Béarn or Kabylia, I was led to think
of matrimonial practices as oriented by strategies rather than
guided or directed by rules, it was not for some sort of philosophical point of honor, but rather to explain prâcrices- with the help
of theoretical analysessuch as those of Wittgenstein,whom I just
evoked. To speak of strategiesrather than rules is to construct
the object differently, to ask different quesrionsof informanrs, to
analyze marriages differently. Instead of being content with recording, via genealogies,marriages reduced to a kinship relation
between spouses,I had to gâther for each wedding all the data and there are a lot of them - that may have entered,consciouslyor
unconsciously,in the strategies:the age difference between spouses,
differencesin material or symbolic wealth berweenthe rwo families,
and so forth.
But to effect this radical conversion of the scientific gaze,we
must take a theoretical point of view on the theoretical point of
view; we must realize that the anthropologisr is not, when faced
with marriage, in the position of the head of the household who
wishes to marry his daughter and to marry her well. The anthropologist (without knowing it) brackets all practical interesrsand
stakes. This is rather obvious in the case of the ethnographer
working in a foreign culture, whose situation as an outsider sufficesto put him or her in a quasi-theoreticalpoint of view. For the
sociologist, however, it is much less obvious, and he can easily
forget the gap that separatesthe interest that he may have in the
school system as a scholar who simply wanrs to understand and
to explain, and that consequentlyleads him to cast a "pure" gaze
on the functioning of the mechanisms of differential elimination
according to cultural capital, and the interest that he has in this
same system when he acts as a father concerned with the future
of his children. The notions of matrimonial strategy and of intercst (the interest in maximizing the material or symbolic profits
obtained through marriage) immediately come to mind when you
start thinking as an âgent âcting within cultural traditions where
the essentialpart of processesof accumulation or dilapidation of
(econorrric
or syrrrlrolic)
capital work themselvesout via matrimor t i l r lc x c h : r r r g c s .
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injecting meta- into discoursesand practices.This is what Chomsky
does; this is also what Lévi-Straussdoes when he plays on the
'Vfittgenstein
notion of rule, which
taught us to discern.
If, in studiesof kinship, in Béarn or Kabylia, I was led to think
of matrimonial practices as oriented by strategies rather thân
guided or directed by rules, it was not for some sorr of philosophical point of honor, but rather to explain prâctices- with the help
of theoretical analysessuch as those of Wimgenstein,whom I just
evoked. To speak of strategiesrather than rules is to construct
the object diff'erently,to ask different quesrionsof informanrs, ro
analyze marriages differently. Instead of being conrent with recording, via genealogies,marriages reduced to a kinship relarion
between spouses,I had to gather for each wedding all the data and there are a lot of them - that may have entered,consciouslyor
unconsciously,in the strategies:the age difference between spouses,
differencesin material or symbolic wealth between the two families,
and so forth.
But to effect this radical conversion of the scientific gaze, we
must take a theoretical point of view on rhe rheoretical point of
view; we must realize that the anthropologist is not, when faced
with marriage, in the position of the head of the household who
wishes to marry his daughter and to marry her well. The anthropologist (without knowing it) brackets all practical interestsand
stakes. This is râther obvious in the case of the ethnographer
working in a foreign culture, whose situation as an outsider sufficesto put him or her in a quasi-theoreticalpoint of view. For rhe
sociologist, however, it is much less obvious, and he can easily
forget the gap that separatesthe interest that he may have in the
school system as a scholar who simply wants to understand and
to explain, and that consequentlyleads him to cast a "pure" gâze
on the functioning of the mechanismsof differential elimination
according to cultural capital, and the inrerest thar he has in this
same system when he acts as a father concerned with the future
of his children. The notions of matrimonial strategy and of inrerest (the interest in maximizing the material or symbolic profits
obtained through marriage) immediately come to mind when you
start thinking as ân agent acting within cultural traditions where
the cssentiirlpart of processesof accumulation or dilapidation of
(ecor.ronric
or synrbolic)capital work themselvesout via matrimottialcxclt;rrtgt's.
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The same applies to myth or ritual, and in a way a fortiori.lt
is only on condition thât we take up the point of view of practice
- on the basis of a theoretical reflection on the theoretical point
of view, as a nonpractical point of view, founded upon the neutralization of practical interests and practical stakes- that we have
some chanceof graspingthe truth of the specificlogic of practice.
Ritual action, which structural anthropology situates on the side
of algebra,is in fact a gymnasticsor a dance (one goes from right
to left, or from left to right, one throws over the left or the right
shoulder) and follows â practical logic, that is, a logic that is
intelligible,coherent, but only up to a certain point (beyond which
it would no longer be "practical"), and oriented toward practical
ends, that is, the actualization of wishes, or desires(of life or of
death). etc.
Here again, the conversion in theoretical approach provoked
by theoretical reflection on the theoretical point of view and on
the practical point of view, and on their profound differences,is
not purely speculative:it is accompaniedby a drastic change in
the practical operationsof researchand by quite tangible scientific
profits. For instance, one is led to pay attention to properties of
ritual practice that structuralistlogicism would tend to push aside
or to treat as meaninglessaberrationsof the mythical algebra: the
ambiguities, the polysemic realities, underdeterminedor indeterminate, not to speak of partial contradictions and the fuzziness
that pervadesthe whole systemand accounts for its flexibility, its
openness,in short everything that makes it "practical" and thus
gearedto respond at the leastcost (in particular in terms of logical
research)to the emergenciesof ordinary existenceand practice.
One would need here to push the analysis further and to track
down all the scientificmistakeswhich, in sociology as well as ethnology, derive from what could be called the scholastic fallacy,
such as the fact of asking intervieweesto be their own sociologists
(as with all questions of the type: "According to you, how mâny
social classesare there?") for lack of having questionedthe questionnaire or, better, the situation of the questionnaire designer
who has the leisureor the privilegeto tear himselfor herselfaway
from the evidencesof doxa to raise questions.Or worse: the fact
of asking survey respondentsquestionsto which they can always
rcsponclby yes or no but which they do not raise and c<lulclnot
r r s kt l r c r r r s c l v t('tsh a t i s . t r u l y p r r < l c l t rbc yc r h c r r r s c l v c st r)r r l c s tsh e y
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were predisposedand prepared by the social conditions of cxisrenceto take up a "scholastic point of view" on the social world (;rs
in so many questions of political theory) and on their own practice. We would also need to uncover all the unnoticed theoretical
effects produced by the mere use of instruments of thought that,
having been produced in a "scholastic situation" - such as meâns
of recording, writing, transcription, as well as tools of "modelling," genealogies,diagrams, tables, and so forth - reproduce in
their functioning the presuppositionsinscribed in the social conditions of their construction, such as the bracketing of time, of
temporal urgency, or rhe philosophy of graruitousness,of the
neutralization of practical ends.
In short, to play on a famous title of Ryle's, I would say that
ignoring everything that is implicated in the "scholastic point of
view" leads to the most serious epistemological mistake in the
human sciences,namely, that which consistsin putting "a scholar
inside the machine," in picturing all social agents in the image of
the scientist(of the scientistreasoningon human practice and not
of the acting scientist,the scientist in action) or, more precisely,
to place the models that the scientist must construct to account
for practicesinto the consciousnessof agents,to operate as if the
constructions that the scientist must produce to understand and
account for practiceswere the main determinants,the actual cause
of practices.The rational calculator that the advocatesof rational
action theory portrây as the principle of human practices is no
less absurd - even if this does not strike us as much, perhaps
becauseit flatters our "spiritual point of honor" - than the angelus
rector, the far-seeingpilot to which some pre-Newtonian thinkers
attributed the regulated movement of the planets.
To "put a scholar inside the machine" is, thus, to risk falling
almost indifferently into finalistic intellectualism (of which I have
just given examples),or into mechanicismor, as among the most
thoughtlessscholars,to oscillatepermanently betweenone and the
other. In fact, if I had the time I could show that a correct theory
of practices avoids these palinodes by making the very alternative that they conceal,and which JacquesBouveressehas evoked,3
disappear:that of explanationsbasedon causesand explanations
birsecl()n rcas()nsor intentions.I will limit myself to one example.
l r r i t s r r p p r r r c n(t) l ) s c u r i t yt ,h e c x p r c s s i o n" n o b l e s s eo b l i g e " c l e a r l y
\tilt('\ llrc spt'tilit logir'ol thr.'rli-ç/ro-çillol:
hirbitrrsdircets
tlrt' rrol'rlc's
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(in the double senseof the word) his practicesand thoughts like a
force ("it is strongerthan I"), but without mechtrnically
constraining him; it also guides his acion like a logic of necessity("rhere
is nothing elseI can do," "l can do no differently"), but without
imposing it on him as if it were a rule or as if he were submirring
to the verdict in a sort of rational calculation. This leads me ro
believethat, in order to understand the specificlogic of practices
that have dispositionsas their basis,we must aband<lnrhe canonical distinction betweenexplanationsbasedon causesand explanations based on reasons.

in particular to this good old peasant- evoked by JulesVuillelnin
- who is capable of appreciating, like us, the beauty of a landscâpe,or to the black subproletarian capable of appreciating the
rhythm or appeal of a rap melody).
Most of the human works that we are accustomedto treating
as universâl - law, science,the fine arts' ethics, religion, and so
forth - cannot be dissociatedfrom the scholasticpoint of view
and from the social and economic conditions which make the
latter possible.They have been engenderedin these very peculiar
social universeswhich are the fields of cultural production - the
juridical field, the scientific field, the artistic ficld, the philosophical field - and in which agents âre engâged who have in common the priuilege of fighting for the rnonopoly of the universal'
and thereby effectively of promoting the advancement of truths
and values that are held, at each moment, to be universal' indeed
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The Privilege of the Universal
\il/hen we unthinkingly put to work our mosr ordinary modes of
thinking, we inflict upon our object a fundamental adulterarion,
which can go all the way ro pure and simple destrwctionand that
may well remain unnoticed.The same is true when we apply,
beyond their conditions of historical and social validity (leading
to anachronismor to classethnocentrism),conceptsthat, as Kant
puts it, seem to "pretend to universal validity" becausethey are
produced in particular conditions whose parriculâriry eludes us.
How could we not see- to be more Kantian than Kant, and than
my friend Jules Vuillemin - that the disinterestedgame of sensitiveness,the pure exerciseof the faculty of feeling, in short, the
so-calledtranscendentaluse of sensitivity, presupposeshistorical
and social conditions of possibility and that aesthetic pleasure,
this pure pleasurewhich "every person ought to be able to experience," is the privilege of those who have accessto the conditions
in which such a "pure" dispositioncan be durably constituted?
rVhat do we do, for instance, when we talk of a "popular
aesthetics"or when we wânt at all coststo credit the "people" (/e
peuple),who do not care to have one, with a "popular culture"?
Forgetting to effect the épochè of the social conditions of the
épochèof practicalintereststhar we effectwhen we passâ pure aesthetic appreciation,we purely and simply universalizethe particular
casein which we are placedor, to speaka bit more roughly, we,
irr irn rrnconsciousand thoroughly theoretical manner, grant the
t'cor.rornic
and social privilegcthat is the preconditionof the purc
. r r r t rl r r r i v e r s aalc s t h c t i c1 ' l o i not f v i c w t ( ) r r l l r r r c r a
r r r dw < l l n c r(rl r n t l

eternal.
I am ready to concedethat Kant's aestheticsis true, but only as
a phenomenologyof the aestheticexperiencesof all those people
who are the product of skholè.That is to say that the experience
of the beautiful of which Kant offers us a rigorous description
has definite economic and social conditions of possibiliry that âre
ignored by Kant, and that the anthropological possibility of which
(a.rt sketches an analysis could become truly uniuersal only if
those economic and social conditions were universallydistributed.
It meansalso that the conditionsof actttaluniversalizationof this
(theoretical)universaIpossibility is thus the actual universalization
of the economic and social conditions,that is, of skholè, which,
being monopolized by some today, confer upon this happy few
the monopoly over the universal.
To drive the point home and at the risk of appearing overly
insistent- but in such matters, it is so eâsy to have a light touch
- I would say thar the datum from which sociological reflection
srartsis not the universalcapacityto grasp the beautiful, but rather
the incomprehension,the indifference of some sociâl agents who
are deprived of the adequatecategoriesof aestheticperception
and afpreciation. And to recall the social conditions of possibility of this judgrnentthat claims universalvalidity leadsus to circuurscribcthe prctentionsto universalityof Kantian analysis:we
nrây ltnurt rht'Oritiquc of ludgment alimited validity as a phenor i c n c c< l f c c r t a i nc u l t i v a t e d
r r r t ' r r o l o r , - i,tr.nt l, t l v s ios l t h t ' l i v t ' t lt ' r ç r e
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men and women in certain historical societies,and we can describe
very preciselythe genesisof this experience.But only to add rmmediately that the unconsciowsuniuersalization of tbe particular case
which it effects (by ignoring its own social conditions of possibility or, to be Kantian to the end, irs own limits) has rhe effect of
constituting a particular experienceof the work of art (or of the
world, as with the idea of "natural beauty") as a uniuersal norm
of all possibleaestheticexperience,and thus of tacitly legitimizing
a particular form of experienceand, thereby, those who have the
privilegeof accessro it.
Vhat is true of pure aesthetic experience is true of all the
anthropological possibilitiesthat we rend to think of as (potentially) universal,such as the ability to produce a complex chain of
logical reasoning or the ability to accornplisha perfectly rigorous
moral act. And yet rheseabilitiesor capabiliriesremain thà privilege of only a few becausethese anthropological potentiaiities
find their full realization only under definite social and economic
conditions; and because,inversely,there are economic and social
conditions under which they are atrophied, annulled.
This is to say that one cannot, at the same time, denounce the
inhuman social conditions of existenceimposed upon prolerarians
and subproletarians,especiallyin the black ghettos of the united
states and elsewhere,and credit the people placed in such situations with the full accomplishmentof their human potentialities,
and in particular with the graruirous and disinteresteddispositions that we racitly or explicitly inscribe in notions such as those
of "culture" or "âesthetics."T'he commendableconcern to rehabilitate (which no doubt inspired me when I showed, a long time
ago, that the photographs taken by members of the working class
pursue an immanent intention which has its own coherence,its
own logic, its own justification - which still does not entitle us to
speak of an aesthetics)is not in itself a guaranteeof comprehension, and it may end up yielding the opposite resulr. I understand
Labov when he purporrs ro show that the dialect of the residents
of black ghettoscan conveytheologicaltruths as subtle and sophisticated as do the knowingly euphemizeddiscoursesof the gradueltesof Harvard University. It remains, however, that the most
hazy zrnd fuzzy utterancesof the latter open all doors in society
whcrcirsthe most unpredictablelinguistic inventions of the former
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remain totally devoid of value on the market of the school and in
all social situations of the same nature.
There is a manner, ultimately quite comfortable, of "respecting the people" which amounts to confining them to what they
are, in pushing them further down, as we could say, by converting deprivation and hardship into an electivechoice. The cult of
popular culture (whose historical paradigm is the Proletkuhl is a
form of essentialism,in the same way as the class racism which
reduces popular practices to barbarism - of which it is often
nothing more than the mere inuersiort,irnd ir falsely radical one
at that: indeed, it offers all the benefits of apparent subversion,
of "radical chic," while at the same time leaving evcrythingas it
is, some with their actuallycultured culture,capablcof sustaining
its own questioning,the others with their decisivelyand fictitiously
rehabilitated culture. Populist aestheticismis yet another one of
the effects, no doubt one of the most unexpected, <tf scholastic
bias since it operates a tacit universalization of the scholastic
point of view which is by no meâns accompanied by the will to
universalizethe conditions of possibility of this point of view.
Thus, we must acknowledgethat if everything leads us to think
that certain fundamental dispositions towârd the world, certain
fundamental modes of construction of reality (aesthetic,scientific,
etc.), of u'orldmaking, constitute universal anthropological possibilities, these potentialities are actualized only in definite conditions and that these conditions, starting with skholè, as distance
from necessityand urgency, and especiallyacademic skholè and
the whole accumulated product of prior skholè that it carries,
are unevenly distributed across civilizations, from the Trobriand
Islands to the United Statesof today, and within our own societies, across social classesor ethnic groups or, in a more rigorous
language,acrosspositions in social space.These are all very simple
but very fundamental things, and it is not superfluousto insist on
them, especially in a scholastic situation, that is, among people
ready to join in the forgetting of the presuppositions inscribed
in their common privilege. This simple observation leads us to
rrn ethical or political program that is itself very simple: we can
cscirpethe alternativeof populism and conservatism,two forms
of csscntirrlisrn
which tend to consecratethe status quo, only by
tt,orkin.qto rrrtit,(rsùlizethe conditions of dccessto urtiuerstlity.
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Logical Necessity and Social Constraints

To give a concrete and preciseconrenr to this kind of slogan,
which at least has the virrue of being cleirr and rig.rous, and to
put us on notice againstpopulist merke-bclicvc,
we wt>uldneedto
reintroduce the whole analysisof the genesis.f rhc specificsrructure of these quire peculiar social w<lrlds whcrc rhe universal is
engenderedand that I call fields.I believerndeedthat there is a
social history of reason,which is coexrensivewith the history of
thesesocial microcosmswhere the social conditirns rf the development of reason are engendered.Reason is historical through
and through, which does not rneanrhar it is on rhat account relative and reducibleto history. The history of reasonis the peculiar
history of the genesisof these peculiar social universes which,
having skholè as â prerequisiteand scholasticdistancefrom necessity (and from economic necessiryin particular) and urgency as
a foundation, offer conditions propitious to the developmentof a
form of social exchange,of competiti.n, even of struggle, which
are indispensablefor the development of certain anthropological
potentialities.
If these universesare propitious to the development of reason,
it is because,in order to make the most of yourself in them, you
must make the most of reason;to triumph in thent, you -ur,
make arguments, demonstrations, refutations triumph in them.
To be recognized,that is, symbolically efficient in theseuniverses,
the "pathologicalmotivations" âbout which Kant writes musr be
converted into logical motives. These social universes,which in
some wâys are like all other universes,with their powers, their
monopolies, their egoisms,their interests,and so on, are in other
wâys very diff-erent,exceptional,if nor a bit miraculous: in effect,
the tacitly or explicitly imposedrules of competition in them are
such that the most "parhological" functi.ns are obliged to mold
themselvesinto social forms and social fonnalisms,ro submir rhernselvesto regulatedproceduresand processes,notab[y in mattersof
discussionand confrontation,to clbeystandardsthat accord with
what is seen,at each moment in history, as reâson.
Thc scientific 6eld, this sch.lastic universe where the most
brut:rl c()nstrainrsof the ordinary social w.rld are l-rracketerl,
is
thc l.ctrs <lfthc gcnesisof ir ncw f<lrm.f necessity,r..,rnrtl,rint,rr.
i l y r r r rr r , ' i f fo, f r r s p c c i f i cl c g e l i r y ,. , r nI : . i gl . r . q c s tl t lc l t k a i t i: r r i t t h c
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Iogical constraints, whose specificity Bouveressetried to uncover
rhis morning, take the form of social consrrainrs (and vice versa).
Inscribed into minds in rhe form of dispositions acquired via the
disciplines of the Scientific City (and, more simply, through the
acquisition of state-of-rhe-artmethods and knowledge), they are
also inscribedin the objectivity of discussion,refurarion, and iegulated dialogue and especially,perhaps,in the form of positive and
negative sanctionsthat the field, functioning as a market, inflicts
upon individual products. At the exrreme, each producer has no
other clients than her competitors, who are thus her most merciIessjudges.
This is to sây in passing that there is no need ro wrench onrselvesfree from the embraceof relativism,to inscribethe universal structuresof reason,no longer in consciousness
but in language,
by way of a revived form of rhe rranscendenralillusion.
Jtrgen
Habermas stops his efforrs in midcourse when he seeksin the
social sciencesa way out of rhe hisroricistcircle to which the social
sciencesseem to condemn themselves(and in particular Grice's
principles).There is no need ro invoke a ..beyondhistory,' or ro
go along with the Platonic illusi.n which can be found, under
different guises,in all fields,to account for the transcendence
of
(mathematical,artistic,scienrific,etc.) works which are produced
in scholarlyfieldsand which are testedthrrugh the consrrainrsor,
befter, the censorship,external or internal, that the field exerrs on
all those endowed with the disp.sitions ir producesand demands
( " L e t n o o n e e n t e r . . . " ) . w e m u s t . b y t a k i n g h i s t o r i c i s rt e d u c t i o n
to its logicalconclusion,seekthe origins 'f reasonnot in a human
"faculty," that is, a ndturel but in the very history of thesepeculiar
social microcosmsin which agentsstruggle,in the namè of the
universal,for the legitimatemonopoly over the universal.
A realistanalysisof the functioningof fieldsof cultural production, far from leading to relativism,allows us to move past the
;rlternativeof anrirarionalisrand anriscientificnihilism, on rhe one
hand, nnd the moralism of the glorification of rational dialogue,on
tlre <rther,roward a genuine realpolitik of reason. rndeed, I think
thrrt,short of believingin miracles,we cân expect the progressof
rc;lson .nly from a political strugglerationally oriented toward
rlcfcnding rrnclpr.nr<lting the social conditions for the exercisc
ol re.lstttl,:t l)crrtlilrrclrtnrobiliz.irtionof all culttrrirl procluccrsir.r
o t . t l t ' tl o t l t ' l t ' r t t l t. l t r . r t r r i lcr o r r t i r r r r < l r r sr r r lr r r o c l ç sitl r t c r v c ' r r t i 6 r r s .
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the institutional bases of intellectual activity. Every project for
the developmentof the human spirit which, forgetting the historical grounding of reason,dependson the sole force of reason and
rational discourse to advancethe causesof reason, and which does
not appeal to political struggle aimed at endowing reason and
freedom with the properly political instruments which are rhe
precondition of their realization in history, remains prisoner of
the scholasticillusion.

Notes
This text is Bourdieu's final addressat the conferenceon "Geschmack,
Strategien,praktiker Sinn" (Taste,Strategiesand the Logic of Practice),
held at the Free University of Berlin, October 23-4, 1989.
1 Alain V. Cicourel, "Habitus and the Development or Emergenceof
Practical Reasoning," also presented at the conference in the note
above.
Jules Vuillemin, "Réflexion sur raison et jugement de goût," also
presented at the conference.
Jacques Bouveresse,"La force de la règle," also presented at the
conference.

A Paradoxical
Foundation of Ethics
M
possiblepoint of departure for reflectionson ethics is the
existenceof universally witnessed, metadiscursiveor metapractical, second-order strategiesthat agents employ in
order to appear (in act or intention) to conform to a universal rule,
even when their practice is at variance with perfect obedienceto
the rule or when it does not have perfect obedience to the rule as
its principle. These strategies,through which one observesorder
notably by observing formalities, that is, by indicating recognition of the rule even in transgression,imply recognizing the fundamental law of the group: even if one does not respect the rule (the
Kabyle are fond of saying that "every rule has its loophole"l and
Marcel Mauss, "Taboos are there to be violated"), one must at
least respect the fundamental law which demands that recognition of the rule be manifest. In a sense,from the group's point of
view, there cannot be a more dutiful act than so-called "white
lies" or "pious hypocrisies." If these deceptions that deceive no
one are readily acceptedby the group, it is becausethey contain
an undeniable declaration of respect for the group's rule, that is,
for the formal universal principle (universal since it applies to
each group member) that is constitutive of the group's existence.
These strategiesof officializâtion, by which agents express their
reverence for the official beliefs of the group, are strategies of
tunivcrsalizationwhich accord the group what it demands above
.rll clsc, that is, a public declarationof reverencefor the group and
Ior the sclf-rt'prcscntrlti()n
it prescnrsto others and to itself (as
rvitlr tlrt' K;rhr'lt'lrttltt'rrvlro Prcscntsa nrrrrriagebetwec.nparallcl
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cousins as if inspired by his respect for the rules of matrimony
when in fact he is led by his concern with public disgrace or
acceptsit as a lesserevil; or rhe judge in a court of appeal who
claims to have reacheda decision based on deductions from legal
principles, when his decision is really inspired or irnposed by
circumstantialconsiderations).
The (mental) representationthe group has of itself can only be
maintained rhrough the incessantwork of (theatrical) representation, through which agentsproduce and reproduce (all-reitin and
through mere 6ction) at least the appearrance
of conformity to the
group's ideal truth or ideal of truth. This work is imposed with a
particular urgencyupon thosewho act as rhe official spokespersons
of the group. These persons,more thân anyone else,cannot afford
to ['reirreverent toward the collecrive ideal, in public or even in
private. The group only fully âcceprsthose who publicly show thert
they recognizethe group. The sanctions of political scandal will
inevitably befall the spokespersonwho is disloyal,who does not
really give the group what rhe group's recognition is worth ro him.
Thus, groups always reward conduct that conforms universarlly
(in reality, or ar leasrin intention) to virtue. They particularly favor
real or fictitious tribute to the ideal of disinteresredness,
the subordination of the 1 to rhe us, or the sacrificingof indiviclualinreresr
to the general inreresr,which definespreciselythe passageto rhe
ethical order. Thus, it is a universalanrhropologicallaw that there
are benefits(symbolic and sometimesmaterial) in subjecting oneself to the universal,in projecting(at least)an appearanceof virtue, and adhering externally to an official rule. [n orher words, rhe
recognition that is universally accorded official rules assuresthat
respect(formal or fictitious) for the rule brings about the profits of
regularity(it is always easierand more comfortablero acr according to rules),or "regularization"(in bureaucraticrealism,the rerm
"regularizationof a situation" is sometimesused).
It follows that universalization(as an affirmation of the recognition of Plato's koinon - conrmon sense- and koinonein ) is the
universalstrategyoi legitimarion.Those who act accordingto the
rule have the group on their side and ar the sametime ostensibly
place themselveson rhe group's side through a public act of rec.gniti'n of a communal norm, which is universalbecauseir is
rrrtivcrsrrlly
irpprovedwithin rhe limits of rhe'group. Thcy cleclrrrc
t l t c i r i r g r t ' e n r c nt (t ) c . r r f < l r r rrr< lt h c g r ( ) u P ' sp < l i n to f v i c w . v r r l i cfl. r
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all potential agents, for a universal X. In opposition to the pure
affirmation of subjectivearbitrariness(because1 want it or because
that is the way / like it), the referenceto the rule's universaliry
representsincreasedsymbolic power associatedwith its being put
into form, info an official formula, into ir general rule.
However, the existenceof an interest in virtue and a profit in
confclrmity to the social ideal of virtue are known universally,and
no tradition is devoid of warnings against pharisarism,the ostentatious (and more or lesshypocritical) defenseof a "g,oodcause"ând
virtuousexhibitionism.Universalizationlrcingthe strategyof legitimation par excellence,a formally univers:rll'rehaviorcan always
be suspectedof being the product of an effort to pleirseor t() gain
the group's approval, of atternptingto irppr<lpriirtethc symbolic
force representedby koinon, the foundation of all choicespresentedas universal(koinon, or common sense)is what is just, both
in the ethical, practical sense- as opposed to what is egotistical
- and in the cognitive, theoretical sense- as opposed to what
is subjectiveand partial). This is nowhere more true than in the
political struggle for the monopoly of symbolic violence, for the
right to say what is right, true, good, and to define all so-called
universal values,where a referenceto what is universally just can
be the most important weâpon.
But the disenchantmentthat a sociologicalanzrlysis
of the interest in disinterestedness
may produce does not inevitably lead to a
morality of pure intentions.Watchful only of usurpationsof universality,this morality ignores the fact that the interest in, and the
profit of, the universalare indisputablythe rnost securevehicleof
progresstoward the universal itself. Vith regard to the proverb,
"hypocrisy is the homage paid by vice to virtue," we can focus
on the negativeand universirllystigmatizedconceptof hypocrisy,
rlr, in a more realisticmanner,on the homageto virtue, universally
recognizedas a positiveconcept.And how can we ignore the fact
that the critique of suspicionitself constitutesa kind of partaking
rn the profits of the universal?How can one fail to seethat in its
irppirrentnihilism, this critique does in fact encompassthe recognition of universal logical or ethicâl principles,which it has tcr
irrvoke,rrt lcast racitly,in order to expressor denouncethe selfish,
irrtcrcstecl,
or subjectivelogic of strategiesof universaliza1'rirrtirrl,
t i o r r . l h r r s ,r v l r i l t ' o r r cn l n y n ( ) t o b j c c tt o t h e A r i s t o t e l i a nd e f i n i t i o n
o l r t t . r n l.r r r r r , u t r r r , r vl r t ' t o n s i r l t ' r t ' ri rl r r t t i o n l t bl e i n g s e, v e ni f t h e i r
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application of rational norms is judgcd scnsibleand rcasonable.
Similarly, one must not reproach rhc Hcgclian model of state bureâucracyfor ignoring the fact that thosc who servethe state also
servetheir own individual interestunder thc pretext of serving the
universal,becauseone must tacitly admit that rhe [rureaucracycan,
as it pretends,servethe universal,and that thc criteria and critiques
of reasonand morality can thereforebe lcgitirnatelyapplied to ir.
Kant's test of universalizabilityis rhe universal strategy of the
rational critique of ethical claims (those who assert that others
can be treated badly basedon a particular property, for example
skin color, can be questionedwith regard ro rheir own disposition
to âccept similar maltreatmenr if their skin were rhe same color).
To statethe questionof the morality or rhe nroralizationoi politics
in sociologicallyrealisticterms, we musr considerin practicalterms
the conditions that would need to be fulfilled to keep political
practicespermanently subjectedro a tesr of universalizability,so
that the very workings of the political field force irs acors into real
universalizationstrategies.It would be a question of establishing
social universes where, as in the Machiavellian ideal republic,
agents had an interest in virtue, disinterestedness,
and devotion
to public serviceand the common good.
Political morality does not fall from heaven,and it is not innate
to human nature. Only a realpolitik of reason and moraliry can
contribute favorably ro rhe institution of a universewhere all agenrs
and their acts would be subject- notably through critique - ro a
kind of permanent test of universalizabiliry which is practically
instituted in the very logic of the field. There is no more realistic
political âction (at least for intellectuals)than that which, giving
political power to ethical critique, can contribute to the advent of
political fields capable of favoring, through their very functioning, agentsendowed with the most universal rational and ethical
dispositions.
In short, morality has no chance of entering politics unlessone
works toward creâting instituti<-rnal
means for a politics of morality. The official truth of the official, the cult of public serviceand
of devotion to the common good, cânnot resistthe critique of suspicion that will endlesslyuncover corruption, clientelism,ambitiousness,and ât best a privare inrerestin serving a public purpose. By
a "legitimate imposturer" in Austin's words, public personsarc
private personssocially legitimatedand cncourirgcclro rhink of
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themselvesas public persons,thus to think of themselvesand to
present themselvesas servants devoted to the common good. A
politics of morality cânnot but record this fact in catching public
officials in the web of their own posturing, through the official
definition of their official functions. Even more importantly, it is
also among the tasks of a politics of morality to work incessantly
toward unveiling hidden differencesbetween official theory and
actual practice, betweenthe limelight and the backrooms of political life. This work of uncovering,disenchantment,or demystification, is anything but disenchanting.On the contrary, it can only be
accomplishedin the name of the samevaluesof civil virtue (equaland sincerity) with
ity, fraternity, and especiallydisinterestedness
which the unveiledreality is at variance.And there is nothing discouraging, except perhaps for some "do-gooders," in the fact that
those whose task it is to criticize, unveil, and hold accountable
- journalists on constânt lookout for scandals,intellectualsready
to fight for universalcauses,lawyers wishing to defend and extend
respect for the law, and researchers(like sociologists) eager to
reveal concealedtruths - will not be able to contribute to the creation of conditions for the institution of the rule of virtue unlessthe
logic of their respectivefields guaranteesthem the profits of the
universal which are at the basis of their libido uirtutis.
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